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Abstract
Cloud computing is a rapidly emerging platform and has become a successful computing
paradigm for offering IT related services to its customers using the Internet. Services are
provided based on pay-as-you-use model and do not require any large capital investments
in IT infrastructure. The benefits provided by Cloud technology are substantial leading
to rapid deployment of Cloud-based infrastructure. In order to meet the substantial and
growing demand for cloud computing services, cloud service provider use large numbers of
strategically located large data centers. Cloud service providers have established large data
centers for cloud-based services throughout the globe to provide an economical, flexible
and scalable solution for their customers. These data centers use a large number of
computing resources including hardware, software, and the virtual machine technologies.
Such technologies allow services to be configured to meet the changing requirements of
the cloud customers in terms of elasticity, scalability, and balancing of the workload.
The high power consumption not only increases the operating costs of the cloud data
centers but also causes substantial harm to the environment due to the release of toxic
fumes by the power plant. In order to tackle the problem of large consumption of power,
researchers began to focus on eliminating wasteful use of electricity by judicious utilization
of computing resources. This thesis investigates two aspects—namely, sizing and effective
consolidation of virtual machines—to ensure effective utilization of computing resources
with the objective of decreasing the power consumption while adhering to the service level
agreement with customers. The primary contributions of this study, enumerated in the
thesis, are summarized below:
• A novel approach for appropriate sizing of virtual machines and allocating them
to support the clusters of cloud workload with the aim of minimizing the power
consumption that may be there due to improper allocation of computing resources
in the cloud environment. It maps groups of tasks to customized virtual machine
types. This mapping is based on the task usage patterns obtained from the analysis
of the historical data extracted from utilization traces. The efficient use of computing
resources on the basis of their actual requirements for a group of tasks helps to save
a substantial amount of power.
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• A new approach to optimize the migration of virtual machine to the physical machine
to reduce the power consumption and reducing unwanted emissions. The proposed
approach uses a correlation coefficient and predicts the future requirements of com-
puting resources to compute the value/s of the variable accurately, and has been
termed LIFE - Lowest Interdependence Factor Exponent. This variable shows the
level to which a VM can be associated with a target physical machine. A higher
value of LIFE will correspondingly result in a more significant impact factor influ-
encing the performance of existing VMs whenever a VM is selected for migration
to a target machine. In order to minimize performance degradation, migration of a
VM to a target machine will only take place if it is found to correspond with a value
of LIFE that is found to be the lowest.
• An enhancement of the proposed virtual machine placement and selection approach
is by considering multiple resources with minimal effect on already running virtual
machines and minimizing the migration cost in terms of multiple computing re-
sources like bandwidth, CPU, and memory. This leads to the proposed Multiple
Resourcebased VM Selection (MRVMS) approach for VM selection, and the Lowest
Interdependence Factor Exponent Multiple Resources Predictive (LIFE-MP) ap-
proach for VM placement, by considering the multiple computing resources that are
being used simultaneously. The MRVMS approach selects a VM with high CPU re-
quirements and optimal memory requirement to reduce the workload of overloaded
PMs with minimum migration cost. The LIFE-MP approach selects a PM at which
to place the migrating VM, based on the PM with the lowest correlation coefficient
value among the already-running VMs and the migrating VM to reduce performance
degradation because of the VM migration.
• A novel approach to evaluate the overload condition of a physical machine that
initiates migration of virtual machines with the aim of minimizing the number of
migrations for reducing power waste. It presented a new proposal for the dynamic
adjustment of threshold values that seeks to decrease the number of migrations
in varying workload environments. The proposed approach, named the dynamic
threshold-based fuzzy approach (DTFA), is a fuzzy threshold-based approach used
for adjusting the threshold values of PMs in a cloud environment. The proposed
method allows the number of migrations caused by overloading to be reduced and
SLAs to be met.
The proposed approaches were benchmarked by using Google Cloud and PlanetLab
workload traces in comparison to existing respective approaches in the field.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
Cloud computing is one of the most potent technologies that provide ubiquitous and cheap
services to its customers on the basis of the pay-as-you-go model [1]. In order to use the
services provided by cloud service providers, cloud customers only need a connection to
the Internet. Cloud-based computing services have several advantages in terms of scale,
speed, access, and cost reduction. The cloud technology consists of a large number of
computing resources that can be used on a sharing basis. Different computing resources
such as software development platforms, hardware and other services can be configured to
meet the changing requirements of the cloud customers in terms of elasticity, scalability
and balancing of the workload. Thus, cloud computing enables the optimization of the
utilization of computing resources. The computing resources are provisioned by the Cloud
Service Providers on the pay-as-you-go model basis. These resources are highly available
and reliable. For instance, Amazon EC2 offers 99.997% of its services as per service level
agreement [2]. The cloud customer can use the computing resources and services as per
their needs without worrying about their location and IT requirements.
Tremendous amounts of power consumption by different data centers in the produc-
tion of a significant amount of heat and carbon dioxide [3]. To extend the life span of
data centers, organizations install cooling systems that further enhance the consumption
of power. Emission of the massive amount of carbon dioxide also affects the safe envi-
ronment. The IT sector emits up to 2% of the global CO2 emissions that is considered
equivalent to that of the aviation sector [4, 5].
As a result, a significant amount of electricity is required to operate the cloud-based
hardware and other devices in addition to the power needed for cooling systems running
inside the cloud data centers. Huge power consumption is considered as one of the signifi-
cant factors for the total cost of ownership in managing the cloud data center. It has been
observed that 55% of power is consumed by the cloud servers and network equipment,
whereas 30% of the power is consumed by cooling systems [6]. Several efforts have been
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made to design energy efficient equipment in the recent years. However, power consump-
tion in the data centers is rising in a nonlinear fashion and is expected to increase in the
future as well. It is reported that the increase in power consumption was more than 100%
between the period 2010-2015 and it is estimated that there will be 82% rise in power
consumption during the period 2015-2020 [7].
Exponential growth of the IT sector in the recent years is observed as a result of
advancement in technologies like cloud computing and growth of Internet-based services.
It is estimated that 7% of power throughout the world is only consumed by the IT sector
and expected to reach up to 13% by 2030 [8]. Most of the online games, real-time streaming
of the videos, and mobile devices resulted in producing 60% of network traffic and this
value is expected to reach 80% by 2020. Even, cloud data centers, in particular, consume
1.4% of global electricity [9, 10].
Several researchers estimated the power consumption of cloud data centers over the
globe. The power consumption data is summarized in Table 1.1 for different years in
America, Europe, and world. These figures include the power consumption by cloud
servers, network equipment, and other equipment installed in the data center.
In order to tackle the problem of high consumption of power, elimination of wasteful
use of electricity due to low utilization of computing resources is required [15]. This
elimination can be performed at the physical hardware level as well as at the level of
allocating the computing resources in a cloud data center. Recent developments have
resulted in several designs that improved the efficiency in utilization of the hardware in
cloud data centers. However, it is noted from the data gathered for a period of six months
for 5000 cloud data servers that most of the servers are not idle and not used to their full
capacity [16]. Usually, these servers are utilized from 10% to 50% of their ability. This
indicates that these servers are over-provisioned and causes the additional total cost of
Table 1.1: Worldwide power consumption statistics of cloud data centers.
Region Year Energy Consumption(TWh) References
Europe
2000 18.3 [11]
2005 41.3 [4]
2007 56 [12]
2010 72.5 [4]
2020 104 [12]
US
2013 91 [13]
2020 140 [13]
Global
2007 216 [14]
2012 269 [14]
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acquisition and power [15]. As a result, there is still scope of improvement in the efficient
utilization of power by computing resources.
The consolidation of the virtual machines is a key mechanism for optimizing the
utilization of computing resources in a cloud data center [17, 18]. Dynamic consolidation
of virtual machines can lead to a reduction in power consumption of the data center. It is
based upon hardware virtualization techniques wherein a physical cloud server is shared
among more than one virtual machines for running multiple applications on a single virtual
machine. Virtualization also allows the online migration of virtual machines. This enables
the transfer of virtual machines among different physical machines on the basis of the
current workload of the data center. Most importantly, it allows the migration of virtual
machines from overloaded physical machines to underloaded physical machines to balance
the load. In order to optimize the power consumption cloud data center, virtual machine
can be migrated to a small number of physical machines so that underutilized physical
machines can be shifted to sleep mode with minimum power consumption. Dynamic
consolidation of virtual machines has the disadvantage of performance degradation while
migrating the virtual machine from one physical machine to another. Moreover, migration
of the virtual machine also costs the data center in terms of more power consumption.
In order to address issues of ineffective utilization of computing resources and exces-
sive power consumption, this thesis focuses on the proposal of an effective consolidation of
virtual machines (CVMs) while providing services to cloud customers as per service level
agreement (SLA).
1.1 Research Motivation
Cloud computing resources, such as software development platforms, hardware and other
services, can be configured to meet the changing requirements of cloud customers in terms
of elasticity, scalability and workload balancing [19–21].
Virtualization is considered an important technology that has allowed cloud comput-
ing to behave as a flexible environment that can be reconfigured dynamically. This allows
computing resources to be provisioned and de-provisioned by creating, resizing, migrat-
ing, and terminating VMs running on physical machines. By virtualizating resources, it
becomes feasible in cloud data centers to tackle inappropriate utilization of computing
resource and inefficient power consumption by the provision of more than one runtime
and a completely isolated environment in the form of VMs in a single physical machine
(by migrating VMs dynamically [22] from one physical machine to another to improve
computing resource utilization). Thus, virtualization allows the utilizing of computer re-
sources to be optimized. In particular, an effective VM consolidation process also offers
power consumption as well as optimization.
In addition, an efficient method to improve the utilization of computing resources can
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be achieved using an effective and dynamic consolidation of VMs. This involves the effi-
cient allocation of computing resources to VMs (resource optimization), and packing the
required number of VMs to the minimal number of physical machines (VM placement)
by migrating the VMs from one physical machine to another dynamically (VM migra-
tion) in order to improve resource utilization, SLA violations, and power consumption.
This procedure assists in improving the computing resource utilization of active physical
machines, leading to minimized power consumption as non-active physical machines can
be moved to a low-power consumption state or turned off [23]. It attempts to decrease
low-utilized physical machines and minimize non-proportional consumption of power. It
also offers the benefit of reserving low-utilized machines to support more virtual machines
to cater to the needs of an increased workload in the future. Thus, it helps improve the
throughput of the cloud data center regarding workload.
Resource optimization helps address the elasticity problem, dealing with over-provisioning
and under-provisioning of computing resources in a cloud data center. Here, over-provisioning
of computing resources refers to excess allocation of computing resources in comparison
to current workload needs. No doubt, over-provisioning resources can ensure good per-
formance, but can suffer from a limitation of high expenditure, degrading the users’ ex-
perience and consequently, offering a lower quality of service (QoS). From the service
provider’s perspective, over-provisioning results in a huge increase in the cost of physical
equipment like machines and excessive power consumption to satisfy their customers. As
a result, their customers will need to pay more. Under-provisioning helps economize cloud
services for service providers as well as customers. However, under-provisioning of com-
puting resources may cause performance degradation as per SLA. The primary objective of
an effective computing resource allocation method involves avoiding under-provisioning to
ensure performance as per SLA, and avoiding over-provisioning of resources to ensure the
cost of cloud services is optimized. Thus, appropriate allocation of computing resources
can be an efficient solution to the problem of resource allocation.
VM placement in the dynamic consolidation method is considered an important
method for tackling the issue of scalability for large cloud data centers. However, there
are many issues connected with the inefficient placement of VMs during migration, such
as performance degradation. Inefficient VM placement can lead to the inappropriate al-
location of virtual machines, causing continuous use of power after loading the workload
in the cloud data center and increasing the number of migrations. As a consequence,
performance degrades due to inappropriate VM placement during VM migration.
Dynamic VM placement methods [24–26] considering communication costs offer the
benefits of optimizing network resource utilization, specifically, network bandwidth. A
VM placement method allows VM placement in the beginning stage of VM deployment
to be optimized. But active VMs may show changed behavior at run-time for the uti-
lization of computing resources due to a change in the cloud workload [27]. In addition,
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customers may create and terminate the VMs dynamically in cloud data centers by us-
ing the features of computing resource provisioning in clouds. Consequently, resources of
physical machines get fragmented with the passage of time, causing degradation of com-
puting resource utilization, and the hosting capability of the cloud data center. This kind
of low-utilized computing resource is considered the main cause of computing resource
wastage in cloud data centers [28]. Moreover, these low-utilized physical machines also
add to power wastage. It is observed that idle physical machines consume approximately
70% of their maximum power consumption [16].
The capability of online VM migration allows virtual machines to be moved from
one physical machine to another. The process of moving virtual machines can happen for
very low-utilized physical machines or highly utilized physical machines. Such physical
machines can be consolidated to the minimum number of physical machines dynamically,
followed by shifting the idle physical machines to a low power-consuming state or turning
them off, thus leading to the optimization of power consumption.
Excessive VM migration, on the other hand, can lead to extra computational and
management overheads (e.g., setting VM configuration, creating/deleting VMs), which
result in additional power consumption [29]. To lower the power consumption, it becomes
inherently necessary to lower the frequency of VM migrations. A preferred method to
bring down power consumption is by consolidating VMs. In this method, VMs are pe-
riodically clubbed together in as little number of physical machines as possible with the
objective of bringing down the number of active physical machines [30, 31]. The perfor-
mance of running applications is considered a prime factor in assigning VMs to physical
machines. Allocating a large number of VMs may degrade the performance of a physical
machine due to the limited computing resources, as this may lead to SLA violation. The
boundary threshold for the usage of computing resources is defined to avoid over usage of
computing resources and fulfilling the SLA. Another way is to put the under-utilized phys-
ical machines into sleep mode so as to reduce power [30]. Therefore, minimizing power
consumption and maximizing resource utilization while guaranteeing quality of service
(QoS) is a major challenge for VM consolidation in data centers.
1.2 Research Questions and Objectives
The main goal of this thesis is to answer the following research questions:
• How to determine appropriate sized VMs for allocating the changing
cloud workload with the aim of optimizing the utilization of computing
resources by minimizing the power wastage in a data center?
Finding of virtual machine size is an essential factor that affects the number of com-
puting resources needed for a given cloud workload and the total power consumption
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of a cloud data center. Cloud data center faces a changing behavior of utilization of
computing resources that keeps on varying dynamics. But, allocating an improper
bunch of computing resources in terms of virtual machines can impact the effective-
ness and optimal usage of computing resources and hence can lead to power wastage
due to unnecessary provisioning of computing resources. Unnecessary wastage of
power can be eliminated by ensuring proper allocation of computing resources as
per cloud workload dynamically. Therefore, the allocation of appropriate sized vir-
tual machines to the cloud workload can help in reducing the power consumption of
the cloud data center. The process of determining the proper size of the virtual ma-
chine is a three phased process. Firstly, it involves analysis and clustering of cloud
Workload in Google Cluster Trace based on Resource Usage. Secondly, it determines
Virtual Machine Sizes & their Types as per compute resource requirements of the
clusters of cloud workload. Finally, it maps the clusters of the tasks to appropriate
sized virtual machine type. This process leads to efficient use of computing resources
on the basis of their actual requirements for a group of tasks that further helps to
save a substantial amount of power of the cloud data center. Here, classification
of tasks into different clusters has the potential to decrease the granularity of the
placement problem. In addition, the analysis of use behavior of each cluster of tasks
enables the finding the suitable number of task clusters to be assigned to a physical
machine.
• What are the required conditions for initiating migration of virtual ma-
chines with an aim of minimizing the number of migrations to reduce
energy?
Determining a physical machine as overloaded or underloaded is a challenging task
in a cloud data center with varying workloads. This decision of tagging a physical
machine as overloaded or under loaded machine directly affects the quality of service
in addition to violating SLA and increasing the power consumption. Because, for a
given overloaded, the migration of virtual machines is needed to avoid SLA viola-
tions and for the underloaded physical machine, all its virtual machines should be
migrated to another physical machine and the physical machine should be moved to
sleep mode with minimum power consumption. Each migration requires utilization
of computing resources like processor, memory and network bandwidth and hence
results in additional power consumption of the cloud data center. An improper se-
lection of overloaded and underloaded physical machines in cloud data centers can
result in an increase in the number of migrations of virtual machines, leading to
additional utilization of computing resources during migration of virtual machines
and thereby causes more power consumption.
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• What is the suitable physical machine for placing the migrated virtual
machines with minimal effect on running cloud applications and power
consumption of the physical machine?
Placement of migrating virtual machines is a significant task in the consolidation
process of a virtual machine in cloud data centers. Improper placement of vir-
tual machines can result in overloading a physical server machine that may lead
to SLA violations or make the physical machine to operate under suboptimal load
conditions. Therefore, the placement of migrating virtual machines on appropriate
physical server machines affects the user experience and performance directly and
has an immediate impact on a number of SLA violations. The primary objective
of the placement of a virtual machine is to maximize computing resource utiliza-
tion, minimize the number of active physical machines, and minimize performance
degradation after migration. An effective placement policy involves consideration of
future requirement of a virtual machine for computing resources as well as correlation
coefficient with that physical machine.
The value of correlation coefficient shows the extent to which a VM can be associated
with a target physical machine. A higher value will correspondingly result in a more
significant impact factor influencing the performance of existing VMs whenever a
VM is selected for migration to a target machine. Thus, measuring correlation
coefficient can help in finding the appropriate physical machine and minimizing the
performance degradation.
• How to select a virtual machine from an over-utilized physical machine
for migrating to another physical machine so that migration leads to
minimal utilization of computing resources of memory, processor and
network bandwidth, and hence minimal power consumption?
Cloud data centers experience changing workload conditions, making some of the
physical machines as overloaded and some of them as underloaded wherein either
computing resources are inadequately provisioned or over provisioned as per their
workload requirements. Selecting an appropriate virtual machine from the over
loaded physical machines is considered as an essential step in the effective consoli-
dation of virtual machines in cloud data centers. As the migration of the selected
virtual machine directly influences the CPU usage, memory usage and the network
bandwidth usage simultaneously, an appropriate selection of virtual machine for mi-
gration from an overloaded physical machine to another can help to minimize the
workload of the over loaded physical machine and reduce the migration cost in terms
of usage of computing resources.
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• How to determine the appropriate number of physical server machines
required for supporting the current workload of the cloud data center?
Inappropriate allocation of virtual machines to physical server machines can lead
to an increase in the number of active physical machines. It has been observed
that the active machines are usually utilized in 20% - 50% of their full capacity,
and hardly reaches to its full utilization [15]. Even, some of the physical machines
remain idle due to the changing nature of cloud workloads. A physical machine
in an idle state consumes 70% of power when fully utilized [15, 16]. Therefore,
keeping an appropriate count of physical machines active can significantly reduce
a considerable amount of power consumption of the cloud data center. Dynamic
behavior of workload of a cloud data center requires frequent moving of physical
machines to sleep mode and active mode. In order to optimize power consumption
and avoid SLA violations, it is important to determine when and which physical
machine must be moved to sleep mode, or again made active to support current
workload of the cloud data center.
To answer the research questions and address the gaps in existing techniques in the devel-
opment of power efficient cloud data centers, the following research objectives have been
identified:
• Explore and critically analyze the existing research in the field of cloud computing for
developing power efficient data centers with the aim of identifying factors affecting
the power wastage and understanding the existing techniques for optimizing the
power consumption in cloud data centers.
• To conduct a comprehensive comparative analysis of existing techniques for opti-
mizing power consumption for identifying research gaps.
• To explore the existing benchmark data set for representing cloud traces and analyze
them, especially Google cloud trace, for validating the newly proposed techniques
in this research work.
• To propose a new approach for determining appropriate sized virtual machines for
allocating the changing cloud work load with the aim of optimizing the utilization of
computing resources by minimizing the power wastage in a data center and validating
it in comparison to existing approaches using Google cloud traces.
• To present a novel method for finding the conditions required for initiating migration
of virtual machines with the aim of minimizing the number of migrations for reducing
power waste due to unnecessary migrations and validate it in comparison to existing
approaches using Google cloud traces.
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• To propose a novel method for determining a suitable physical cloud server ma-
chine for placing the migrating virtual machines with minimal effect on running
cloud applications and power consumption of the physical machine and validate it
in comparison to existing approaches using Google cloud traces.
• To suggest a method for selecting a virtual machine from an over-utilized physical
machine for migration to another physical machine so that the migration leads to
minimal utilization of computing resources such as memory, processor and network
bandwidth for minimal power consumption and validate it in comparison to existing
approaches using Google cloud traces.
• To suggest an approach for determining the appropriate number of physical server
machines required for supporting the current workload of the cloud data center.
1.3 Research Contributions
In response to the research questions discussed in Section 1.2, the primary contributions
of this thesis are multifold.
Firstly, it provides an updated review of existing techniques to assess the current
status of the problem and their existing solutions with their pros and cons. The thesis
considers the division of a useful consolidation of virtual machines into different stages,
namely, detecting overloaded and underloaded virtual machines, selecting an appropriate
virtual machine for migrating to another physical machine and placing a migrating virtual
machine to a suitable physical machine with the aim of reducing the power consumption.
The thesis contributes by proposing a novel approach for the appropriate deter-
mination of the virtual machine sizing for allocating them to support the cloud workload
with the aim of minimizing excessive power consumption due to improper allocation of
computing resources in the cloud environment. To meet the objectives of reducing the
power consumption, it employs the concept of mapping appropriately sized VMs to a
group of tasks in a data center. It involves the clustering of tasks on the basis of their
computing requirements and finding a suitably sized VM with the required computing
resources. The efficient use of computing resources on the basis of their actual needs for
a group of tasks helps to save a substantial amount of power.
Thirdly, it suggests a new approach for placing migrating virtual machines to a
suitable physical machine on the basis of correlation among migrating virtual machine
and already running virtual machines as well as future requirements of the computing
resources with an aim of reducing the power consumption.
The proposed virtual machine placement approach uses a correlation coefficient and
predicted future requirements of computing resources to compute the values of the variable
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accurately, and has been termed LIFE - Lowest Interdependence Factor Exponent. This
variable shows the extent to which a VM can be associated with a target physical machine.
A higher value of LIFE will correspondingly result in a more significant impact factor
influencing the performance of existing VMs whenever a VM is selected for migration to
a target machine. In order to minimize performance degradation, migration of a VM to a
target machine will only take place if it is found to correspond with a value of LIFE that
is found to be the lowest.
The thesis also proposes an enhancement of the proposed virtual machine place-
ment approach and the virtual machine selection approach by considering multiple re-
sources. The proposed Multiple Resource based VM Selection (MRVMS) approach selects
a VM with high CPU requirements and optimal memory requirement for reducing the
workload of overloaded PMs with minimum migration cost. The proposed Lowest Inter-
dependence Factor Exponent Multiple Resources Predictive (LIFE-MP) approach for VM
placement selects a PM for placing the migrating VM, based on the PM with the lowest
correlation coefficient value among the already- running VMs and the migrating VM to
reduce performance degradation because of the VM migration.
Finally, the thesis contributes to finding the conditions required for initiating migra-
tion of virtual machines with the aim of minimizing the number of migrations for reducing
power waste due to unnecessary migrations. It presents a new proposal for the dynamic
adjustment of threshold values that aims to decrease the number of migrations in vary-
ing workload environments. The proposed approach, named the dynamic threshold-based
fuzzy approach (DTFA), is a fuzzy threshold-based approach used for adjusting the thresh-
old values of PMs in a cloud environment. The proposed approach allows the number of
migrations caused by overloading to be reduced and SLAs to be met.
In a nutshell, the Key contributions of the thesis are summarized below.
• Updated and critical analysis of state of the art in the field to identify the current
status of the power consumption and potential techniques for reducing the power
consumption of cloud data centers.
• Proposal of a novel approach for virtual machine sizing for allocating a cluster of
tasks on the basis of their computing requirements and finding a suitably sized VM
with the required computing resources, and hence minimizing the power consump-
tion of cloud data center.
• Proposal of a new approach for placement of migrating virtual machines on the basis
of both single computing resource and multi computing resources as an enhancement
of the former approach for minimizing the performance degradation during migra-
tion of virtual machines. The proposed approach leads to appropriate placement of
virtual machines and reduces the number of migrations and the power consumption
of cloud data centers.
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• Proposal of a new approach for selecting an appropriate virtual machine from the
overloaded or underutilized machine for migrating to another physical machine by
considering multiple computing resources with the aim of minimizing migration cost
and hence power consumption of the cloud data center.
• Proposal for an approach for detecting the over-utilized and under-utilized physical
machines (PMs) for an effective VM consolidation, aimed to improve resource utiliza-
tion, SLA violations, and reduce power consumption. The proposed approach makes
the dynamic adjustment of threshold values for minimizing the number of migrations
in varying workload environments and hence reduces the power consumption of the
cloud data center.
1.4 Thesis Organization
The thesis organization in terms of chapters and their logical dependencies is depicted in
Fig. 1.1. In this thesis, Chapter 2 presents an analysis of state of the art in the field to
assess the status of current solutions to the underlying problem of high power consumption
in the cloud data center and their limitations.
Chapter 2 
Cloud Computing and Energy
Efficiency  
Chapter 1 
Introduction, Motivation and
structure of the Thesis 
Chapter 3 
An Energy­efficient Tailoring of VM
Size and Tasks in Cloud Data Centers 
Chapter 6 
A Dynamic Threshold­based Fuzzy
Approach for Power­efficient VM
Consolidation
Chapter 5 
Online VM Consolidation using Multiple
Resource Utilizations in Cloud
Environments
Chapter 4 
 A Predictive Approach For VM
Placement in Cloud Environments 
Chapter 7 
Conclusions and Future Directions 
VM Sizing 
Dynamic VM Consolidation 
Contributions 2, 3 and 4
Contribution 1 
Figure 1.1: Thesis organization
They serve as a basis for Chapter 3 for proposing a novel solution to address the
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problem of high power consumption in the cloud data center based on the allocation
of the appropriate sized virtual machine as per the needs of the current workload in
the cloud data center. Chapters 4 to 6 are dependent upon each other for making the
process of consolidation of virtual machines more effective dynamically. Each chapter
from 4 to 6 addresses the significant aspect of the consolidation process, namely, placement
of migrating virtual machines, selecting a virtual machine for migration, and detecting
overloaded and underloaded physical machines with a common aim to reduce the power
consumption in the cloud data center. Finally, chapter 7 presents the concluding remarks
of this thesis and future direction for extending the work presented in this thesis.
More specifically, the remainder of the thesis is organized as follows:
• Chapter 2 presents an overview of the various concepts, elements, systems, and
technologies relating to the research area of this thesis. It shows a taxonomy and
survey of the virtual machine sizing, virtual machine placement, virtual machine
selection, virtual machine migration, and existing approaches to consolidation of
virtual machines in the context of cloud data centers. In addition, it highlights the
critical concerns of the inefficiency of power consumption in cloud computing and
its root causes.
• Chapter 3 highlights the investigation of the efficiency of the setting of virtual ma-
chines due to the inappropriate allocation of virtual machines as per the workload
of the cloud data center. It proposes a practical approach for virtual machine sizing
and allocates task clusters of the workload of cloud data center in order to improve
utilization of computing resources. The efficient use of computing resources on the
basis of their actual requirements for a group of tasks helps to save a substantial
amount of power in a cloud data center. This chapter is derived from:
– D. Alsadie, Z. Tari, E. J. Alzahrani, and A. Y. Zomaya. Energy-efficient
tailoring of VM size and tasks in cloud data centers. In 16th IEEE International
Symposium on Network Computing and Applications, (NCA) 2017, Cambridge,
MA, USA, October 30 - November 1, 2017, pages 99-103. IEEE Computer
Society, 2017.
– D. Alsadie, Z. Tari, E. J. Alzahrani, and A. Y. Zomaya. Dynamic resource
allocation for an energy efficient VM architecture for cloud computing. In Pro-
ceedings of the Australasian Computer Science Week Multiconference, ACSW
2018, Brisbane, QLD, Australia, pages 16:1-16:8. IEEE Computer Society,
2018.
• Chapter 4 investigates several schemes for placing a virtual machine to a physical
machine during the migration process in order to reduce the number of SLA viola-
tions and identifies their limitations. It presents a proposal of a new approach for
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efficient placement of migrating virtual to reduce overloading of physical machines,
and hence avoid SLA violations to meet QoS requirements of the cloud customers.
The proposed approach is capable of minimizing performance degradation during
the migration of a VM to a target machine. This enables the minimization of the
migration cost and thereby reduces power consumption of cloud data centers. This
chapter is derived from:
– D. Alsadie, Z. Tari, E. J. Alzahrani, and A. Y. Zomaya. LIFE: A predictive
approach for VM placement in cloud environments. In 16th IEEE International
Symposium on Network Computing and Applications, (NCA) 2017, Cambridge,
MA, USA, pages 91-98. IEEE Computer Society, 2017.
• Chapter 5 presents a proposal for Multiple Resource-based VM Selection (MRVMS)
approach, and Lowest Interdependence Factor Exponent Multiple Resources Pre-
dictive (LIFE-MP) approach for VM placement by considering multiple computing
resources being used simultaneously. MRVMS approach enables selecting VMs to
migrate from overloaded physical machines to maintain QoS as per the SLA, while
simultaneously considering multiple computing resources, such as CPU, memory,
and network bandwidth. Selection of a suitable virtual machine for migrating to
another physical machine helps to minimize the number of migrations as well as
migration cost, and hence reduces the power consumption. Whereas, the LIFE-MP
approach selects an appropriate physical machine for placing the migrating VM by
considering the minimal effect of already running virtual machines on target physical
machine in order to reduce performance degradation during the migration process
of the virtual machine. This allows the optimization of the migration cost in terms
of computing resources such as bandwidth, memory and CPU, and thereby reduces
power consumption of cloud data centers. This chapter is derived from:
– D. Alsadie, Z. Tari, E. J. Alzahrani, and A. Alshammari. LIFE-MP: Online
virtual machine consolidation with multiple resource usages in cloud environ-
ments. In Web Information Systems Engineering-WISE 2018 - 19th Interna-
tional Conference, Dubai, UAE, pages 167-177, 2018.
• Chapter 6 proposes an approach for dynamically detecting overloaded and under-
loaded physical machines in the effective consolidation of virtual machines process
for improving power consumption and computing resource utilization in cloud-based
data centers. Accurate detection of over utilized and underutilized physical machines
(PMs) leads to an effective VM consolidation and immediately improves resource
utilization, SLA violations, while reducing power consumption. The proposed ap-
proach helps in reducing the number of migrations caused by overloading. meeting
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the SLAs, and reducing the power consumption of the cloud data center. This
chapter is derived from:
– D. Alsadie, Z. Tari, E. J. Alzahrani, and A. Y. Zomaya. DTFS: A dy-
namic threshold-based fuzzy approach for power efficient vm consolidation.
In 17th IEEE International Symposium on Network Computing and Appli-
cations, (NCA) 2018, Cambridge, MA, USA, pages 91-98. IEEE Computer
Society, 2018.
• Chapter 7 concludes the findings of this thesis and provides a number of clues for
extending the work presented in this thesis as a future enhancement.
1.5 Thesis Scope and Position
The present work in this thesis is concerned with addressing the issue of power efficient
allocation of computing resources in a cloud data center. The main objective of this
study is to reduce the power consumption of a cloud data center by optimizing the power
consumption of cloud servers. In this thesis, our focus is on the techniques used for effective
consolidation of virtual machines for minimizing the number of active physical servers of
the cloud data center that in turn reduces the power consumption of the cloud data center.
In order to quantify the power consumption, we formulated a power estimation model
and used different metrics for measuring the power performance of physical machines
and quality of the service in the cloud data center. The main objective of this thesis is
to reduce the power consumption as a major portion of fruits operating expenses. In
addition, excessive power consumption results in emission of huge amounts of carbon
dioxide to the environment. The reduction in power consumption decreases the emission
of carbon dioxide and hence contributes to a safe environment.
The aim of this thesis is twofold. Firstly, the thesis focuses on addressing the prob-
lem of virtual machine sizing. We explored the issues, various techniques implemented
for resolving the issue and research gaps in the field. In order to address the issue of
virtual machine sizing, we proposed a technique for sizing the virtual machines with an
objective of optimizing the power consumption by analyzing the Google cloud traces.
Most of the researchers have not paid much attention to effective sizing of the virtual ma-
chines. Here, we mainly focused and characterized Google cloud traces that are available
publicly [32]. Previously, researchers focused on maximizing the utilization of physical
machines using different load balancing approaches. But, we attempted to maximize the
utilization at the virtual machine level by customizing them. The sizes of virtual machines
are deduced by analyzing the Google cloud traces. We highlighted the major reasons be-
hind the wastage of power consumption in Cloud data centers. We also explored the
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energy management techniques, and modeling techniques and techniques for saving the
power in the Cloud environment.
Secondly, this thesis focuses on the effective and dynamic consolidation of virtual ma-
chines for optimized power consumption. We explored different static and dynamic virtual
machine consolidation techniques and identified advantages of dynamic consolidation tech-
niques for efficient power utilization. State of the art in the field is critically analyzed to
identify the research gaps. We identified the gaps in sub-problems of the consolidation
process, namely, the detection of overloaded and under loaded physical machines, selec-
tion of virtual machine and placement of virtual machine to a suitable physical machine
in cloud data centers.
To address the gaps, we proposed an approach for consolidation of virtual machine
for optimizing the power consumption of cloud data center. In brief, the scope of current
thesis can be summarized in Table 1.2.
Table 1.2: Thesis scope
Feature Thesis scope
Goal
• Improving power efficiency under certain
performance conditions
Environment • Virtualized cloud data centers
Platform • Heterogeneous IaaS Clouds
Target system • Heterogeneous IaaS
Computing resources
• Multiple computing resources
- CPU
- Memory
Workload
• Google cloud public traces
• Arbitrary mixed workloads
Architecture
• Distributed task mapping
• Dynamic VM consolidation system
Power saving techniques
• VM sizing
• Analysis and Clustering of Workload
• Dynamic VM consolidation
• Server power switching
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Background
Cloud Computing offers several benefits to businesses such as scalability, availability, and
cost efficiency [33]. These benefits motivate the cloud service providers to adopt different
Cloud Service models for providing services to their customers. These benefits not only
result in tremendous growth in cloud computing adoption but they also encourage the
cloud service providers to enhance their underlying capacity of the data cloud centers
to meet the requirements of their existing as well as new customers. While the Cloud
Computing technology offers amazing benefits to businesses, it comes with a price. As
businesses increase the capacity of their data centers, the power consumption increases
as well. This massive growth in power consumption of the cloud computing environment
increases the total cost of ownership as well as the environmental footprint of the cloud
data center with the emission of carbon dioxide [34]. It is alarming to note that cloud data
centers account for two per cent of the total carbon dioxide emission across the globe. As
such, the energy efficiency of the cloud data center has become a significant research issue
in the Cloud Computing environment.
It has been observed that the need for cloud-based computing services and comput-
ing resources has been increasing with time and is expected to reach more than thrice
than current requirements till 2020 [35]. In order to meet the increasing demands of cloud
computing services, cloud service providers are implementing different techniques to pro-
vide energy efficient platforms that enable hosted applications to share resources and
efficiently utilize computing resources. In spite of implementing efficient technologies for
power utilization, a tremendous amount of power is still consumed by the cloud-based
data center. [36]. This enormous amount of power consumption results in high electricity
bills for the cloud data centers.
The massive amount of power consumption also produces a significant amount of
heat that directly affects the reliability of hardware. As such, organizations have to install
cooling systems to maintain a suitable temperature in the data center. [37]. The cooling
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systems also consume a massive amount of power while maintaining the temperature of
the data center in optimal levels. In addition to generating heat, the cloud data center also
produces a large volume of carbon dioxide. The emission of carbon dioxide is expected
to grow by 7% each year [38]. The emission of carbon dioxide adversely impacts the
environment.
In brief, the high power consumption by the cloud data center to meet the increasing
demands of cloud computing resources increases the operational costs of the cloud data
center in the form of electricity bills for meeting the temperature maintenance require-
ments, ensuring the reliability of the hardware, and handling the excessive production of
carbon dioxide. It has been predicted that the power consumption of cloud-based data
centers would increase from 1.3% in 2010 to a level of 8% by 2020 [37]. In order to meet
the increased power consumption of the data center, cloud service providers are spending
more than 20 million dollars per annum on energy alone [35]. The increasing demands of
cloud services can be met by expanding the existing data centers or setting up new data
centers. To build new cloud-based data centers, organizations have to invest million dollars
that leads to increased total capital expenses and operational expenses. At times, it may
also not be possible to expand the existing data center to meet the increasing demands of
cloud computing services, owing to limited power producing plants and obtainable server
density. Today, there is a greater need to discover alternate ways to extend the existing
cloud data center or setup a new one.
It has been observed that most of the power is consumed inefficiently in most data
centers. The power consumption can be optimized by investigating the various factors
that affect the power efficiency to enhance their capability. The following section analyses
the multiple factors that affect the power efficiency in the cloud data centers.
2.1 Causes of Energy Inefficiency
Excessive power consumption in the cloud data centers raises many issues including op-
erational expenses, environment and performance of the computing systems [39]. There
exists multiple factors associated with the power consumption of the cloud data center
that affects its efficiency. The primary cause of excessive power consumption is the sub-
optimal utilization of power by the subparts of the cloud data center [40]. This results in
power loss or wastage of the power. Here, the power loss indicates that power supplied
to the cloud system is not directly utilized by the computing activities [40]. For example,
energy is consumed for transport and conversion, cooling system and lighting purposes.
Such power loss can be measured by a metric called power usage effectiveness [40]. The
power usage effectiveness metric can be defined as the ratio of the total power consump-
tion by the facility to the power consumption of the equipment. A particular distribution
of the power utilization in traditional cloud data center is depicted in Fig. 2.1 [40]. It
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Figure 2.1: Server Power Breakdown by Components
is observed that the power utilization effectiveness is of level 2. This indicates that the
cloud data center consumes the double power than actually required to run the cloud data
servers [41]. It means half of the power is utilized by the cloud equipment for computing
purpose and the rest of the half of the power is used as an extra burden.
It is noted that power utilization effectiveness metric ranges from 1.8 to 1.9 for tradi-
tional cloud data centers [40, 42]. But for state of the art cloud data centers, this value
of power utilization effectiveness metrics is found to be below 1.2. The lower amount of
power utilization effectiveness metric is the result of well-engineered secondary systems
like cooling systems and the power delivery systems.
Most of the prominent industry leaders like Google utilize power saving techniques
including adequately managed and optimized cooling systems and efficient power transfor-
mation systems [40]. These power efficient techniques help to reduce the power wastage.
Thus, the energy efficiency of the cloud data center can be improved.
Another factor responsible for power wastage is the power consumed by the equipment
of the cloud data center without producing any fruitful outcome [43]. For example, the
power utilized by physical servers without doing any productive work. One of the primary
cause of power wastage is the static supply of power to the physical server. For example,
server racks are supplied with a constant amount of power on the basis of worst-case
planning. Such over provisioning of the power results in non-efficient use of power because
physical servers mainly consume much less power than they have been supplied. Limiting
the amount of power supply to the physical servers is a promising direction to increase the
availability and rack density for the applications having changing performance needs [44].
The domain of power efficient architecture of cloud computing systems is not only
limited to the computing devices such as CPU, virtualization devices and storage devices
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but it also extends to an extensive range of resources concerned with the computing
facilities like secondary equipment, cooling systems and the space occupied by the different
resources. As per a report provided by the National Resources Defence Council, it is
concluded that server utilization remained static in the range from 12% to 18% during
the period2006-2012 whereas servers consumed maximum power in the range from 60%
to 90% [45].
Thus, the process of consolidating the virtual machines on a fewer number of phys-
ical devices enables organizations to run applications with reduced consumption of the
power. This results in increase of utilization of physical servers and hence overall power
consumption is reduced.
One primary cause of power inefficiency is the underutilization of computing resources
in the cloud data center [46]. It has been analyzed that Twitter uses multiple physical
servers and use only 45% of the total memory and below 20% the processor on an aver-
age [47]. These estimates are even less for the environment that do not merge the workload.
In brief, the primary reasons for underutilization of cloud computing resources include over
provisioning that helps the computing resources to remain responsive to applications in
spite of fluctuations in the number of customers, employment coarse-grained resource allo-
cation methods, and concerns related with performance isolation [48].Underutilization of
the computing resources results in power inefficiency due to non-operating physical servers
in the cloud data center as per the power proportional method.
It is observed that most of the data servers in the cloud data centers remain idle for
an average time of 85% to 90% [48]. A typical server consumes 70% of its maximum power
consumption during the idle time [49]. This extra consumption of the power during the
idle time is considered as an important factor that causes power inefficiency in cloud data
centers. In order to avoid this wastage, idle servers must be switched to sleep mode for
minimum power consumption during their idle time in the data centers. Another cause of
power and efficiency is the lack of standard metrics for measuring the power efficiency [49].
Due to the lack of standard metrics, it becomes difficult for scheduling algorithms to take
the decisions selecting best computing resources to optimize the power consumption.
With the advancement in hardware technologies such as low power consuming pro-
cessing units, efficient power monitors and solid state drives have been able to address the
problem of power consumption to a certain extent [50]. A number of software techniques
have been proposed that contributes to improving the power efficiency in cloud data cen-
ters. These hardware and software techniques are considered more complementary than
competitive [51].
Another factor that directly affects the power consumption is the user awareness [17]. User
awareness is considered as a non-tangible factor that must be counted for discussion on
green information technology. User awareness and behaviour of the users directly impacts
the computing workload and resource utilization patterns. Workload and utilization pat-
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terns have a direct impact on the power consumption of cloud data centers [52]. They
affect both computing resources as well as secondary equipment like cooling systems. For
example, software developed without keeping the power efficiency into consideration may
result in excessive power consumption and produce more heat and hence increases the
power consumption for cooling systems.
2.2 Power and Energy Models
This section describes the power model in three different aspects. It explains the standard
units for measuring power and energy, their measurement in the cloud based systems, and
power models for cloud computing systems.
Units for measuring power and energy
Power and energy define the work performed by the system. Power is defined as the rate
at which the system performs the work [53]. Whereas, energy is defined as the total work
done for a given interval of time. Power is computed in terms of watts (W). Work is said
to be done at a rate of 1W when one ampere of the current is passed through a potential
difference of one volt. Power can be computed as:
Pow = I × V (2.1)
Here, Pow gives the power, I represents the current passed, and V gives the voltage.
Energy can be defined in terms of Watts per hour (W/h) and computed as follows [53]:
Eng = Pow × Time (2.2)
where Pow represents the power, and Time represents the time interval.
Power consumption sources and its measurement
The power consumption in cloud computing systems has been classified into two classes
namely, static and dynamic. Both, static as well as dynamic power consumption are
treated as primary methods in complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) based
circuits. Static power consumption is a result of power leakage present in most of the
active circuits. These circuits are not dependent on clock rate and us scenarios. This
static power consumption is defined by the transistor type and the processing technique.
The power consumption can be reduced by improving low-level system design.
In contrast, dynamic power consumption is produced by the activity of the subject
such as changing the value in a register, transistor switches etc. This consumption mainly
relies on the specific use scenario, input-output operation and clock rate. The source of
dynamic power consumption is the short circuit current and switch capacitance. It has
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been observed that a short circuit current can result in a range of 10% to 15% of the
total amount of consumed power. It is not possible to minimize this amount of consumed
power without negotiating the performance of the system. Switch capacitance is the
primary source of dynamic power consumption as:
dd = activity ∗ Cap ∗ V ol2 ∗ fclock (2.3)
where activity gives switching activity, Cap represents physical capacitance, V ol is the
source voltage, and fclock is the clock frequency. The low-level system design determines
the values of switching activity as well as capacitance.
Intel labs listed the various sources of power consumption in cloud computing sys-
tems [54]. They reported that a significant portion of the power is consumed by the
Processing Units, following the memory storages and finally loss as a cause of power
supply inefficiency as depicted in Fig. 2.2.
It can be noted from the Fig. 2.2 [54], the processing Unit consumes a small portion of
power in the cloud data server. This is the result of regular improvement of the processing
units and their power efficiency in combination with power saving approaches like DVFS
that enables the start of the mode having low power consumption. Consequently, personal
computers and servers may exhaust less than 30% of the maximum power in case of low
activity mode [54]. In comparison, time power consumption range for all other components
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Figure 2.2: Data Center Power Consumption Breakdown
of the cloud servers is about 50% for Dynamic Random Access Memory, 15% for network
switches and the other connecting devices, 25% storage disk drives and his small, negligible
fraction for other equipment [16].
The leading cause is that a Processing Unit can port active and low power mode
whereas other devices can either be entirely off or partially off. But, there is an extra
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overhead of transition from active to inactive mode. For example, storage disk drive
consumes almost nil power during the sleep mode, but its transformation from inactive to
active mode causes 1000 times more than normal access latency.
The power efficiency of the cloud server in the idle state result to a small over a
dynamic range of power consumption about 30%. A cloud server consumes 70% of its
maximum power consumption in its idle state [15].
The multicore architecture of systems also contributes to the reduction of a fraction
of power consumption by the Processing Unit in comparison to the overall collection of
power by the system. The multi-core processors are found to be more effective than
traditional single- core processors. For example, a cloud server design comprising Quad-
Core Intel Xeon processor can deliver up to 1.8 teraflops at its maximum performance
with a consumption of 10 kilowatts of power [54]. Whereas Pentium processors eat about
800 kilowatts to obtain the similar system performance. The use of multi- core Processing
Unit, as well as virtualization in data-intensive applications, leads to the growth of memory
units in the Cloud Servers. In contrast to processing units, DRAM dynamic power range
and power consumption of memory storage are small. The power consumption of the
memory packed in a dual inline memory module can range from 5 W to 21W per DIMM
for DDR3 and fully buffered memory technology. 1 GB memory unit can consume up
to 80 watts of power. Today, most of the servers are equipped with 32 or 64 memory
units and thus increase the power consumption by memory units in comparison to the
Processing Unit [54].
High power consumption has also raised the need for a cooling system that further
enhances the consumption of power of the data centers. Most of the data centers transform
alternating current to direct current for feeding the cloud servers. This transformation
results in a significant loss of power because of the inefficient employment of the technology.
The effectiveness of conversion of the power supplies also relies on their load. It has been
observed that the highest efficiency can be achieved at load in the range from 50% to 75%.
But most data centers waste power in the range of 10% to 15% during the transformation
of the power [54].
Power consumption can be measured in a cloud computing system by using embedded
monitoring capabilities tools like smart power distribution units [55]. These devices can
be applied to access the information about the consumed power by the cloud servers and
virtual machines in cloud data centers.
Measurement of power consumption for Cloud Servers: A simple method to
obtain the details of the power consumption of the cloud server is to measure it directly.
But, it needs installation of additional hardware to the Cloud Servers, other intelligent
supervising capabilities in the data center and involves dealing with massive amount of
data. One tool of such kind is called Green Open Cloud [55]. This tool allows the moni-
toring of power and its measurement based on power sensors to supervise the electricity
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consumed by the cloud computing resources in the cloud data center. They gather the
statistics of power utilization at the real-time and use the embedded electrical sensor to
access the dynamic measurement of power consumption.
Measurement of power consumption in virtual machines: No doubt, power
consumption of physical servers of the cloud data center can be made dynamically in the
real-time, but power consumption of the virtual machines cannot be accessed directly by
connecting additional hardware devices or sensors. Some of the researchers [56, 57] at-
tempted to measure the power consumption of the virtual machine by estimating the idle
power from the consumed power by the physical server when hosting the virtual machines.
This is not a practical and accurate method.
Some researchers proposed to focus on alternative methods for measuring the power
consumption of virtual machines by installing power supervising adaptors between the
physical server driver modules and the hypervisor [57]. Unfortunately, this method pro-
vides the total use of the power by the virtualization layer but fails to give the virtual
machine power consumption.
Power consumption models
Most cloud servers in the data center are not facilitated with power management tech-
niques. Thus, power consumption models for approximating the power consumption of
cloud servers and virtual machines are attracting the attention of the researchers in the
community. In order to develop a new dynamic power management technique, it is manda-
tory to produce a model of dynamic power consumption. Such dynamic power consump-
tion model should be capable of forecasting the actual value of power usage of system on
the basis of some runtime features. This can be achieved by utilizing the built-in power
monitoring capabilities of modern cloud servers. These supervising capabilities enable or-
ganizations to dynamically estimate the consumption of power by the cloud server. Based
on the collected data, it is feasible to drive a power consumption model for a specific
cloud system. But, this method needs a collection of the data for every system under
consideration.
Power consumption models for cloud servers
Models for measuring the power consumption of the cloud servers have been widely an-
alyzed by the community. These models vary from simple to Complex model. [16] They
concluded that there exists an association between utilization of CPU and the total con-
sumed power by a cloud server. They proposed a model on the basis of a concept that
power consumption of the cloud server grows linearly with the growth of utilization of
CPU. The power consumption varies from the value of power consumption at the idle
time to the power consumption at the server utilization of its full capacity. The proposed
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model is expressed as follow:
Pow(u) = Powidle + (Powbusy − Powidle)× util (2.4)
where Pow indicates the approximated power consumption of the cloud server, Powidle
is the power consumption during the idle time of the cloud server. Powbusy indicates the
power utilization of the cloud service for its full capacity. util gives the current utilization
of the CPU. They also reported an empirical nonlinear model as:
Pow(u) = Powidle + (Powbusy − Powidle)× (2× util − utilcal) (2.5)
Here, cal represents the calibration parameters to minimize the squared error. The value
of a parameter is computed empirically.
[58] These investigations revealed that regression models proposed on the basis of
CPU utilization are capable to project accuracy for processor intensive workload. How-
ever, these models are inaccurate for predicting the power consumption of the system
running input-output and memory intensified applications. The researchers suggested a
modelling methodology on the basis of a Gaussian mixture model to predict use of power
by the machines running more than one virtual machines. In order to perform accurate
predictions, this model depends on runtime workload features like instruction count per
cycle, memory access count for the period in addition to utilization of CPU. This pro-
posed model needs a training stage to learn the association between workload metrics and
the consumption of the power. This model has been evaluated empirically consisting of
different types of workloads. The reported experimental results indicate that the model
predicts consumption of power accurately. The results have been found to be consistent
with test workloads.
The researchers claimed that their proposed model outperforms a regression model for
specific types of workloads. The author of the study [59] suggested a power management
tool for dynamic voltage frequency scaling (DVFS). This tool is designed to optimize the
consumption of the power of the cloud server with the low workload. The DVFS model
ensures the scaling of frequency and voltage of the CPU dynamically. For example, the
Linux kernel enables DVFS model for activating different policies such as performance,
user space, power save, on demand, and conservative. Each strategy has a supervisor
for deciding the updating of frequency. This method reduces the number of instructions
being executed by the CPU in executing the program in a long time for execution of the
program. It results in degradation of the performance. The DVFS model is dependent on
hardware and is uncontrollable as per changing requirements. The power saving of DVFS
model is found to be lesser in comparison to other existing methods.
Power consumption models for cloud virtual machines
Approximating the power consumption of the virtual machines in the cloud data center
is significant for organizing, and scheduling the virtual machines in a better way with the
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aim of optimizing their power consumption.
Similar to the power consumption approximation models discussed for Cloud Servers,
CPU utilization can also be used to compute the consumption of power by the virtual
machines in cloud data centers. These models depend on the data like utilization of
computing resources, and data provided by the performance supervising counters also
called hardware performance counters as described in the studies [58, 60–62]. The author
of the study [63] suggested an approach for the approximation of Virtual Machine power
consumption and software for Virtual Machine power approximation called Joulemeter.
This tool has the capability to measure the power consumption of the virtual machine
accurately without using any extra hardware or software device.
Power consumption models for virtual machine migrations
Dynamic migration of the virtual machine involves migrating the virtual machines between
physical servers without interrupting the cloud services [64]. No doubt, this process enables
the VM consolidation to gain better power consumption efficiency. But, it is achieved
at the cost of extra power consumption for migrating the virtual machines. The key to
effective consolidation of the virtual machines lies in approximating the power consumption
for migrating a virtual machine and the decision about relocating it [65].
Many researchers investigated the energy cost of migrating the virtual machine as pro-
posed various models [64, 66–69]. Extra consumption of power during the online migration
of the virtual machines depends upon the amount of memory used by the virtual machine
and the total available bandwidth. Power consumption overhead increases with increasing
the size of the virtual machine and decreases with increasing the network bandwidth.
The authors of the study [70] suggested a lightweight model for approximating the
energy cost during the dynamic migration of virtual machines. The model is proposed
using linear regression and association between energy cost and network bandwidth for
migrating the virtual machines. The proposed model is represented as:
Powmig = A+B × s+ C × b (2.6)
here, Powmig gives the power consumption for migrating virtual machine dynamically, s
gives the size of the virtual machine, b represents the bandwidth of the network, and A,
B and C are considered to be constant values.
2.3 Sizing of Virtual Machines
Virtualization technology offers numerous options for different application programs to
share computing hardware resources with secure separation [71]. Cloud service providers
offer the predefined Virtual Machine settings using different computing resources like
memory, processor, and input output devices as Cloud Service models. The configuration
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of virtual machines is vital for computing resource allocation where the physical computer
is selected to host the virtual machines having sufficient amount of computing resources.
This kind of placement of virtual machines impacts the consumption of power in the cloud
data centers. The effectiveness of the placement of virtual machines can be obtained in
three different types of method [24].
The first method involves the assignment of the virtual machines to the physical ma-
chine as per their fixed size and consolidated to a few numbers of physical servers without
a change in your configuration as described in the studies [25, 72–75]. The second method
involves tailoring the virtual machine settings to the cloud load that can be obtained
by using the load characterization of the application [76]. The above cited methods are
treated as static Virtual Machine sizing methods. The final method known as dynamic
Virtual Machine sizing involves adjustment of the configuration of virtual machines to
match their workload during the execution [71].
2.3.1 Static Virtual Machine Sizing
Assuncao et al. [77] suggested a Framework called Cloud Affinity that matches the physical
server machine to a virtual machine known as cloud mates. The proposed framework allows
different organizations to migrate their workload to the cloud environment by selecting
the optimal count of available Virtual Machine templates as per their budget condition.
The proposed Framework also takes care of requirements in terms of memory, processor,
and storage disk of physical servers and selects the optimal count of virtual machines
templates for minimizing the customer cost on the basis of pre-established quality of
service. The quality of service is determined as a percentage of the request fulfilled by the
virtual machine templates. The efficiency of the virtual machine template can be analyzed
in terms of three metrics known as Euclidean distance, cost and matching factor. The
metric for Euclidean distance is defined as the length between cloud service providers
template and the customer requirements for computing resources like memory, processor,
and a storage disk [78]. The cost metric indicates the amount of funds that the customer
must pay for maintaining the cloud service and its price variation for different services [79].
The metric for matching factor presents the portion of the difference between the
office of the template of each virtual machine and the requirements of the customer [79].
2.3.2 Dynamic Virtual Machine Sizing
Dynamic Virtual Machine sizing method approximates the number of computing resources
that must be assigned to the virtual machine with the aim of making the virtual machine
resources as per their workload [80]. Sizing of virtual machine must be done in such a way
that there is a minimum number of SLA violations as a result of under provisioning of the
computing resources in a cloud environment.
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Meng et al. [71] suggested a method for provisioning computing resources in which
virtual machines which has low correlation are grouped together, and an approximate
of total capacity needs are forecasted. The authors employed statistical multiplexing
taking into consideration dynamic Virtual Machine resource utilization. It ensures that
maximum usage of one virtual machine does not coincide with the co-assigned virtual
machine. Therefore, the number of computing resources assigned to each virtual machine
changes as per their workload.
Chen et al. [81] analyzed the issue of virtual machine sizing in provisioning the com-
puting resources with the aim of hosting a maximum number of virtual machines on a
physical server. They approximated Virtual Machine size and referred it as an effective
size. The effective size is defined by using statistical multiplexing rule. These rules con-
sider the factors that affect the total requirement of the physical server where virtual
machines are placed. The need of the computing resources and its co-assigned virtual
machines changes the effective size of the virtual machine. Effective sizing method is
illustrated to conserve power efficiently in comparison to generic consolidation method
2.4 Efficient Virtual Machine Consolidation
Cloud computing can be viewed as a way to offer software development platforms with
storage, computation, network resources dynamically by using service abstraction and dif-
ferent virtualization approaches [82]. The service abstraction makes the cloud computing
an appropriate platform for a wide range of applications. It allows software developers
to design different applications with a small investment. Cloud computing offers Inter-
net based Software and Hardware services that enable the different areas of great social
significance like education, [83] mobile applications, [84] social networking [85] and am-
bient assisted living [86]. However, Cloud Computing management has to face serious
issues [87, 88]. For instance, recently many researchers focused on placement of virtual
machines and cloud server consolidation [89]. The placement of virtual machines and
cloud server consolidation play an important role in optimizing utilization of computing
resources and power consumption of a cloud data center. The placement of the virtual ma-
chine determines the way a cloud installation finalizes the physical cloud server to generate
a new virtual machine corresponding to a customer request. Cloud server consolidation
approaches enable a cloud service provider to ensure dynamic Optimization regularly by
using the dynamic Migration of the virtual machines [90]. The ultimate objective is to
minimize the number of under loaded hardware computing resources for a given workload
without compromising the quality of service as per SLA with the cloud customers.
Consolidation of Virtual Machines offers several advantages to Cloud Computing
by ensuring optimal use of available computing resources in cloud data centers. VM
consolidation can be done in two ways as described below [91].
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Figure 2.3: VM Consolidation Steps
• Static consolidation: Static consolidation of virtual machines involves allocation
of the physical resources to the virtual machines on the basis of maximum workload
requirement. This approach over provisions the computing resources. This can result
in the wastage of computing resources as most of the time workload is not at its
peak.
• Dynamic consolidation: In a dynamic consolidation of virtual machines, Virtual
Machine monitor modifies the capacities of virtual machines as per the current work-
load requirement. This enables the effective utilization of computing resources in
the data center. In dynamic consolidation, the virtual machines can be reassigned
dynamically by using online migration as per current requirements of physical re-
sources to minimize the count of active physical servers. The idle physical servers
can be moved to sleep mode having minimum power consumption and optimizes
the total power consumption of the cloud data center. The physical servers in Sleep
mode can be reactivated with the increase of requirements of computing resources
for avoiding SLA violations.
Dynamic Virtual Machine consolidation process helps in improving the utilization
of computing resources and reduces the power consumption by online migrating virtual
machines from one physical machine to another in a cloud data center. An effective Virtual
Machine consolidation process has following stages [92] as shown in Fig. 2.3:
1. Collection of virtual machine needs, Virtual Machine sizing, and placement of virtual
machine on an appropriate physical machine
2. Virtual machines are resized as per their requirements of the workload
3. Supervising and profiling the utilization of computing resources for detecting over-
loaded and under loaded physical machines
4. Migrate a virtual machine to another physical machine as per placement plan
Placement and migration of the virtual machines are the most important phases of
consolidation of the virtual machine process [93]. These stages involve different physical
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machines and face several concerned issues like scalability of physical resources, heteroge-
neous computing resources, changing workload and cost for migrating the virtual machines.
An effective consolidation of virtual machines faces the following challenges.
1. Detecting under the loaded physical machine
2. Detecting overloaded physical machine
3. Selecting an appropriate virtual machine for migration
4. Migrating the virtual machines dynamically
5. Placement of the virtual machine
In a nutshell, consolidation of virtual machines is primarily aimed to minimize the
power consumption and maximize the quality of service offered by the cloud computing.
However, the consolidation of virtual machines faces several challenges as discussed in the
following subsections.
2.4.1 Detection overloaded And Under loaded Host
Detection of an overloaded and under loaded physical machine during the virtual machine
consolidation process is considered as an important step. Detecting such a physical ma-
chine and then reassigning the virtual machines to appropriate physical machines directly
impact the quality of the service offered to cloud customers.
In order to find overloaded and under loaded physical machines in the consolidation
of the virtual machine process, several types of researches were conducted on utilization
of single computing resource for making decisions. Some researchers considered a combi-
nation of memory, CPU, and storage in addition to network bandwidth in the cloud data
center for detecting over loaded and unloaded physical machines [25, 94]. In both cases,
the researchers mad use of the previously observed utilization of computing resources for
making their decisions in determining overloaded and under loaded physical machines.
This results into an unnecessary number of migrations of the virtual machines and hence
increases computational overhead in terms of energy consumption for migrating the virtual
machine, degradation of performance of the running application and overhead of excess
network traffic during the communication [95–97].
In the beginning, the researchers used the concept of cold and hot thresholds for
finding overloaded and under loaded physical machines [25]. In the beginning, researchers
used the concept of cold and hot thresholds for finding overloaded and under loaded
physical machines [Beloglazov and Buyya 2012]. In this strategy, the authors proposed
that the utilization of computing resources of the cloud server range should be maintained
within pre-defined threshold values. However, determining the values of the thresholds did
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not result in an effective way of defining overloaded and under loaded physical machines
for the environment with changing workloads.
In the study [25], the authors suggested many metrics for ranking the physical ma-
chines by taking into consideration an adaptive upper limit on the basis of statistical
analysis of previous CPU data. No doubt, this approach is not using static threshold
but it considered only the current utilization of the CPU as the main factor for decid-
ing migration of the virtual machine. Hence, this method is not effective in determining
overloaded and under loaded physical machines leading to unnecessary migrations of the
virtual machines and more power consumption.
Some researches in state of the art suggested to consider more than one computing
resource utilizations for determining overloaded and under loaded physical machines [25,
94, 98–100]. So, numerous metrics have been devised to rank physical machines. The
authors of the study [99] suggested a management system for virtual machines Called
Sandpiper for detecting and resolving overload scenarios in cloud data centers. The Sand-
piper system utilized a single volume parameter as a criterion for determining overloaded
physical machines and used gray box, and black box method treats physical machine with
maximum volume.
The authors of the study [74] suggested an approach of managing a pool of computing
resources for determining and resolving the situation of under loaded and overloaded
physical machines. In the proposed approach, if utilization of CPU or the memory exceeds
the predefined limits, the physical machine is assumed to be overloaded. Detection of
overloaded physical machine triggers the fuzzy controller for selecting the virtual machine
to migrate as well as an appropriate physical machine for accommodating the migrating
virtual machine. In this system, the physical machine which is having least load and fulfils
the requirements of all computing resources of the migrating machine is selected as the
target physical machine. If no such physical machine exists that can satisfy the computing
resource requirements of a migrating machine, a new physical machine is made active and
selected virtual machine is migrated to this physical machine.
Under loaded machine is determined for an average utilization of computing resources
below a pre-defined limit. In this scenario, the fuzzy controller selects the physical machine
having the least load and tries to migrate all its virtual machines to another appropriate
physical machine. Upon successful migration of a virtual machine, the physical machine is
moved to sleep mode with minimum power consumption. The authors conducted a set of
experiments. The experimental results indicate that the best memory and CPU threshold
for determining overloaded physical machines are 95% and 85% respectively. The best
memory and CPU threshold values for determining under loaded physical machine are
80% and 50% respectively. The proposed system suffers from a limitation that it only
assumes memory and CPU computing resources in addition to homogeneous physical
servers.
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2.4.2 VM Selection
2 VM Selection Selecting a virtual machine in the consolidation of virtual machine process
is considered as a major challenge [73]. This process requires migration of virtual machines
till the target physical machine is assumed not to be overloaded. Several methods have
been proposed for effective selection of the virtual machine and classified into different
criteria [25]. Some authors divided the major methods into the following categories as
defined below [25].
• Maximum correlation based methods
• Minimum migration Time based methods
• Potential growth based methods
• Random selection methods
In this work, we grouped the classification of virtual machine selection methods into
two broad categories as described below.
1. Virtual Machine selection methods based on fixed criteria: These methods
are used in fixed criteria for determining the target virtual machine in the cloud
data center. So, these methods are not effective for environments involving changing
workloads. The important methods in this category are described below.
• Dynamic management method: This method determines the target virtual
machine for selection on the basis of utilization of CPU of the virtual ma-
chines [101] and selects the virtual machine having the least utilization of CPU.
Many researchers proved that selecting a Virtual Machine that uses the dy-
namic management method results in reduced costs for migrating the virtual
machines.
• Minimum migration time method: This method determines the selection of vir-
tual machine for migration based on the minimum time it requires to complete
its migration in comparison to other virtual machines assigned to the physical
machine [25, 73]. The time required for migration is approximated as a ratio of
the total memory used by the virtual machine and extra bandwidth available
for the physical machine.
• Random choice method: This method enables the selection of the virtual ma-
chine as per uniformly distributed random index of the virtual machine assigned
to a physical machine [25].
• Maximum correlation method: This method is proposed on the basis of the
concept that more the correlation between the computing resources utiliza-
tion with its running applications, more are the chances of the server being
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overloaded [102]. So, this method enables the selection of virtual machine for
migration that is maximum correlated with CPU utilization. In order to ap-
proximate the correlation between CPU utilization of the virtual machines the
correlation coefficient is computed. The correlation coefficient values are fur-
ther utilized in multiple regression analysis to observe the quality of forecaster
dependent variables. It maps to the squared correlation between fore- casted
and actual values of dependent variables [25, 103].
2. virtual Machine selection methods based upon multiple criteria: This set
of methods employ more than one criteria for determining the selection of a virtual
ma- chine to migrate to another physical machine [104]. The important method
applied in this category is fuzzy Q learning method. This method produces better
results dynamically than any individual strategy.
2.4.3 VM Placement
The placement of virtual machines is a two phased process in virtual machine consolida-
tion [105]. It requires provisioning of the computing resources as per the requirement of
the virtual machines and their applications. The second phase involves actual placement
of the virtual machine on to the physical machine. An effective method for placing the
virtual machine considers more than one computing resources like memory, storage, CPU
and bandwidth in order to reduce the power consumption at the cloud data center. This
method ensure the power performance trade-offs. The main objective of placing the virtual
machines in the consolidation process is to conserve the power and balance the workload
for offering the quality of service to the running applications in the virtual machines [106].
Most researchers used the following functions for finding the cost of placing the virtual
machine on a given physical machine.
• Disk storage utilization
• CPU utilization
• Network bandwidth utilization
• Memory utilization
• Energy utilization
The selection of the parameters depends upon the considerations of cloud service providers.
Broadly, the methods for placing the virtual machines on the physical machine can be
classified into various classes as shown in Fig. 2.4:
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Virtual Machine Placement
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Figure 2.4: Classification of VM Placement Algorithms
• Methods for power Optimization: The primary objective of these methods is
to place virtual machines on the physical machine in such a way that it optimizing
power consumption. This is done by shifting underutilized service to sleep mode
with minimum power consumption.
• Methods for improving quality of service: The objective of these methods is to
maximize the quality of service being offered to the cloud customers. These methods
help to obtain better utilization of computing resources by regularly supervising the
virtual machines and their activities followed by advanced methods for dynamic
placement of the workloads.
• Bin packing method: Bin packing method is treated as a sub problem of con-
straint programming method [93, 105]. This method is helpful in placing virtual
machines dynamically in the environment with changing workloads. The Bin pack-
ing method employs a heuristic to place the virtual machines on a physical machine.
The placement of virtual machines on the physical machine can also be modelled
as constrained Bin problem that allows a trade-off between packing as large as a
number of virtual machines as a possible single physical machine.
• Stochastic integer programming: This method is applied to place the virtual
machines on the physical machine wherein the future needs and cost of computing
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resources are unpredictable, but their probability distributions are known and can
be calculated [107].
The above cited methods for placing the virtual machine works well under specific
constraints. So, it is significant to select a method that is appropriate for meeting the
requirements of cloud customers and cloud service providers in addition to different factors
for these methods. The performance of these methods can be measured at the application
level and at the system level. At the application level, the performance is measured
in terms of response time of running applications. Whereas, at the system level, the
performance is measured in terms of the workload of CPU. Both, virtual machines as
well as physical machines can be qualified in terms of memory utilized, CPU used and
bandwidth consumed. The primary goal of placing the virtual machine on a physical
machine is to optimize the number of physical machines required for supporting virtual
machines and ensuring the quality of service as per SLA.
2.4.4 VM Migration
Most of the cloud data centers have varying loads of the applications running on the virtual
machine. Sometimes the workload of a virtual machine exceeds the capacity of a physical
machine. In such cases, some of the virtual machines should be migrated to another phys-
ical machine for ensuring the quality of service of the running applications. In other cases,
virtual machines might be migrated when the physical machine requires maintenance or
when it is required to reduce the power consumption by applying the process of virtual
machine consolidation to a less number of physical machines. The underutilized physical
machines are moved to sleep mode with minimum power consumption.
The authors of the study [22] suggested an approach for online migration of vir-
tual machine to physical machines during the execution. It may be possible that virtual
machine stops running at the source physical machine and restarts execution at the des-
tination physical machine leading to down time. It is desired to minimize the downtime
to meet the quality of service as per SLA. Migration of virtual machine is very helpful to
deal with the runtime situations of the overloaded physical machine.
The authors of studies [108] suggested a method for migrating virtual machines online
using pre copy and post copy criteria. In the pre-copy method, memory transfer phase
happens first followed by CPU state transfer where as a post-copy method of migrating
virtual machine online involves transferring CPU state before memory transfer phase.
The methods for migrating the virtual machines can be classified into several cate-
gories according to their objectives as described below [109].
• Fault tolerant migration method: This method ensures that the virtual machine
continues to work even if any portion of the system fails. This method migrates
virtual machines on the basis of prediction of failure. Fault tolerance method is
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proposed with an aim to distribute the workload among the physical machines to
ensure the availability of physical machines and reduce performance degradation of
running applications.
• Load balancing migration method: The objective of this method is to dis-
tribute load among physical machines to enhance the scalability of the physical
computers in the cloud data center. Balancing of load helps to minimize the con-
sumption of computing resources, implementing the failover, improving the scalabil-
ity, venting bottlenecks, and over provisioning of the computing resources.
• Energy efficient migration method: The utilization of computing resources of
physical servers and cooling system installed in data centers consume a major portion
of the power. It has been observed that a physical machine consumes 70% of the
power during its idle state and maximum power at its full utilization [15]. These
methods aim to minimize the power consumption of the physical server by optimal
utilization of computing resources.
The methods for migrating the virtual machines can also be classified into the follow-
ing categories [110].
• Process Migration: Process Migration is for a a distributed system that involves
the beginning of virtual machine migration. The methods using Process Migration
offer features such as performance, complexity, fault resilience, scalability, trans-
parency and heterogeneity. These factors impact the efficiency and implementation
of Process Migration.
• Memory migration: Migration of memory state is one of most thoroughly ana-
lyzed process that consists of two approaches namely, post-copy and pre-copy. The
former migration approach transfers the memory state of the virtual machine after
its CPU state is being shifted to the target physical machine. It is different from pre
copy strategy wherein memory state is shifted to the target physical machine after
shifting of CPU state.
• Resume suspend migration: This method of migration refers to the movement
of the virtual machine from one physical machine to another virtual machine that is
assumed to be inactive locally during transfer. This type of migration is generally
applied for WAN. In this case, usually, a connection of networks is terminated and
recovered after transfer.
The significant online migration methods are described as below.
• Pure stop and copy method: This online migration method consists of stopping
the virtual machine, copying all the pages to the target physical machine and then
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restarting the new virtual machine. This method has the benefit of being simple,
but it requires shutting down the services for the time that is relative to the total
actual memory assigned to the virtual machine [111].
• Post copy method: In this migration method, essential kernel based data struc-
tures are shifted to the destination physical machine. The transferred virtual ma-
chine is restarted, and rest pages are shifted through the network on need basis. It
leads to shortening of down time but requires long migration time [22, 112].
• Pre copy method: This method replicates the memory pages from source physical
machine to target physical machine repetitively without terminating the execution
of virtual machine during the migration process. Repetitive nature of this method
is a result of dirty pages [113].
• Hybrid pre and post copy method: This method is a mix of pre-copy and
post-copy method. In this migration method, pre copying that leads to the transfer
of CPU state virtual machine is done first and is followed by post copying of the
rest of dirty pages from origin physical machine. So, this method takes the advan-
tages of Pre copy and post copy methods for improving online Migration of virtual
machines [114].
• Memory compression: Migration of a virtual machine can be improved to a sig-
nificant level by reducing the amount of data to be transferred during the migration
process. At the source physical machine, the data to be transferred must be com-
pressed by using different data compression techniques. At the destination physical
machine that zipped data can be restored [115, 116].
• Delta page transfer: This method helps to reduce the bandwidth of the network
consumed for the purpose of maintaining the cache of recently shifted memory pages.
It also helps to optimize the shifting of dirty pages by transferring the deviation
content of cache page and the actual page that has been transferred. It ensures that
online migration process is done without the risk of service interruption [117, 118].
• Dynamic self ballooning method: This method enables a guest operating sys-
tem to minimize its memory footprint by freeing unused memory to the hypervisor.
It is triggered at a regular interval without degrading the performance of running
applications. It resulted in significant reduction of total migration by re- moving
transfer of free memory pages [119].
• Data deduplication method: This method utilizes the cache-based fingerprint
technique to search the same data in the memory and storage disk of a single virtual
machine to optimize the online migration process of the virtual machine. This
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method needs transferring the memory data from the source physical machine to
destination physical machine only one time [120].
• Adaptive preparing method: This method helps to find the pages that might
be accessed by virtual machines in the near future. These pages are transferred to
the destination physical machine beforehand, resulting in the fast transfer of working
set of virtual machines [119].
• Content-based hashing: In order to fetch memory pages from the memory
space of another virtual machine, the destination physical machine is required to
search for the virtual machine in the network. Shifted virtual machines continue to
operate, and their memory content varies with the passage of time. So, required
information needs to be searched dynamically. In order to solve this problem, hash
tables are used that provide the location of physical nodes having a copy of a required
page [92, 121, 122].
• Multiple virtual machine migration: When there is a requirement to transfer
a cluster of virtual machines to a different physical machine, a huge amount of
data should be transferred over the network. This process negatively impacts the
performance of running applications. So, the virtual machines that are identical in
contents and co-located in the physical machine are transferred only one time to the
target physical machine. It helps to improve the performance of migrating multiple
virtual machines, also known as gang scheduling of the virtual machines. This gang
scheduling method optimizes memory as well as network overhead of migrating the
virtual machine [120, 123].
The methods for migrating the virtual machines discussed in above section indicates
that migration of virtual machine requires consumption of computing resources like mem-
ory, CPU, and bandwidth that can significantly affect the performance of migrating virtual
machines as well as already running virtual machines in the physical machine. The per-
formance of methods for migrating the virtual machines relies on the parameters such as
memory, Virtual Machine size, dirty page rate, CPU available and network traffic.
2.4.5 VM Consolidation
Consolidation of virtual machines enables the cloud data centers to reduce fragmentation
of computing resources and generate idle physical machines during the time for overuti-
lization or underutilization of computing resources. This purpose can be obtained by
repacking already assigned virtual machines to a small number of physical machines.
Several techniques have been proposed in the literature for effective consolidation of the
virtual machine in the cloud data center.
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The authors of the study [124] proposed a system called pMapper. The pMapper
system is a framework for optimizing power and migration cost on the basis of CPU
utilization for a heterogeneous environment. Specifically, this system comprises of three
approaches namely Min power parity, min power placement with history and balance
between power and migration cost. Min power parity approach is developed to reduce
the total consumption of power specifically. It considers the size of the virtual machine
current location of the virtual machine to a physical machine and the power model of Cloud
Servers. The virtual machines and physical machines are sorted in decreasing sequence
of their utilization for placing the virtual machines on a physical machine by following a
strategy of first fit decreasing method. The min power parity method is further extended
to min power placement with history method. The Min power placement with History
method decreases the cost of migrating a virtual machine as it enables the cloud date center
to migrate the lowest possible number of virtual machines. The balance between power
and migration cost method enables the cloud data center to optimize migration costs and
power during the placement of virtual machines. The authors suggested a variation of
balance between power and migration cost method known as pMap+ specifically for the
environment with a huge amount of workload. The main disadvantage with the pMapper
system is that it only takes CPU into consideration and there is no support for intelligent
overloaded and under loaded management approaches.
The authors of the study [125] suggested considering two aspects of consolidating the
virtual machine namely, memory and CPU. The authors modified the method of the first
fit decreasing to limit the number of active physical machines for reducing the number of
virtual machine migration. Here, the authors arranged the list of physical machines on
the basis of their utilization of computing resources in decreasing order and then took into
account the server with least workload first. They conducted a set of experiments to show
that this method decreases the number of migrations in comparison to first fit decrease
strategy with additional requirements of 6% active physical machines. They conducted
the experiments in the homogenous environment. The proposed method suffers from the
limitation that it does not support migration of underutilized physical servers and switch
between idle machines to sleep mode to conserve the energy.
The authors of the study [99] presented a system called Sandpiper on the basis of the
black box and grey box approach. The Grey box approach arranges the list of over utilized
physical servers on the basis of their volume metric and each physical server on the basis
of their volume to size ratio. After that, this method takes into consideration the physical
server with maximum volume first. The virtual machine that requires migration is the
one with the highest volume to size ratio. This method uses the volume metric of the
target physical machine. The main disadvantage of the sandpiper system is that it takes
into consideration homogeneous physical machines and has no support for underutilized
physical machines.
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2.5 SLA and Energy Management Techniques
The aim of the Cloud Service Provider is to offer quality services to fulfil the requirements
of their customers. Requirements for quality of services are generally written in a formal
way called service level agreement (SLA) [126]. SLA specifies the deal between Cloud
Service Providers and their customers expectation with regard to the quality of delivery
services.
The authors of the study [127] provided a general definition of service level agreement
stating that SLA is an explicit statement of exceptions and obligations that exist in a busi-
ness relationship between Cloud Service Providers and customers. SLA also determines
the requirements for performance in terms of some features such as minimum throughput
and maximum response time. These features can vary from application to application.
So, it is required to define a metric that is independent of workload and can be used to
evaluate the quality of service for any Virtual Machine implemented on the cloud data
center. Several authors defined different types of metrics to assess the performance of the
cloud system.
The authors of the study [25] defined a metric to measure SLA violations because of
over utilization and SLA violations of migration. Both these metrics can characterize the
SLA violations independently by the infrastructure of the cloud system. In service level
agreement generally, there are three types of parties involved in cloud services, namely,
infrastructure resource provider, end users and the business service provider. The in-
frastructure resource provider bills the business service provider for making use of their
computing resources while the business service provider bills the end users for offering
services of their computing requirements to their satisfactory levels of performance. The
authors of study [128] suggested a two level design to create a SLA related to computing
resources and application services. The service provider has to maintain the reliability,
quality, availability, and performance of their computing resources to the satisfaction of
cloud customers. Expectations of the cloud customers as well as the Cloud Service Provide
are recorded in the SLA along with penalties for violations of the agreement [129]. From
the SLA point of view, energy management approaches can be divided into two classes,
namely, SLA aware and SLA agnostic approaches. SLA consists of service level objectives
that include the availability of service and performance. SLA trade-offs between energy
conservation and meeting SLA in the management of computing resources. It is important
to make sure that energy saving does not increase SLA violations.
2.6 Summary
In this chapter, we described a brief overview of different aspects systems, tools and
techniques concerned with the management of computing resources and optimization of
power for a large scale cloud data center. We described design characteristics and parts
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of different service models of cloud computing environment. Virtualization technology
is considered as one of the main technical aspects for successful deployment of cloud
computing services. We described different aspects of cloud computing and techniques for
optimizing the power consumption of a cloud data center. Virtual Machine consolidation
is one major approach for optimizing the power consumption of a cloud data center. A
brief description of the virtual machine consolidation process has been presented in this
chapter by highlighting different processes involved such as detection of overloaded and
under-loaded physical machines, selection of a virtual machine, migration of a virtual
machine and placement of the virtual machine to an appropriate physical machine in
order to balance the workload of the cloud environment and thereby optimize the power
consumption by moving unnecessary underutilized machine to sleep mode with low power
consumption.
The main objective of this chapter is to present data center level management of
computing resources and power consumption optimization on the basis of an effective
consolidation of virtual machines. Various approaches for static as well as dynamic con-
solidation of virtual machines have been described along with their pros and cons. In order
to quantify the power consumption, we formulated a power estimation model and used
different metrics for measuring the power performance of physical machines and quality of
service in the cloud data center. Excessive power consumption results in the emission of
huge amounts of carbon dioxide to the environment. The reduction in power consumption
decreases the emission of carbon dioxide and hence contributes to a safe environment.
The chapter focuses on addressing the problem of virtual machine sizing by exploring
the issues and various techniques for resolving the issue. In order to address the issue
of virtual machine sizing, a technique for sizing the virtual machines with an objective
of optimizing the power consumption has been proposed in this chapter. We highlighted
the major reasons behind wastage of power consumption in Cloud data centers. We also
explored the energy management techniques, and modeling techniques and techniques for
saving the power in the Cloud environment.
The chapter also focuses on the effective and dynamic consolidation of virtual ma-
chines for optimized power consumption. We explored different static and dynamic virtual
machine consolidation techniques and identified advantages of dynamic consolidation tech-
niques for efficient power utilization. State of the art in the field is critically analyzed to
identify the research gaps. We identified the gaps in sub problems of the consolidation
process, namely, the detection of overloaded and under loaded physical machines, selec-
tion of virtual machine and placement of virtual machine to a suitable physical machine
in cloud data centers. To address the gaps, we proposed an approach for consolidation of
virtual machine for optimizing the power consumption of cloud data center.
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CHAPTER 3
Energy-Efficient Tailoring of VM Size
and Tasks in Cloud Data Centers
Minimizing power consumption is a vital consideration in the modern day development of cloud
computing. One of the major challenges reported in cloud computing is the consumption of power
by computing resources due to improper allocation of resources through improperly sized virtual
machines (VM). In spite of many efforts, existing solutions are only able to meet the requirements
for minimizing power consumption to a limited extent, due to their lack of optimized allocation of
computing resources. This chapter addresses the weaknesses and challenges by proposing a new
architecture for cloud resource allocation. The proposed approach involves mapping appropriately
sized VMs to a group of tasks in a data center to reduce power consumption. Its primary aim of
the proposed work is to make effective use of the computing resources of the cloud for minimizing
power consumption. It involves the clustering of tasks on the basis of their computing require-
ments and finding a suitably sized VM with the required computing resources. The efficient use
of computing resources on the basis of their actual requirements for a group of tasks helps to save
a substantial amount of power. The proposed work is evaluated for its superiority over represen-
tational techniques using Google cloud traces as benchmark dataset. The experimental results
showed an improvement of 8.42% in power consumption compared to representational techniques
using fixed-sized VMs in the field. The proposed approach also achieves an improvement of 62%
in the number of instances of VMs created for hosting the task workload, while maintaining a low
task rejection rate.
This chapter is partially derived from:
[1] Deafallah Alsadie, Zahir Tari, Eidah J. Alzahrani, Albert Y. Zomaya, “Energy-efficient tailoring of
VM size and tasks in cloud data centers”, In 16th IEEE International Symposium on Network Computing
and Applications, (NCA 2017), Pages: 99-103, Cambridge, USA, 2017.
[2] Deafallah Alsadie, Zahir Tari, Eidah J. Alzahrani, Albert Y. Zomaya, “Dynamic resource allocation
for an energy efficient VM architecture for cloud computing”, In Proceedings of the Australasian Computer
Science Week, (ACSW 2018), Pages:16:1-16:8, Brisbane, Australia, 2018.
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3.1 Background
No doubt recent developments in cloud computing have brought several potential benefits
to its customers, but still it has to face many issues in offering services and managing
resources. The excessive energy consumption of cloud data centers is one of most pressing
issues that requires immediate attention of the research community in the field. The wide
adoption and popularity of cloud resources by customers is considered a major cause of an
abrupt increase in energy consumption. No doubt recent developments in cloud computing
have brought several potential benefits to its customers, but still it has to face many issues
in offering services and managing resources.
But, an increase in energy consumption also creates a significant gap between the
prices offered by cloud-based service providers and the returns achieved. It has been found
that computing resources, and especially servers, are consuming much more power [130]
than other resources, such as network equipment [131], cooling systems [132] and physical
servers [95] in data centers. For instance, according to analysis by Kaplan et al. [133],
the average energy consumed by the different computing resources in a data center is
equivalent to that used by 25,000 households.
According to the perspective of cloud users, Cloud Service Providers (CSPs) appear
to have unlimited computing resources (e.g. CPUs, memory and I/O, etc.), which can
be accessed dynamically on demand basis and within the scope of service level agreement
(SLA). SLA defines a commitment on the quality of services offered to meet pre-established
service level objectives (SLOs). Failure to satisfy SLOs may further invoke penalties
for CSPs in different forms as per defined SLA. Therefore, CSPs are assumed to avail
inexhaustible computing resources to meet the demands of different applications of the
end users in a given time framework as per SLA. In order to meet varying demands on
computing resources during peak hours and idle hours of workload, the CSPs have to
either provision extra infrastructure leading to increase in investment and operating costs
or use the existing computing resources optimally [134].
It is assumed that the computing requirements of the different task should be es-
timated beforehand for taking the better the decisions for placing the task in a cloud
environment. Cloud service providers, particularly IaaS ask their customers to find and
provide the computing resource requirements. The Cloud Service Providers assign the
requested amount of computing resources to the different tasks of the cloud customers.
It is possible forth big companies to estimate their requirements for computing resources
on the basis of previous records by using their expertise. However, most of the cloud
customers are unable to approximate requirements for computing resources due to lack
of expertise or previous records. As a consequence, it is observed that some customers
request much more computing resources than their actual needs. It has been noted that
most of the customers attempt to hire 10 times more computing resources than their ac-
tual requirements for fulfilling operation of the tasks. This resulted in the low utilization
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of the computing resources of the server. The authors of the study [135] proved that most
of the server is low utilized in the range from 28% to 55% in a real cloud data center. So,
it is a necessity to analyze different Resource Management Solutions for ensuring the ef-
fective utilization of server and consolidation for optimizing the power consumption while
meeting the SLA agreement of cloud customers.
Many researchers have conducted research to optimize the power consumption of
cloud resources as per Service Level Agreements (SLA). Despite their efforts, most are
only able to meet the requirement of minimizing power consumption to a limited extent.
The proposed research work is primarily targeted to make effective use of cloud-based
computing resources for minimizing the energy consumption. Therefore, the significant
contribution of this chapter is to propose a new approach for finding appropriately sized
virtual machines to optimize the resource utilization, thereby, leading to reduction of
power wastage in a data center. The proposed work employed the concept of selecting the
appropriate size of virtual machines for execution of similarly clustered tasks as their com-
puting requirements derived from historical cloud traces for optimal resource management,
and hence, reduction in power consumption.
Existing solutions [136–139] have targeted the optimization of power consumption
of cloud resources by service level agreements. VM technology and other heuristics [34,
96] are used to optimize the size of VMs as per the actual usage of tasks. Google traces
have been explored with the aim of characterizing task usage [137], grouping tasks for
future workload prediction [52], characterizing applications [140], characterizing the ap-
plications [137] and simulating parameter extraction through characterization of work-
loads [140, 141]. However, most of these approaches are unable to provide adequate
attention to optimizing the size of VMs on the basis of similarities in their usage pat-
terns. Some researchers have advocated the use of optimal configuration settings as per
the requirements of users. However, defining an optimal configuration setting for a specific
application poses a real challenge to the research community. Analysis of cloud traces can
aid in determining the optimal use of cloud resources by different tasks. These traces are
preserved by cloud service providers and represent the requirements of cloud resources
for task execution. Cloud traces can be used as aids in assessing the patterns of cloud
resources required for task executions to be submitted in the future, and reports of the
analysis of cloud traces can provide in-depth knowledge of the changing requirements for
cloud resources.
This chapter aims to contribute to the field by finding the appropriate sizes of VMs
to execute tasks based upon analysis and clustering of their computing requirements.
Specifically, this chapter presents a new approach to using task requirements to optimize
the size of VMs in a data center, based on their similarity with historical data. The focus
of the proposed work is to group tasks on the basis of the similarities in their computing
requirements using a clustering technique. The clustered tasks are further employed for
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finding the appropriate size of VMs in a data center. The appropriate sizing of VMs based
upon clustered sets of tasks helps to optimize the use of cloud resources. In turn, it results
in the reduction of power consumption in a data center. To achieve this, the previous task
requirements are explored from cloud traces to identify the similarities between them.
Tasks with similar requirements for computing resources, such as central processing unit
(CPU) and memory, are grouped together using a clustering technique. The clustered
tasks are further used for assuming similar requirements in the near future. The clustered
tasks are then allocated computing resources, in terms of appropriately sized VMs, for their
execution. The identification of appropriately sized VMs for a specific cluster of tasks helps
in the proper allocation of computing resources, and thus allows optimization of power
consumption. The analysis of task requirements reveals the actual utilization of computing
resources. It has been noted that there is a significant difference between the requested
computing resources and those actually required for a particular task. Consideration of
the actual requirement of computing resources for a particular group of tasks will help
to optimize computing resources and size the VMs in a data center. Consequently, the
proposed work achieves a reduction in power wastage in data centers.
For proving the validity and applicability of the proposed approach to sizing the
VMs in a data center, Google traces are used as per the description provided in previous
studies [52, 137, 141]. The Google traces used in this study consist of trace logs collected
for 29 days. The trace logs contain the description of the machines, jobs, and tasks [32].
Experimental results show that the proposed approach provides an improvement of 8.42%
in power consumption over that used by representational techniques using fixed-sized VMs
in the field. It also achieves an improvement of 62% of the number of instances of VMs
created for hosting the task workload, while maintaining a low task rejection rate.
This chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.2 summarizes the previous relevant
work reported in the literature on energy-based scheduling and places our work in context;
Section 3.4 provides details on the proposed approach, while the experimental setup and
results are presented in Sections 3.5 and 3.6, respectively. Our conclusions are outlined in
Section 3.7.
3.2 Related Work
Decreasing power wastage has proven to be a critical challenge for researchers in the field
of cloud computing. Since the introduction of cloud computing and virtual environments,
researchers in the field have been continuously attempting to decrease power wastage
by optimizing the use of cloud resources. Most researchers have focused on optimizing
the utilization of resources as per actual requirements and balancing the computing load
appropriately. However, little attention has been paid to incorporating the information
available on the previous workloads of real cloud computing processes provided by trace
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logs and changing the workload of the cloud resources appropriately to provide a solution
for managing power wastage.
There are mainly two firms namely, Yahoo and Google that have released their cloud
traces [32]. These traces can be analyzed to assume the future usage patterns of tasks
for requirements of cloud resources. The Yahoo trace is generated from a production
MapReduce cluster used for selecting the universities. Whereas, Google traces consists of
computing requirement of different task in terms of CPU, memory requirements etc. along
with machine characteristics and task placement conditions. Many researchers utilized
Google traces to propose solutions for the major problems in the field. The previous
research work of the field can be broadly divided into three main categories namely, like
statistical analysis, simulation & modeling, and workload modeling & characterization.
Statistical analysis is used to investigate the requirements of cloud computing re-
sources from the Google traces for different jobs, applications, and tasks. Based upon
the requirements of computing resources for the execution of all tasks, the impact of task
placement is measured. It is also helpful to derive the constraints and machine charac-
teristics from Google traces as a performance benchmark [142]. Di et al. [137] presented
an analysis of Google traces on the basis of the workload of a data center in terms of
job length, the requirements for computing resources, and frequency of job submission.
Solis et al. [141] introduced a method for the characterization of the workload of a cloud-
based data center depending upon the user and task patterns provided in Google traces.
However, this work suffers from the limitation of using a small span of cloud traces as
well as a limited analysis of clusters and related clusters. It has been noticed from the
state of art in the field that most of researchers generally group the jobs submitted for
execution in a data center on the basis of their computing resource requirements using
some clustering technique. Assuming similar patterns of computing resource requirements
for jobs to be executed in the near future, the cloud resources are assigned with an aim
of their optimized utilization.
The other category of research in the field is based upon simulation and modeling.
This involves simulating the workload of a data center in a controlled environment. Re-
cently, Moreno et al. [140] introduced a method for simulating a Google data center. They
modeled a workload creator with the help of an extended version of cloud simulator called
CloudSim [143] using the Google cloud center. Similarly, Di et al. [137] suggested simu-
lating workloads using a cloud simulator, CloudSim, using Google traces. This simulation
allows the virtual modeling of jobs in terms of their computing resource requirements.
Several researchers have already used task clustering and be proved to be very effective
in the area other than cloud computing [144–146]. In this work, we proposed a different
approach in various aspects, namely, the objective and target virtual environment. For
instance, Singh et al. [144] and Muthuvelu et al. [145] used task clustering method for
reducing the communication cost for submitting the task in a grid based system that is
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geography distributed. Whereas, the proposed approach focuses the power consumption
minimization in a data center of the cloud environment. Wang et al. [146] also advocated
the use of task clustering for improving the power efficiency in various clusters using
dynamic frequency and voltage for parallel applications. In comparison, our proposed
approach is agnostic in effective utilization of computing resources of Cloud data center.
In addition, the proposed work is different from the existing methods of task clustering by
leveraging virtualization and making the mapping of a set of tasks to the virtual machine.
The final category of research work in the field involves workload modeling and char-
acterization in data centers. Researchers generally group the jobs and applications for
execution in a data center based upon their requirements for computing resources using
clustering techniques from cloud traces. Accordingly, on the assumption that the require-
ments for computing resources will be similar in the future, cloud resources are allocated
to optimize resource utilization for the task or jobs in the future. On similar lines, Mishra
et al. [52] employed k-means clustering technique for grouping tasks with similar require-
ments for resource consumption and duration using Google traces. Chen et al. [147] also
followed a similar approach for tasks in place of jobs. The information obtained after
clustering tasks is further employed to estimate the setting and sizing of VMs. However,
they did not use intra-cluster analysis to derive a detailed workload model.
Zhang et al. [148] proposed HARMONY as a heterogeneity-aware resource manage-
ment solution that can be employed for surveying the dynamic capacity in cloud comput-
ing. It creates group of tasks having similar requirements for computing resources with
the help of a k-means clustering algorithm. It manages the count of the required machines
types to optimize power wastage dynamically and penalize performance for provisioning
delay. As a result, it ensures improved power saving and workload provisioning. However,
heterogeneity increases the complexity of the proposed solution.
Apart from selecting the optimal VM size, another important issue is utilization at
the host level. Hosseinimotlagh et al [132] proposed smart energy aware task scheduling,
where an optimal utilization at the host level along with minimized energy consumption is
the primary focus. They also proposed a working model for VMs. Maintaining balance in
line with the given QoS for implementing utilization at the machine level is done through a
scheduling algorithm. Consideration not only needs to be given to optimizing utilization,
but also to the data center and virtualization. However, most of the existing research does
not consider these aspects.
Most of the researchers analyzed the problem of placing the required number of
virtual machines within the cluster of the cloud on the basis of least number of PM that
is switched on. This problem is the same as that of Bin packing problem for optimization
in which virtual machines are treated as objects and physical machines are treated as
the bins. The main aim here is to pack these objects with a minimum number of bins.
This problem is an NP hard problem [146]. So, many estimation heuristics have been
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proposed, namely, Best Fit Decreasing (BFD) and First Fit Decreasing (FFD) [149, 150].
This estimation to the optimal placement solution is made on the basis of their assumption
all the requests of the virtual machines are known in advance. This may not be the case
for on demand computing environment. In case, requests for virtual machines is unknown,
then online heuristics like the first fit, best fit, best fit have been suggested. The major
issue with these online heuristics is that they do not consider future workload while making
virtual machine hosting and switching the physical machines to the current request for the
virtual machines. Whereas, the proposed approach is based upon forecasting the request
for the virtual machines in the future and takes intelligent power management decisions
accordingly.
It can also be the case that cloud customers may terminate the request for the virtual
machines at any given point in time. This leads to under-utilization of the physical
machines and ineffective utilization of computing resources of the data center. Many
authors proposed different migration and online consolidation methods for improving the
computing resources efficiency of the data centers. As an example, online consolidation
techniques proposed by the authors of the study [151, 152] that enable migration of virtual
machines from underutilized physical machines to a suitable machine so as to consolidate
the workload of the data center to a small number of physical machines. This allows the
switching off the physical machines for optimizing their power consumption. The authors
of the study [30, 33] focus the degradation of the performance linked with migrating the
virtual machines. They proposed dynamic consolidation to ensure SLA to a certain extent.
Different dynamic consolidation approaches are complementary to the proposed approach
that can be used in addition to the proposed framework for packing already scheduled
virtual machines with the passage of time. The proposed approach is different from the
existing work that we forecast count request of virtual machines to be received in the
future for making intelligent decisions for migrating the virtual machines.
Several researchers advocated the use of a protective framework for minimizing the
number of active physical machines by tuning assigned computing resources to already
scheduled virtual machines. The authors of studies [153, 154] assumed that the clients
would request more than one virtual machine to execute their applications instead of
reserving a fixed number of virtual machines for running their applications. They proposed
to adjust the number of virtual machines on the basis of predictions for their application
demand dynamically. The method proposed in the study [155] called PRESS advocated
the use of virtual machine resizing. This approach allocates computing resources for each
scheduled virtual machine on the basis of predicting the requirements of the clients. The
authors of the study [124, 156] proposed the addition of online consolidation after resizing
the virtual machines. This enabled compaction of resized virtual machines by migrating
virtual machines on a lesser number of active physical machines.
Our proposed work differs from the existing predictive approaches in predicting the
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number of virtual machine requests that are received from different cloud customers along
requirements of computing resources for each request of the virtual machine. The predicted
values are further used to approximate the number of active physical machines required
to support the future workload of the cloud data center. This is different from getting
the number of required virtual machines for a particular application already scheduled on
the cluster as proposed in the studies [153, 154] or future requirements of the computing
resources of already scheduled virtual machines as proposed in the studies [155, 156].
Many methods have been proposed for predicting the workload in a distributed en-
vironment such as a cloud data center and grid systems. Some of the authors used poly-
nomial fitting and hidden Markov models for predicting the workload and used them in
grid systems. In a cloud environment, the workload consists of multiple requests with
multiple computing resources. So, these methods are not applicable in cloud computing
environment.
Many other studies have also reported that average usage of the server machines in
a data center is very low, varying from 10% to a maximum of 50% [40, 157, 158]. It can
be concluded from the above-mentioned studies that there are many similarities in task
requirements for computing resources, and these can be further used to optimize resource
management on the basis of Google traces.
3.3 Google Cluster Trace Data
The Google made a dataset publicly called Google Cluster trace trace that contains the
information of cells about 29 days. In this chapter, we used Google cluster data. Each
cell of the cluster data represents a group of machines of a single cluster management
system. Each job of the trace consists of multiple tasks. Each task may contain multiple
processes to be executed on a single machine. The Google trees data is represented in the
form of five different tables called machine event table, machine attribute table job event
table, task event table and task resource utilization table. The description of each table
is described in the following sections.
Each cluster of the data center in the Google consists of interconnected machines
using a high bandwidth cluster network. Each cell is a group of machines in a single
cluster that shares a cluster management system to assign the workflow to each machine.
The workload reaches the cell in the form of jobs. For example, reduce and map can
individually become a job. Each job consists of multiple tasks that are associated with a
set of computing resource requirements to be utilized for scheduling. It may be executed on
multiple cores. A task is represented by a Linux program involving more than one process
that is to be executed on a single machine. It has been found that the task belonging to
a common parent job has a similar binary with the same requirements for the computing
resource utilization. The Google employees and services are the main users of the clusters.
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The Google Cluster traces consists of a wide range of behaviors including the different
categories. It comprises concurrent traces in a single 12k machine cluster for a period of
one month. It consists of traces of all the cluster scheduler request and their actions,
their utilization of computing resources with the passage of time as well as dresses for the
availability of the machine. The traces represent thousands of the job submitted by the
cloud customers. Each job contains up to ten thousand of the tasks to be run on available
machines. They are made to execute simultaneously.
Google cluster trace consists of approximately 12500 machines as described in Ta-
ble 3.1 1, All the machines in the cluster are heterogeneous belonging to the different
types of the platforms as well as different types of memory compute the ratio. The config-
uration for different platforms is described in Table 3.2. In this table, CPU and memory
units are linearly scaled to 1 as the maximum number of machines.
Table 3.1: Feature of the Google trace
Features Time span Running Job count User count Submitted Tasks Scheduler events Resource utilization Compressed size
Value 29 days 650k 925 25M 143M 1233M 39GB
Data in the Google trace is captured from two different sources, namely, cluster
scheduler and individual machines. Those cluster schedulers are used having user requests
and corresponding scheduling actions. Individual machines having a measurement for
executing programs are used in the collection of data.
Each cluster scheduler manages the cell. Each cell is a collection of physical machines
working in a single management unit. Each task is considered as a request for scheduling
a unit of execution calculated in a container of Linux. A single task can be put on a
machine for more than one task, but only executed exactly on one machine at a given
time. Different tasks are organized as jobs. Each job is treated as a group of multiple
tasks and is executed simultaneously.
Each task is described with different scheduling attributes like a priority, constraints,
Table 3.2: Configuration setting of the VMs using FSS
Number of machines Platform CPUs Memory
6732 B 0.50 0.50
3863 B 0.50 0.25
1001 B 0.50 0.75
795 C 1.00 1.00
126 A 0.25 0.25
52 B 0.50 0.12
5 B 0.50 0.03
5 B 0.50 0.97
3 C 1.00 0.50
1 B 0.50 0.06
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and requested resources. The requested resource indicate the resources required by the
task and constraints specify the machine appropriate for running them. The Google
traces also contain the usage data in addition to the scheduling attributes. The usage
data measurement contains CPU, time memory space usage, and another measurement
of local disk, CPI. These values are there in 5-minute increment. The details of different
tables in Google cloud trace are provided in the following subsections.
Description of machine event table
This table contains the detail of different machines in the Google trace. It also describes
the various event types that can be 1) remove, 2) add, 3) update, 4) platform ID, memory
and CPU capacity. Therefore, the capacity of machines is measured in two different
aspects, namely, the capacity of CPU and memory size. It has been analyzed from the
google trace that approximately 93% of the machines have a capacity of CPU as 0.5. The
analysis of Google trace also reveals that memory capacity has to four different levels
ranging from 0.25 to 1 with an interval of 0.25. The percentage of the machine at different
levels of memory capacity is described in table 1.
Description of machine attributes table
This table gives the attributes of the machines in the form of key value pair and provides
the features of the machines like speed of the clock, version of the kernel running in the
machine. This table consists of 5 different columns, namely, time stamp machine ID name
of the machine key, and value of the feature. This table also consists of the information
indicating that deletion of the feature value is done or not and is represented in terms of
Boolean values.
Description of jobs events table
Different different jobs and the task encounter a large number of events throughout the
life. The events may include the event life submission of the job, schedule job, rescheduling
the job failure on the job, failure of the job or any other events like killing the job etc.
This table consists of different columns like timestamp, a column for missing information,
event types, class of scheduling representing the latency sensitivity of the task of the job,
a name that represents the job uniquely uniquely and generated using hashing program
like MapReduce.
Description of task events table
This table represents the information for different types of events related to different tasks.
It consists of 13 different columns including timestamp, missing data, task index, type of
event, task priority, data about computing resource requests, constraints for that machine.
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Description of task constraints table
There may be multiple constraints for each task. Each machine can be limited by many
constraints. All the constraints are represented by task constraints table. This table has
columns, namely, task index, attributes with their names, values of the attributes and
comparative operator. The comparative operator can be any one from the list like greater
than, less than, equal to, and not equal to.
Description of task resource usage table
The usage of computing resources is represented in this table called the resource usage
table. This table contains the usage of different computing resources for an interval of 5
minutes. The values are measured after an interval of one second. The table containsstart-
ing and finishing time of each task, the rate of CPU utilization, utilization of memory,
allocated memory, input output disk time, the rate of sampling, cycle and MAI, utilization
of local disk and type of aggregation.
3.4 The Architecture
The significant contribution of this work is the design of an approach for finding appropri-
ately sized VMs to optimize resource utilization leading to a reduction in power wastage
in data centers. This approach selects the appropriate size of the VMs required for the
execution of similarly clustered tasks on the basis of an analysis of historical cloud traces
to allow optimal resource management and hence reduce power consumption. Tasks are
submitted as client requests to the cloud service provider, and their execution constitutes
the workload. Thus, they are executed on a single machine by using computing resources
in terms of the number of cores (generally fractional units), bandwidth, and memory,
among others. Usually, each task is associated with a job, although a job consists of many
tasks [32].
However, it is challenging to determine the appropriate size of the VM needed to
properly execute the tasks without wasting computing resources, due to the changing
requirements of the various requests in terms of CPU, bandwidth, and memory. Thus,
it is critical to assume the requirements of future requests, and is therefore difficult to
determine the size of the VMs required. The proposed work presents an approach to de-
termining the appropriate size of VMs based upon historical usage patterns of computing
resources. This study utilizes Google traces to assess the previous requirements for com-
puting resources. A trace consists of more than 25 million tasks which are submitted over
a time period of 30 days, and we used the data available in a task event table comprising
VM requests.
The proposed model allows an improvement of computing resources utilization by
sharing the physical machines between different virtual machines [159] and by dynamic
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migration of the virtual machines and overbooking of the computing resources through
consolidating the virtual machines in a single physical machine. This helps to reduce the
power consumption in the cloud data center.
In order to meet the purpose, the proposed requires submission of different applica-
tions along with their approximated amount of computing resources and other parameters
such as the priority of the task, scheduling, required core count, total memory (RAM),
and total storage. All these parameters are available in Google Cluster trace [32].
For example, the same image of the virtual machine can be utilized for different
independent physical machines for its configuration after customizing for a particular
development environment. This show the opportunity of the development environment
produced by the virtual machine image as independent of the physical machine and its
configuration until the machine can be placed on the physical machine. This motivates us
to employ the virtualization technology in the proposed system.
The main focus of the proposed work is the cloud data centers that involve receiving
of the submission of different tasks and their execution in the virtual machines. This type
of model [160, 161] has been extensively used in the domain of cloud computing. It may
possible that this task differs in their execution environment, so the task is executed in
containers for providing their requirements. In the proposed model, containers are executed
inside the virtual machines than the physical machines. This purpose can be achieved using
the Linux container or some online tools like Docker. The Docker is an open platform for
developing applications and that can be run inside the virtual machine than a physical
machine.
3.4.1 The Components
The main components of the proposed system are depicted in Fig. 3.1. In a nutshell, tasks
are received through a task clustering component. They are grouped into categories based
upon training a clustering algorithm that uses historical cloud traces. The broker com-
ponent determines the computing resources required for the tasks submitted. Depending
upon the requirements of a group of tasks, the VM provisioner component ensures the
placement of appropriate VMs in association with the scheduler component. The host con-
troller and VM Controller components ensure the proper usage of the underlying host and
VM resources, respectively, and communicate with each other during migration tasks as
per their execution requirements. The power monitor component approximates the power
consumption of all the resources on the basis of the resource utilization of the available
hosts.
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Figure 3.1: The proposed architecture
3.4.2 Task Clustering
This component groups tasks into defined categories (clusters), which are derived from
the historical usage patterns of computing resources determined from cloud traces. Thus,
before using this component to group tasks, it needs to be trained with a specific clustering
technique. We employ requirements of computing resources, such as CPU, storage, and
memory, along with the submission rate of tasks from historical cloud traces as a basis for
training this component using a clustering technique. Allocation of appropriately sized
VM will ensure the optimal use of computing resources and hence avoid excessive power
consumption. A k-means clustering technique is used here to groups tasks (data objects)
into a predefined number of k clusters. The basic working of the k-means clustering
technique is described in Algorithm 1:
3.4.3 Determining the VM Types
Determining the appropriate VM type that is proportional to the task clusters require-
ment for computing resources is an important challenge in the proposed approach. This
will ensure the optimal use of computing resources to execute the tasks in a cluster. De-
termining the VM type involves finding the number of cores, memory, and the storage
required for executing the task efficiently. As per the analysis of historical cloud traces,
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Algorithm 1 Basic k-means clustering technique
1: Start
2: Initialize the value of the number of clusters ask (cluster centers, ci) randomly from
the historical cloud trace data.
3: Allocate every point of the cloud trace data to the closest cluster. (centroid) to form
k number of clusters.
4: Re-compute the value for centroids of every cluster.
5: Repeat Steps 3 and Step 4 till further improvement in accuracy.
6: End
Table 3.3: Key symbols in our estimation model
Notation Definition
P DataCenter(t) Power consumed by data center at thr tth hour
Num Srvers Total count of servers in the data center
Pi(t) Power consumed by the i
th server at the tth hour
P peaki Highest value of power consumed by the i
th server
P idlei Power consumed by i
th server in the idle state
K Total cluster count
NTt(i) Total task count of the i
th cluster at the tth hour
Utili,t
Percentage of CPU utilization by the ith
server at the tth hour
Avg NTt(i)
Average tasks of the cluster at the tth hour divided
by the number of the cluster k
AvgCPU ht(i)
Average CPU required for the VM type of the ith
cluster at the tth hour
AvgMem ht(i)
Average memory required for the VM type of
cluster ith at the tth hour
we found that most tasks require a small storage space and a total disk space of up to 15
GB for the operating system and other requirements. The quanta of requirements of other
resources are computed on an hourly basis in observation slots spanning 24. The relevant
symbols that have been used in this section are tabulated and described in Table 3.3.
The CPU requirement is computed on hourly basis for an observation period t =
{1, ...., 24} as per the equations below:
Avg NTt(i) =
1
K
×
K∑
i=1
NTt(i) (3.1)
AvgCPU ht(i) =
NTt(i)∑
i=1
CPUt(i)
NT t(i)
(3.2)
CPU ht(i) = AvgCPU ht(i)×Avg NTt(i) (3.3)
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where, AvgCPU ht(i) represents the average utilization of the processor per hour, and
Avg NTt(i) denotes the average number of tasks currently being executed on the system
on an hourly basis.
Further, the memory size of VMs can be computed as follows:
AvgMem ht(i) =
NTt(i)∑
i=1
Memt(i)
NT t(i)
(3.4)
Mem ht(i) =
AvgMem ht(i)×Avg NTt(i)
n VM
(3.5)
As described above, most of the tasks analyzed in the proposed work need a small
storage space and a maximum disk space of 15GB for installing an operating system as
well other utilizations. The task capacity of a VM can be computed using the following
equation:
VMtc = min(
VM1
tU1
, ...,
V Mi
tUi
), for given i = (CPU,memory) (3.6)
where, tUi gives the values for the average use of the resources for an observation
period. After defining the VM types (size) for each cluster, the proposed approach deter-
mines the number of VMs of each VM type for the respective cluster dynamically. The
VM types of each cluster are determined for an observation period of 24 hours as per
the current task load in the cloud. The dynamic computation of VMs in the proposed
approach helps to optimize resource utilization.
Briefly, the proposed work defines the VM types in terms of the computing resources
of CPU utilization per hour and memory requirements. The defined VM types are stored
in the VM repository. The updated VM types in the VM repository will help select
the appropriate VM for a particular cluster of tasks in future, based upon their actual
requirements for computing resources.
3.4.4 Computing Resource Utilization approximation of Tasks in a
Cluster
Defining the virtual machine types helps to minimize the error in approximating the max-
imum number of tasks in different virtual machines. In order to define the virtual machine
types, approximation of utilization of computing resources for each task in running virtual
machines of a specific cluster is done. For a given dataset, the existing methods utilize
the average utilization of computing resources and variance of that task cluster for ap-
proximating the utilization of computing resources. This process involves two main steps:
Firstly, it computes the average utilization of computing resources for each task for the
second day of the trace dataset. Secondly, it uses the task cluster having 98% confidence
interval of average usage of computing resources for each cluster. The upper limit of the
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computed confidence interval is considered as an approximation to the requirement of
computing resources (RCR) for a specific task in a given cluster.
3.4.5 Computing Resource Allocation Strategies
It has been observed that different virtual machines contain different numbers of tasks.
The virtual machine settings are tailored to map the utilization patterns of the tasks
running in a virtual machine. A given setting of a virtual machine may be applied to
different strategies. But, these strategies vary for the task capacity of virtual machines for
a given task cluster. The detailed description of computing resource allocation strategies
is as below.
• Utilization based computing resource allocation (UCRA) strategy: This
strategy involves assigning the tasks to a virtual machine as per 98% confidence
interval of the computed average usage of computing resources by the task. For
instance, this strategy will allocate 4 tasks of an average utilization of computing
resources as 1 GB based on historical data. It does not consider approximate re-
quirement of computing resources defined by the user based on trace values at time
of submitting the job. The task capacity of each virtual machine type is computed
as TCapacity as follows:
TCapacity = [NT ∗RCR] (3.7)
Where, NT refers to the number of tasks and RCR gives a requirement of computing
resources.
• Request based computing Resource Allocation (RCRA) strategy: This
strategy considers similar virtual machine types as that of UCRA strategy described
above. The difference lies in RCRA strategy, the tasks are assigned to virtual ma-
chines on the basis of the average amount of required computing resources of the
tasks submitted. This strategy is considered as a base file for comparing the other
existing strategies on the basis of different parameters like power consumption and
server usage of the data center.
There also exist four variants of the UCRA strategy. Here, the utilization of com-
puting resources is further analyzed to get deep inside for reasons of rejections like
CPU, Storage and number of tasks running in a given virtual machine during the
time of rejection.
For a given virtual machine, the count for the running tasks having a consumption
of 90% of capacity of the virtual machine in terms of storage and CPU without
causing any rejection is drawn. The upper limit of 90% helps to avoid the existence
of underutilized virtual machines. The drawn count of running tasks is denoted as
NTvm,CResource. The method for drawing the count of running tasks that result in
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Algorithm 2 Approach for determining the minimum number of tasks running on each
virtual machine, resulting computing resource utilization above 90% without any rejection.
Input: vmClusterList = {vmL1, vmL2, .........., vmL9}
vmLclustereID = {vmLID1, vmLID2, .........., vmLID#VMs}clusterID
CResourceL = {Mem,CPU,Disk}
Output: NT(clusterID,CResource) = {NTvmLID1 , NTvmLID2 ............, NTvmLID#VMs}
1: for ClusterID ← 1 to 9 do
2: vmIDList← vmListofClusters.get(ClusterID)
3: for vmId in vmIdList do
4: foreach CResource in ResourceL do
5: Compute minimum number of task running in virtual machine leading to uti-
lization of resource above 90%
6: NT(clusterID,CResource).add(NTvmId)
7: end for
8: end for
9: end for
utilization of computing resources above 90% without rejection is as explained in
Algorithm 2.
In this method, NT is computed for each virtual machine type corresponding to
each cluster. Further, NT of virtual machine for each cluster are summed and
named as NTclusterID,CResource, Resource for each of the computing resource in-
stances like storage and CPU. The following strategies have been defined to find
the number of tasks for each virtual machine. These strategies are defined on the
basis of approximates like median, average, first and third quantile deduced from
NTclusterID,CResource as described below.
• Average computing Resource Allocation (AvgCRA) strategy: This method
computes the average number of tasks for a given cluster as follow:
NTAvg,CResourse = (
N∑
j=1
NTj,CResource/N) (3.8)
Where, N denotes the length of set NTclusterID,CResource(memory,CPU,disk).
Using this equation, we can compute NTAvg for resource separately. This strategy
consists of the number of tasks for each virtual machine type as the minimum value
of nT computed for each computing resource as follow:
NTMin = Min(NTAvg,CPU , NTAvg,Disk, NTAvg,Memory) (3.9)
• First Quantile computing Resource Allocation (FqCRA) strategy: This
strategy involves setting of the first quantiles2 of the NTclusterID,CResource for finding
the number of tasks assigned to each virtual machine type. It is similar to the
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AvgCRA strategy in that a minimum value is computed for each of the computing
resources being utilized.
• Median computing Resource Allocation (MeCRA) strategy: This strategy
involves setting the second quantiles (median) of the NTclusterID,CResource to deter-
mine the number of tasks assigned to each virtual machine type. It is similar to
FqCRA strategy in respect of computing the minimum value of NTMedian,CResource
obtained for each of the computing resources to determine task capacity of the vir-
tual machine.
• Third Quantile computing Resource Allocation (ThqCRA) strategy: This
strategy involves setting the third quantiles of the NTclusterID,CResource to determine
the number of tasks assigned to each virtual machine type.
3.5 Experimental Setup
This section outlines the details of experimental environment setup, benchmark dataset,
the configuration settings for the simulated server, and the power computation model used
in the proposed work. This section presents the use of Google cloud traces as a benchmark
dataset for the evaluation of the proposed approach, followed by configuration settings of
the simulated servers available in a data center. Finally, it provides a description of the
model for power consumption assumed in the proposed work, followed by the definition
of the evaluation metrics used to measure it performance in terms of the efficiency of task
execution as well as power consumption.
In order to prove the validity of the proposed approach, we evaluated it using on real-
world publicly available workloads, namely Google cloud traces and PlanetLab datasets.
The details of these benchmark datasets are explained in the following subsections.
3.5.1 Cloud Trace-based Evaluation Dataset
In order to evaluate our proposed approach, we derived a benchmark dataset using Google
cloud traces that had been collected for 29 days and named as a second version of Google
traces. The cloud log contains various data tables. These consist of the details of ma-
chines for executing jobs and tasks in a cloud environment. Generally, a job in a cloud
trace consists of multiple tasks with certain particular conditions. Depending upon the
conditions imposed upon the tasks, these tasks are placed on different machines by the
scheduler. Many events happen in jobs and tasks. These events are recorded in a table
called an event table. Normally, there are two types of events for jobs and tasks. The first
type of event signifies the scheduling state of the job. For example, the scheduling state
of the job may be the submitted, running, or scheduled state. The second type of event
defines the state of job; for example, dead.
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We used the events registered in the Google traces with the assumption that the
events were encountering as registered in the cloud traces. It was noted that second day
of cloud traces contained the largest number of submitted tasks.
Before using the cloud traces, we preprocessed the measurements of resource utiliza-
tion as well as the requests via a normalization process. This preprocessing was applied
to each column individually. We performed the normalization with respect to the large
amount of specific resources utilized on a machine. Thus, the actual resource utilization
was computed from the registered utilization of the resource with a multiplication factor,
as described in Equation 3.10 below.
UActual = URegistered × 8 (3.10)
where UActual represents the actual utilization of the resource and URegistered rep-
resents recorded utilization of the resources. Here, in the case of memory, the value of
the multiplication factor for computing memory utilization is 8. On similar lines, we
computed the total utilization of resources and the requested resources for every cluster.
We scheduled the tasks using a single platform out of the three platforms available, to
eliminate the condition of task placement.
A time window of one minute was used in the experiments. During this time, tasks
were placed on respective VM types. We conducted the simulation for a period of 24
hours. While simulating the experiments, we recorded the resource utilization of each
cluster and the tasks rejected for each cluster individually, to ensure the quality of service.
The placement of VMs was done on the basis of the first fit policy, where the first host
found running can offer its resources to run VMs. In the case where no host is up at that
time, a new host will be made to run to provide resources to the VM.
We set the configurations of the servers used in our experiments to those registered
in the Google traces. The platform selected in our simulation experiments consisted of
servers of PRIMERGY RX200 S7, as per the proposal by Garraghan et al. [40]. This
platform involves the scheduling of all the tasks of the Google traces on a single server
type with 64 cores of processors with a speed of 3.2 GHz, 64 GB RAM, and 500 GB disk
space. We derived the characteristics and power profile of the selected server types from
the results of the SpecPower benchmark.
We found that there may be differences in the power profiles of Google servers and
the profiles derived from the results of SpecPower 2008. So, we assumed the matching of
real-world data center profiles using the CPU and memory information provided in the
cloud traces. Therefore, the profile is selected on the basis of relative matching of the
capabilities of the processor and memory of the modified server provided in the cloud
trace and the values extracted from the results of SpecPower 2008. This helps to obtain
the computation for energy relatively close to the energy value measured from the Google
clusters immediately.
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3.5.2 PlanetLab dataset
PlanetLab dataset is available as a part of the CoMon project [162] that monitors the
infrastructure for PlanetLab. This project involves a collection of data for computing
resource line memory and CPU for a time slot of 5 minutes from 5000 virtual machines.
The collected data is stored in 10 files.
Different virtual machines are assigned to the server from geographically distributed
places. This workload represents the workload of an infrastructure as a service cloud
environment like Amazon EC2. It consists of many independent users that create and
do the management of the virtual machines. All the data in this workload are generated
using the single core virtual machine. Similarly, the RAM is also divided into a number
of cores for different virtual machine types. In this set of experiments, we extracted data
corresponding to 10 days from the PlanetLab in MarchApril 2011.
We observed that some of virtual machines are underutilized. So, we filtered the
received data for considering data from the virtual machines having computing resource
utilization ranging from 5% to 90%. This helps to evaluate the proposed approach on
the basis of memory as well as CPU-intensive tasks. The features of virtual machines
and corresponding computing resource utilization in the planet lab are as described in
Table 3.4.
Table 3.4: Details of PlanetLab dataset
Workload Date VMs Resource Mean (%) St.dev(%) Median
PlanetLab May - Apr.2011 265
CPU 25.44 14.16 22
Memory 10.48 11.06 7
3.5.3 Performance Metrics
In order to measure the performance quantitatively the performance of the proposed
approach, we used a number of the most widely used performance metrics. The definition
of the performance metrics used in this work is described as below.
• Power consumption: We measure the total amount of power consumed by the
physical computing resources of a data center. The power consumption of Physical
Machines relies on the usage of a memory, CPU, disk and a network card. However,
the researchers noticed that the CPU consumes more power in comparison to the
other physical devices like the disk, memory or network interface card [25, 163].
So, we refer to utilization of computing resources of a physical machine as its CPU
utilization.
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In this work, we selected the power profile of the server type on the basis of the
results from SpecPower2008. This profile was further employed to obtain the linear
power model constants as described below:
P DataCenter(t) =
Num Srvers∑
i=1
Pi(t) (3.11)
The total consumption of power for all tasks being processed at a specific time t is the
cumulative consumption of power of all servers made active at that time. However,
the power consumption at a specific time depends upon the total utilization of the
processor, idle time of the server and maximum consumption of power. As the
processor has the largest variation in power consumption, we therefore focus on the
power consumption of this component of the server, and this is computed as follows:
Pi(t) = (P
peak
i − P idlei )× Utili,t + P ideli (3.12)
where Pi(t) represents the consumption of power by ith server at a specific time t,
P peaki denotes the maximum consumption of server, P
idel
i gives the consumption of
power of the data center at idle time, and Utili,t gives the CPU utilization of the
ith server in a data center.
• The number of instantiated VMs: The increase in the number of instantiated
VMs causes an increase in virtualization overhead in addition to delay in scheduling
due to delay in the instantiation of virtual machines.
• The rate of rejected tasks: The rate of rejected tasks was computed by counting
the tasks that were rejected in a processing window time of one minute.
We measured performance using a number of the most widely used performance metrics.
These include the number of instantiated VMs, the rate of rejected tasks, and the power
consumed. The rate of rejected tasks was computed by counting the tasks that were
rejected in a processing window time of one minute.
3.6 Experimental Results
The results presented here demonstrate the applicability and superiority of the proposed
work to optimize the power consumption based upon sizing VMs. Finally, these results
open up possibilities for future research in this field.
At the beginning of the evaluation process, we focused on analyzing the impact of
VM sizing. It has been noted that the size of VMs depends upon the cluster count of the
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different tasks in the system. In the proposed study, the cluster count is measured using
the k-means clustering algorithm. We employed a heuristic method involving a plot of a
graph of the summation of squared distances (Sum SD) and the cluster count. In the
plotted graph, every error point of the dataset is indicated by a respective center of the
cluster, as depicted in the equation below:
[h]Sum SD =
Num∑
j=1
Clus∑
x=cj
d(x, clus centerj)
2 (3.13)
where clus centerj indicates the j
th cluster points, d(x, clus centerj) gives the distance
between x and clus centeri measured using Euclidean distance.
Figure 3.2: Plot of cluster count vs sum of squared distances
It is obvious from the plot that the summation of the squared distances decreases
linearly with an increase in the cluster count (see Fig. 3.2). This is the case for the
clustering error.
As per the analysis of Dabbagh et al [28, 164], the choice of a cluster count is a
trade-off between the contradictory aims of deceasing errors and ensuring low overheads.
Keeping the trade-off of the aims for the cluster count, these authors suggested that the
optimal value of the cluster count was 4. However, Moreno et al [165] state”the workload
in cloud data centers is driven not only by task characteristics, but also by user behavioral
patterns”. Hence, the cluster count was chosen as 3 as the best result based upon the
Google cloud traces. However, it can easily be deduced from the results of the proposed
approach that an increase in the cluster count leads to a number of clusters with small
values. This impacts the performance in estimating the size of VMs. Our experiments
have shown that the best value for the cluster count is 4.
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Table 3.5: Configuration setting of the VMs using FCS for the Google cloud workload
trace
Type of VM Number of Tasks vCPU Mem (GiB)
Type (1) 221 2 11.02
Type (2) 108 3 8.22
Type (3) 320 1 2.08
Type (4) 1640 1 6.08
Type (5) 580 1 2.30
Type (6) 450 2 12.14
Type (7) 130 8 16.44
Type (8) 300 3 10.55
Type (9) 690 1 .90
Table 3.6: Configuration setting of the VMs using FCS for the PlanetLab workload trace
Type of VM Number of Tasks vCPU Mem (GiB)
Type (1) 1500 5 7.02
Type (2) 199 2 12.11
Type (3) 95 3 8.05
Type (4) 640 1 7.02
Type (5) 380 2 3.10
Type (6) 160 9 14.12
Type (7) 120 8 17.07
Type (8) 290 4 10.5
Type (9) 400 2 11.05
As is state of art in the field, there are two ways to analyze the impact of the cluster
count on the basis of the selected features to estimate the size of a VM. The first method,
the fixed cluster strategy (FCS), involves fixing the value of the cluster count; i.e., 9,
and further defining the VM. The various VM sizes observed in the proposed approach
are shown in for google cloud workload dataset and planet lab dataset in Tables 3.5 4
and 3.6 respectively. For Google cloud trace data set and PlanetLab dataset,we used nine
different types of virtual machine having an allocation of different number of tasks, CPU
and memory. We allocated a storage space of 15GB for the various VM size for installing
an operating system to ensure appropriate storage space.
The second method, the fixed storage strategy (FSS), analyzes the impact of the clus-
ter count to allocate the same storage space. It reports that the most effective arguments
when selecting the VM size for a particular workload are the average values of the use
of computing resources in terms of processor and memory of Google cloud dataset and
PlanetLab dataset, as depicted in Tables 3.7 and 3.8 respectively. For Google cloud trace
data set and PlanetLab dataset,we used four different types of virtual machine having
an allocation of different number of tasks, CPU and memory. In the experiments, we
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conducted to define the VM size, the number of clusters was changed while keeping the
rest of the parameters the same, in order to analyze the impact of clustering.
Table 3.7: Configuration setting of the VMs using FSS for the Google cloud workload
trace
Type of VM Number of Tasks vCPU Mem (GiB)
Type (1) 270 1 7.66
Type (2) 1800 10 15.60
Type (3) 480 1 3.44
Type (4) 355 14 26.08
Table 3.8: Configuration setting of the VMs using FSS for the PlanetLab workload trace
Type of VM Number of Tasks vCPU Mem (GiB)
Type (1) 405 3 9.12
Type (2) 221 8 13.55
Type (3) 733 2 5.01
Type (4) 2033 15 20.11
It can be observed that the way to save more computing power is by decreasing the
server count, which leads to an efficient VM size. As is clearly shown in Fig. 3.3 and
Fig. 3.4 FCS is able to optimize power consumption by up to 72% and 48% for Google
cloud trace dataset and PlanetLab dataset respectively in comparison to FSS for both of
these datasets. This is mainly due to low fragmentation of resources, and hence requires
a small number of servers. Consequently, it can be assumed that mapping VM size as
per the requirements of the tasks to be executed is vital. This must be performed in such
a way that fragmentation of resources is avoided. In addition to a comparison in terms
of power consumption, FCS helps by producing a number of VMs whose instances are
created up to a level of 79% and 82% using Google cloud trace dataset and PlanetLab
dataset respectively and with a low rejection rate up to a level of 67% and 73% using
Google cloud trace dataset and PlanetLab dataset respectively in comparison to that of
FSS.
We evaluated the efficiency of the proposed approach for defining VM size on the
basis of baseline having fixed VM types with their fixed sizes. We used the different
virtual machine types of Amazon EC2, as depicted in Tables 3.9 and 3.10 As it can be
noticed from the Tables 3.9 and 3.10, different number of tasks have been assigned to
virtual machine types as per Google cloud trace workload dataset and PlanetLab dataset.
Here, the component of the proposed architecture allocates the task to a particular VM
size depending upon the different approaches as described below.
• Allocating request-based resources: Precise computing resources are allocated
as per task requirements and mentioned at the time of submission. As such, VMs
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Figure 3.3: A comparison of power consumption in terms of utilization for the Google
cloud workload trace
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Figure 3.4: A comparison of power consumption in terms of utilization for the PlanetLab
workload trace
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Table 3.9: Selected Amazon EC2 instance types for the Google cloud workload trace
Type of VM Number of Tasks vCPU Mem (GiB)
m4.large 160 2 8
t2.medium 280 2 4
t2.small 120 1 2
Table 3.10: Selected Amazon EC2 instance types for the PlanetLab workload trace
Type of VM Number of Tasks vCPU Mem (GiB)
m4.large 352 2 5
t2.medium 129 3 3
t2.small 179 2 7
are assigned tasks as per their description and as presented by the users.
• Allocating utilization-based resources: We used this approach as a baseline
due to its consideration of the utilization of the tasks for selecting the appropriate
VM sizes.
We assessed the different approaches for allocating resources described in Section 3.6
in terms of three metrics for measuring performance: power consumption, count of VM
instances, and rate of task rejection. Fig. 3.3 and Fig. 3.4 shows the computed values for
the power consumption metric for the proposed approach, as well as for the utilization-
based techniques, such as t2.small, t2.medium, and m4.large as baseline techniques;
while Fig. 3.5 and Fig. 3.6 represents the comparative graph of power consumption of
the baseline techniques along with the proposed approach for allocating request-based
resources using google cloud workload and Planetlab dataset respectively.
It is clear from Figures 3.3 - 3.6 that power consumption can be optimized by ap-
proximately 40% and and 32% using Google cloud trace dataset and PlanetLab dataset
respectively using the approach of allocating resources based upon their utilization rather
than on the basis of the requests of fixed-sized VMs. This is as a result of the over-
approximation of resource requirements by users. The FSS provides better performance
throughout; it shows an improvement in power consumption of 29.4%, 9%, and 61% using
Google cloud trace dataset and 25%, 7%, 46% using PlanetLab dataset for different vir-
tual machines (e.g. t2.small, t2.medium, and m4.large VM sizes) respectively compared
to the corresponding average power consumption increases involving different VM sizes
(small and medium t2 types and large m4 type, respectively).
We also evaluated the proposed approach on the basis of the count of created VMs.
A greater count of VM instances leads to an overhead increase for machine virtualization.
In turn, this delays the scheduling of tasks due to the time required for creating VMs.
We conclude from the results shown in Fig. 3.7 and Fig. 3.8 that FSS can run tasks with
a minimum number of VMs. Hence it also improves the approach using utilization-based
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resource allocation by 74%, 43%, and 70% using Google cloud trace dataset and 66%, 29%,
61% using PlanetLab dataset for different virtual machine types (e.g. t2.small, t2.medium,
and m4.large VM sizes) respectively.
To ensuring the quality of the service, the proposed approach was also evaluated and
compared to the baseline technique in terms of the task rejection rate. Fig. 3.9 depicts
the comparison of the proposed approach with that of the baseline techniques. Similar
to the comparative scenarios depicted above, FSS improved performance compared to the
baseline techniques using utilization-based resource allocation (e.g. t2.small, t2.medium,
and m4.large VM sizes) by 21%, 10%, and 14% using Google cloud trace dataset and 17%,
8%, and 10% using PlanetLab dataset for different virtual machine types (e.g. t2.small,
t2.medium, and m4.large VM sizes) respectively in terms of the task rejection rate. It is
also pertinent to mention that excess assignment of resources for baseline techniques leads
to the null task rate rejection for all types of VMs.
Further, as depicted in Tables 3.11 and Table 3.12 for google cloud workload trace
and planetlab workload trace, respectively, it can be noticed that task clusters having
more length results in low change in utilization of computing resources. This helps in
approximating the usage of computing resources and their predictions more correct and
efficient using computing resource allocation strategies. Thus, prediction window can be
made more wide for low requirement of the sampled data. but, in case of the clusters,
reverse holds true. In clusters, large change is noticed, so prediction needs more frequent
Figure 3.5: A comparison of the power consumption in terms of requests for the Google
cloud workload trace
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Figure 3.6: A comparison of the power consumption in terms of requests for the PlanetLab
workload trace
Figure 3.7: A comparison of the count of VM instances for the Google cloud workload
trace
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Figure 3.8: A comparison of the count of VM instances for the PlanetLab workload trace
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Figure 3.9: A comparison of the task rejection rates for the Google cloud and PlanetLab
workload traces
sampling and small time slots.
3.6.1 Task Execution Efficiency Analysis of the Proposed Approach
In this work, we analysed the task execution efficiency of the proposed approach in com-
parison to the existing approaches in terms of task rejection rate. Idly it is observed
that the task rejection rate should be maintained as low as possible because it leads to
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Table 3.11: Task capacity of Virtual machines for RCRA, FqCRA, AvgCRA, MeCRA,
ThqCRA and UCRA strategies using Google cloud workload traces
Type of VM RCRA FqCRA AvgCRA MeCRA ThqCRA UCRA
Type (1) 17 31 36 34 40 140
Type (2) 22 36 41 44 43 131
Type (3) 22 1450 1450 1450 1450 600
Type (4) 43 35 45 40 58 40
Type (5) 30 34 50 48 58 149
Type (6) 10 53 100 80 120 260
Type (7) 83 46 66 55 64 145
Type (8) 75 47 50 49 50 155
Type (9) 20 97 109 107 108 161
Table 3.12: Task capacity of Virtual machines for RCRA, FqCRA, AvgCRA, MeCRA,
ThqCRA and UCRA strategies using PlanetLab workload traces
Type of VM RCRA FqCRA AvgCRA MeCRA ThqCRA UCRA
Type (1) 30 49 54 55 59 144
Type (2) 56 48 58 53 62 53
Type (3) 35 1750 1750 1750 1750 680
Type (4) 43 47 63 62 61 162
Type (5) 23 69 115 84 135 275
Type (6) 96 59 70 70 77 152
Type (7) 88 60 65 61 61 171
Type (8) 33 110 125 122 121 180
Type (9) 35 49 55 57 56 141
delay in the completion of jobs. The rejection rate of the task also increases the wastage
of computing resources because of computing resources that are consumed without their
successful completion. So, it requires a re-execution of the tasks.
We executed the proposed approach as well as identified approaches. Results have
been compared in terms of rejection rate as depicted in Fig. 3.10.
The capacity of a virtual machine corresponding to different approaches is shown in
Tables 3.11 and Table 3.12. It can be seen from Tables 3.11 and Table 3.12 that tasks
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are assigned on the basis of actual utilization as UCRA strategy. It can also be noticed
that there is a difference in task capacity of existing approaches due to a difference in
the actual utilization of tasks and requested amount of computing resources. So, RCRA
strategy holds the minimum number of tasks in a virtual machine for most of the reported
clusters. FqCRA reported the least task capacity of virtual machines in comparison to
the other approaches except RCRA strategy. ThqCRA has shown a maximum amount of
task capacity of virtual machine except for UCRA strategy.
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Figure 3.10: Task execution efficiency analysis of RCRA, FqCRA, AvgCRA, MeCRA,
ThqCRA and UCRA strategies in terms of task rejection rate
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Figure 3.11: Average delay analysis of RCRA, FqCRA, AvgCRA, MeCRA, ThqCRA and
UCRA strategies
It can be observed that the approaches with a higher number of tasks for virtual
machines reported a high rejection rate. So the URCA strategy reported the maximum
value for rejection rate in most of the task clusters, but the difference among the rejection
rates of FqCRA, AvgCRA, meCRA and ThqCRA is very small. The RCRA strategy has
the minimum number of tasks for each virtual machine, and leads to the minimum number
of rejections.
In this analysis, we also measured the performance of the proposed approach along
with existing strategies in terms of the execution delay of the task. This delay is computed
for rejected tasks that complete during the simulation time period of 24 hours as follows:
td = tf − tg (3.14)
where, tf represents the time of execution for the task during simulations. tg gives the
desired finished time reported in the benchmark dataset. Alternatively, td gives the typical
execution time of the task that it takes to start running after it is rejected. Fig. 3.11 de-
picts the average delay for the proposed approach and identified approaches. It can be
observed that the delay remained below 50 seconds. This value for the delay can be further
minimized using a smaller processing window. In this work, we considered a processing
window size of one minute, implying that each task must wait in the killed task repository
until the next processing window. It helps rescheduled tasks get a chance to be executed
in another virtual machine.
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3.6.2 Power consumption analysis of the proposed approach
This section describes the analysis of performance of the proposed approach and identifies
approaches in terms of power consumption. We computed the power consumption of
physical servers using Equation 3.12. The simulation results for power consumption of
the proposed approach and existing approaches are depicted and compared in Fig. 3.12.
It can be noticed from Fig. 3.12 that the UCRA strategy reported better power
consumption efficiency than that of RCRA, FqCRA, AvgCRA, MeCRA, and ThqCRA by
68.11%, 54.33%, 47.54%, 48.20%, and 41.26% respectively for all the clusters. However,
the UCRA strategy leads to an increase in average task rejection rate and hence a delay
in task execution for most of the task clusters. Thus, the UCRA strategy is the most
suitable approach for tasks having that having low priorities and the delay in the task
execution is not considered an issue.
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Figure 3.12: Power consumption analysis for RCRA, FqCRA, AvgCRA, MeCRA,
ThqCRA and UCRA strategies
ThrdCRA strategy has proved as the second best power consumption approach. This
strategy performed better that RCRA, FqCRA, AvgCRA, and MeCRA in average 29.11%,
21.15%, 5.12%, and 11.81% respectively. It also leads to low task rejections in comparison
with UCRA. This strategy serves as the best strategy for a scenario where task execution
efficiency and energy are considered as most important. RCRA strategy has been reported
as a minimum power consuming approach with low task rejections. Consequently, this
strategy can be selected for tasks with high priorities.
AVgCRA and MeCRA strategies reported similar power consumption values for all
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the clusters. This is because the task capacity of the Virtual Machines for the AvgCRA
and MeCRA strategies are defined on the basis of the average and the median number of
tasks. Therefore, these tasks can run without causing any rejections.
3.7 Conclusion
The proposed work contributed an analysis of improper use of computing resources in
data centers. Improper use of computing resources, and the consequent excess power
consumption, is primarily caused as a result of over-approximation of computing resources
at the VM level. As a solution to this problem, we proposed an approach for providing
cloud services using appropriately sized VMs, where VM size is determined on the basis
of the actual resource requirement for the tasks, rather than user approximation-based
resources.
The proposed work offers a solution for optimizing the power consumption and size of
VMs on the basis of Google cloud traces. This solution involves mapping VM configuration
settings and sizes to appropriate groups of tasks (clusters). The grouped tasks are mapped
to the appropriate VM sizes as per the actual requirements for computing resources, and
therefore, not on the basis of request requirements. Consequently, this decreases the power
consumption by VMs.
The results of the experiments using the proposed approach have demonstrated a
significant improvement over existing approaches in terms of power consumption on the
basis of benchmark dataset, namely, Google cloud workload trace and PlanetLab dataset.
Our approach uses fewer VM instances, and has been found capable of lowering the
number of tasks that are rejected.
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One of the key requirements for efficient operation of a data center is to minimize the power
consumption of the system that constitutes major part of running expenditure. This requires
efficient consolidation of virtual machines (VMs) with minimum migration. The consolidation
process is carried out efficiently by finding opportunities to migrate VMs as well as approximating
the resource utilization for the VM placement. Previously, Chapter 3 addressed the issue of
inefficient use of computing resources due to the inappropriate sizing of virtual machines. It had
the aim of minimizing the power consumption that may be there due to improper allocation of
computing resources in the cloud environment. Chapter 3 described a practical approach for
virtual machine sizing and task cluster allocation workloads in such a way that workloads are
executed with minimum wastage of resources on VM level. This chapter focuses on finding the
efficient placement of virtual machines by investigating various schemes for associating a virtual
machine to a physical machine during the migration process in order to reduce the number of
SLA violations and identify their limitations. It also proposes a new, more efficient VM placement
scheme, called Lowest Interdependence Factor Exponent (LIFE). The proposed VM placement
scheme uses a correlation coefficient and predicted future requirements of computing resources to
accurately compute the values of the variable and suggest a power efficient placement of VMs. The
variable shows the extent to which a VM can be associated with a target physical machine. A higher
value of LIFE will correspondingly result in a larger impact factor influencing the performance of
existing VMs whenever a particular VM is selected for migration to a target machine. To minimize
performance degradation, migration of a VM to a target machine will only take place if it finds a
corresponding lowest value of LIFE .
This chapter is partially derived from: Deafallah Alsadie, Zahir Tari, Eidah J. Alzahrani, Albert
Y. Zomaya, “LIFE: A predictive approach for VM placement in cloud environments”, In 16th IEEE
International Symposium on Network Computing and Applications, (NCA 2017), Pages: 91-98, Cambridge,
USA, 2017.
CHAPTER 4: A PREDICTIVE APPROACH FOR VM PLACEMENT IN CLOUD ENVIRONMENTS
4.1 Background
The cloud-related services are provided through large data centers which provide services
to a large number of customers. The sharing of data center resources among the customers
makes services economical. The demand for cloud-based services is increasing day by day
and the higher demand leads to an increase in running costs mainly due to the high power
consumption [166]. Empirical analysis of data center expenses reveals that the cost of
power in the data center is almost half of the total running expenditure [95]. The analysis
also shows that the power consumption has more than doubled in the recent years. It is,
therefore, critical for service providers to reduce power consumption to slash the running
costs and survive in a very competitive market [134].
The high power consumption as one of the major problems faced by data centers.
The main cause of high power consumption is the scale enhancement of data centers [167].
Birke et al. [168] described that the mean utilization of CPU of different physical machines
in the cloud data center is in the range of 15% to 20%. It has been observed that most
machines remain in the idle state for most of the time in the data center. However, even an
idle machine consumes about 70% of the energy consumption with 100% CPU utilization.
This shows that idle machines in a data center cause inefficient use of power. So, it is
desirable to minimize the number of idle machines for enhancing the power efficiency of
the cloud data center.
The physical resources are made available to customers as Virtual machines (VMs)
based on specific criteria to meet stipulations laid out in the SLA (Service Level Agree-
ment). This approach optimizes physical resource usage and decreases the number of
VM migrations. The virtualization technology helps in optimizing the usage of comput-
ing resources and power consumption in a data center. It also facilitates the availability
of computing resources on the need basis for an effective management of computing re-
sources and power consumption. VMs are migrated from one physical machine to another
for several reasons which include balancing workload, optimizing the usage of computing
resources or turning off physical machines to reduce power consumption [169].
However, the excessive VM migration can lead to extra computational and man-
agement overheads (e.g., setting VM configuration, creating/deleting VMs) resulting in
additional power consumption [29]. Thus, to lower energy consumption, the VM migration
needs to be minimized. A preferred method to minimize migration is by way of consoli-
dating VMs. In this method, VMs are periodically clubbed together in an as little number
of physical machines as possible with the objective of bringing down the number of active
physical machines [30, 31]. The performance of running applications governs the alloca-
tion of VMs to physical machines. Allocating a large number of VMs may degrade the
performance of a physical machine due to the limited computing resources and this may
lead to SLA violations. The boundary of the threshold for usage of computing resources is
defined to avoid over usage of computing resources and fulfilling the SLAs. Another way is
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to keep the under-utilized physical machines in sleep mode to reduce power consumption
[30].
There are several mechanisms that allow energy-efficient resource management in
clouds. One of the most popular mechanism is the Dynamic VM Consolidation. The
primary concept behind Dynamic VM Consolidation is to use as few physical machines
as possible by increasing physical machine utilization to lower energy consumption [29].
Many techniques have been proposed for dynamic consolidation [152] while considering
factors like performance degradation, a number of SLA violations etc. However, the
major limitation of such techniques is that they induce excessive VM migration leading
to substantial overheads [164]. The excessive VM migration consumes a large number of
resources including energy and may also cause SLA violations. Therefore, there is a need
for a VM consolidation scheme to reduce energy consumption that addresses such issues
by minimizing the number of VM migrations while meeting the systems performance as
per SLA.
Some of the researchers have focused upon constraint programming based approaches
for placing a virtual machine in the consolidation process. Van et al. [170] suggested a
framework for effective management of computing resources by integrating a utility based
manager for virtual machines and a manager for dynamic Virtual Machine Placement.
The problem of virtual machine provisioning and Virtual Machine placement were for-
mulated as a problem of two constraint satisfaction problem. [171] suggested the use
of entropy-based computing resource manager for homogeneous clusters. The proposed
approach ensures the dynamic consolidation of Virtual Machine using constraint program-
ming. It takes the problem of assigning the virtual machine to available physical machine
as well as the problem of migration the virtual machines to the physical machines into the
consideration.
Few researchers considered the problem of the virtual machine placement as a vari-
ant of the Bin Packing problem. The Bin packing problem is considered as an NP-hard
problem. Different types of heuristics have been proposed to solve the Bin Packing prob-
lem. [124] proposed a system called pMapper. The proposed system addresses power cost
tradeoff problem under the condition of the fixed performance by reducing the cost of
migrating virtual machine and packing the virtual machines to a small number of physical
machines. The proposed approach is an extended version of the heuristic called first fit
decreasing. In addition to that, [172] suggested a single objective approach on the basis
of metaheuristics called MMAS to reduce the number of physical machines needed for
supporting the current workload in a cloud data center.
[173] ) also formulated the problem of power-aware Virtual Machine placement as a
Bin Packing problem. They considered the size of Bins and their cost as a variable. Then
used the dynamic migration technology to migrate the virtual machines from one physical
machine to another at a particular interval of time during the scheduling process. But,
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no detail has been provided by the author about taking SLA into consideration. [174]
proposed a classification of virtual machine consolidation into three classes, namely, static
consolidation, semi-static consolidation, and dynamic consolidation. Static consolidation
assumes the virtual machines to remain on a particular host for a long time duration.
Whereas, in a semi-static consolidation process, dynamic migrations of the virtual ma-
chines are performed on the daily or weekly basis. The dynamic consolidation process
involves migrating the virtual machines as and when required.
This chapter proposes a new scheme for VM placement with the aim to reduce power
consumption without affecting efficiency and maintaining SLA. The scheme computes
values of a variable, called LIFE - Lowest Interdependence Factor Exponent (LIFE), using
the correlation coefficient and the future requirements of CPU utilization. LIFE relates
the extent a VM can be associated to a target host. The future requirements of CPU
utilization are predicted using the prediction model called ARIMA from historical CPU
utilization trend. The higher the value of LIFE is, the greater would be the impact factor
in the performance of the existing VMs when a selected VM is migrated to the target PM.
The physical machine that has the smallest LIFE value will be selected for placement, as
this will lead to minimizing the impact on the performance of VMs that are running.
For implementing the proposed scheme and measuring its effectiveness, we adopted
the most significant schemes from the state of art in the field. Some existing schemes for
detecting the overloaded physical machines used in LIFE are Median Absolute Deviation
(MAD), Interquartile Range (IQR), Local Regression (LR), and Local Robust Regression
(LRR) [30]. After detecting the overloaded PMs, the schemes used to select appropri-
ate VMs for migration are Minimum Migration Time (MMT), Random Selection (RS),
and Maximum Correlation (MC) [30]. Extensive experiments show that the proposed
scheme outperforms existing placement schemes viz. Power-Aware Best Fit Decreasing
(PABFD) [30] and Minimum Correlation Coefficient (MCC) [175]), on the following met-
rics: power consumption by 44.08% and 27.52%, SLA violation by 50.90% and 19.5% and
number of VM migration by 52.91% and 9.66% respectively.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 presents the related
research in the field; and Section 4.3 provides some background about power consumption,
online VM migration, and SLA metric. Dynamic VM consolidation is discussed in Section
4.4 and Section 4.6 describes the LIFE scheme for VM placement. Section 4.7 highlights
the experimental results and their analysis. Finally, conclusions and discussion on future
work are presented in Section 4.8.
4.2 Related Work
The problem of VM placement is generally treated as a problem of vector bin-packing,
and the reduction of energy wastage is often done by reducing the number of active
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physical machines (PMs) in a data center [169, 176, 177]. Each VM consumes a different
amount of computing resources (e.g. Processor, Bandwidth, Storage) from a pool of
available resources in a PM. A VM is allocated to a physical machine if its requirements
for computing resources are satisfied. Depending on the load, computing resources can be
under-utilized. Several approaches have been suggested to reduce the count of live PMs in
a data center. Li et al. [169] proposed an algorithm, called EAGLE, for placement of the
VMs on the basis of a multi-dimensional space partition model. The EAGLE algorithm
optimizes the usage of multi-dimensional computing resources. It also helps to minimize
the count of live PMs and computing fragment sizes thereby conserving power. The major
drawback of the EAGLE algorithm was that it did not consider future requirements to
cater to the dynamic nature of applications.
[152, 178] proposed to reduce the count for live PMs by migrating the VMs online.
The authors suggested utilizing a VM for encapsulating the application that supports
scheduling of the applications and online migrating the machines. This process helps to
reduce the count of live machines and reduces the power consumption. The authors of the
study formulated the placement of applications as a bin packing problem. They suggested
an energy-aware heuristic algorithm for obtaining an optimal solution. They also suggest
an over-provision approach for tackling the dynamic requirements of computing resources
of the applications. However, online migration requires the shifting of the VMs between
PMs, which leads to an overall performance degradation. This also leads to a substantial
increase in input& output operations and an increase in the network traffic [179, 180].
Song et al. [181] proposed a method for distributing resources at runtime and on-
demand by applications. This aims at reducing the number of active services. The pro-
posed model was designed based on a variation of relaxed online bin packing problem.
The authors have tailored their model so that all the available resources for VMs are con-
stantly adjusted not only within physical servers but also among several physical servers
clubbed together. Their work does not, however, make provisions for tuning application
performance to respond to changing dynamics and thus does not take into account the
applicable service level agreement metrics.
Gmach et al. [74] proposed a dynamic approach for consolidating the workload using
thresholds. The authors use a workload placement controller that is trace based. In other
words, the controller analyzes historical information at periodic intervals to balance the
workloads of physical servers. In addition, the authors also suggested the use of a reactive
migration controller for detecting the overloading and underloading of PMs. The reactive
controller looks into the requirement of computing resources versus the availability and
takes a decision on migrating the workloads. It also ensures a balance of demand and
supply by adding and removing the PMs dynamically with an aim of reducing the power
consumption. However, this approach requires tuning of the thresholds to various types
of applications for efficient consolidation of physical machines.
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Nathuji and Schwan [182] developed a framework for optimizing the power consump-
tion, where VM consolidation is seen as a sequential optimization problem as per proposal
by [183]. Parts of the framework for VM consolidation are tailored for handling computing
resources locally and globally using the concept of look ahead control. A major limitation
of this framework is that does not take care of the SLA requirements.
Forsman et al. [184] suggested two approaches on the basis of a pull and push strategy.
The proposed approaches coordinate with each other for performing a dynamic migration
of more than one virtual machines. The overloaded physical machine attempts to reduce
the workload by shifting some of the virtual machines to less utilized physical machine
following the push strategy. Whereas, the pull strategy involves requesting the workload
from heavily utilized physical machines to underutilized physical machines. The migration
of virtual machines in the proposed approaches is dependent upon three different aspects,
namely, state of the physical machine after migrating the virtual machines, cost of mi-
grating the virtual machines, expected distribution of the workload. The authors focused
to distribute the workload of the system by load balancing of the underlying system. The
authors did not provide any detail about SLA.
Huang et al. [185] formulated SLA aware computing resource allocation dynamic
policy for obtaining green computing. In order to improve the performance of the system,
the scheduling method is used for approximating the utilization of computing resources as
per SLA specification. Thereafter a genetic algorithm based reassigning method is used to
find the number of virtual machines required by the services of the different applications.
The proposed method can ensure delivery of required quality of service and helps to
maximize the profit of the cloud service provider. Limitation of the proposed approach is
that the genetic algorithm struck into local optima and its convergence is very slow.
Islam et al. [186] suggested a new approach to the management of the computing re-
sources and allocation methods on the basis of the prediction strategy for decreasing delay
in allocation of computing resources. They designed a neural network and linear regres-
sion model for predicting the requirement of computing resources for measurement and
provisioning of computing resources. Their experimental results proved the effectiveness
of the proposed approach.
Kinger et al. [187] proposed a new approach based upon scheduling method by taking
the temperature of physical machines as metrics. The proposed approach determines the
movement of the virtual machine on the basis of current temperature and the maximum
threshold temperature of the physical machine before taking any decision of the scheduling.
The proposed method ensures that the temperature of the physical machine never exceeds
the maximum threshold temperature. The results of the experiment proved that the
proposed method is an effective method for reducing the power consumption and helps
to improve physical machine resources data center of the cloud environment. Thus, the
precision of predicting the temperature greatly affect the performance of the system.
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In the recent past, Beloglazov and Buyya [30] utilized the concept of dynamic thresh-
old values for the CPU usage for VM consolidation. When the CPU usage of a PM
exceeds a defined threshold, then the machine is considered to be overloaded. VMs are
then migrated from overloaded PMs to under loaded ones. However, the fixed threshold
values of the CPU usage cannot reflect real scenarios of Cloud environments. In later
work, the authors proposed to use changing values of the threshold for CPU usage [25]. It
was shown that the use of modified best fit decreasing scheme results in less consumption
of power in a data center
4.3 Background and Metrics
This section describes the various models used to estimate power consumption, measure
performance degradation due to VM migration and SLA violation metric. These are used
in the design of the proposed LIFE scheme.
Power Consumption Model
There exists a direct association between CPU utilization and power consumption of
physical machines [16, 30]. Approximately 34 part of power is consumed by a machine
in the idle state than that of a fully loaded machine. The CPU utilization of physical
machine can be computed as:
P (cu) = k · Pmax + (1− k) · Pmax · cu, (4.1)
where, k is the percentage of power consumed by an idle physical machine; Pmax
represents the power consumed by a machine during maximum load, and cu is the CPU
utilization of the physical machine. CPU utilization depends upon the current workload of
the machine and hence changes with the load. Thus, total energy consumed by a machine
over a period of t slots can be computed as follows:
E =
∫ t1
t0
P (cu(t))dt. (4.2)
As discussed in above paragraphs, it can be seen that the total energy consumed
by a machine is the function of CPU utilization. Therefore, CPU utilization plays an
important role in choosing VMs and schemes for selecting an appropriate physical machine.
For optimizing the energy consumption, processor utilization is the prime factor in VM
selection and allocation.
Online VM Migration
Online migration allows the shifting of VMs from one physical machine to another quickly
with a small downtime. This however also affects the performance of cloud applications
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severely due to the interference of migrating VMs with already running VMs at source as
well as physical machines at the destination [29]. The performance and downtime impact,
however, depends upon the requirements of the applications in terms of memory pages,
their updating, etc. Therefore, it becomes imperative that the number of instances of VM
migration is reduced.
In this chapter, we have used the cost model proposed by [30] for VM migration,
which also concludes that excessive VM migration could lead to substantial performance
degradation. Each VM migration approximately costs up to 10% additional CPU utiliza-
tion [30]. It can also lead to a violation of service level agreement (SLA). Therefore, the
main focus of this chapter has been to minimize the number of VM migrations by choosing
the VM with the lowest memory utilization. The minimization of migration of VM will
also save the network bandwidth.
VM performance degradation can be estimated as per equation described below.
Udj = 0.1 ∗
∫ t0+Tmj
t0
uj(t)dt (4.3)
Tmj =
Mj
Bj
, (4.4)
where Udj represents the performance degradation of the VMj for the whole period of
migration; Tmj is the time spent to complete the migration; Mj is the memory utilized
by the VMj and Bj gives the total bandwidth available to the VMj .
SLA Violation Metric
Data centers allow the provisioning of computing resources and providing services to
multiple clients concurrently. It implies that multiple users are requesting computing
services through their applications simultaneously. The clients are provided with the
required quality of service as per SLA. SLA can be measured in terms of throughput
or response time [30]. To measure the quality of service, SLA metric must be defined
independently of the workload.
In this chapter, we propose to determine SLA violations in terms of percentage of
time for 100% CPU utilization, cumulative time where SLA has been violated for each
physical host that has been active(SLATAH), and lowering of efficiency levels as a result
of VM migrations (PDM) [30]. These factors can be estimated as follows:
PDM =
1
M
M∑
j=1
Csj
Caj
(4.5)
where PDM represents the performance degradation due to VM migration; M is a value
representing total number of VMs; Csj is the approximation of VMj ’s performance degra-
dation caused by migration; Caj is the amount of processor requested by VMj during its
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lifetime.
SLATAH =
1
N
N∑
i=1
Tsi
Tai
(4.6)
where N represents the total number of physical machines; Tsi is the total time during
that physical machine i has experienced the usage of 100% and Tai is the cumulative total
time during which a physical machine i has been in an active state;
The proposed metric for SLA violation can be defined as an integration of the work
load for the physical machine and the effect of VM migration and is given by the equa-
tion (4.7):
SLAV = SLATAH × PDM (4.7)
4.4 Dynamic VM Consolidation
The process of VM consolidation can be categorized into the following sub-categories:
• Finding overloaded physical machines as well as the methodology to migrate their
VMs to other physical machines.
• Finding under loaded physical machines as well the methodology to migrate running
VMs to other physical machines.
• Selecting VMs from overloaded machines for migration to other underloaded physical
machines.
• Finding appropriate physical machines for placing VMs to be migrated.
The focus is to find an overloaded physical machine, and migrate some of its VMs to
another physical machine. One of the most commonly used methods involves setting up
the boundary values and threshold for resource utilization of the physical machines. The
aim is to ensure the utilization of resources by VMs within the defined limits of the host
threshold. The VM contributes responsibly for exceeding the hosts threshold is selected
for placement to another host. Several methods are used to detect overloaded physical
machines, such as Local Regression (LR), Local Robust Regression (LRR), Interquartile
Range (IQR), and Median Absolute Deviation(MAD) [30].
4.4.1 VM selection
After detecting an overloaded physical machine, its VMs will be migrated to other phys-
ical machines with minimal performance degradation and avoiding SLA violation. The
physical machine is analyzed again for its current workload. If its workload is still above
the threshold, the scheme for identification VMs to be migrated is used. This is repeated
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until the physical machine is not overloaded. Several schemes have been proposed for VM
selection [30]:
1. The Minimum Migration Time (MMT) scheme allows VM migration on the basis of
the time required for migration. It migrates the VM that requires lowest migration
time as compared to the rest of VMs in the same physical machine. The time required
for VM migration is computed in terms of memory usage and excess bandwidth
available for the physical machine.
2. The Random scheme is the simplest scheme and randomly selects VM for migrating
as per a uniformly distributed discrete random variable. The process is iterated, if
the physical machine is still overloaded.
3. The basic concept for the Maximum Correlation (MC) based scheme is to find the
correlation coefficient with maximum value among the computing resources used by
the different processes being executed on an overloaded physical machine. The VM
with the highest value of the correlation coefficient among the processor usage and
already executing VMs is selected for migration. Multiple correlation coefficients
are used to compute the estimated values of the correlation among processor usage.
4.5 Prediction model based schemes
To compute future VM requirements in terms of resources, several approaches have been
used time series model, including statistical modeling like moving average and exponential
smoothing. Recently, the researchers in the field have advocated the use of ARIMA model
as a linear model for predicting the future values on the basis of historical observations.
The linear models are popular due to their simplicity to predict CPU utilization. It is due
to the advantages mentioned above that the ARIMA model selected to predict the future
CPU utilization in this work.
The researchers have used different approaches for time series model, including sta-
tistical modeling like moving average, exponential smoothing. Recently, the researchers
in the field have advocated the use of ARIMA model as a linear model for predicting the
future values on the basis of historical observations. The linear models remain in the focus
due to their simplicity and ease of implementation. But, there are certain limitations to
the linear models. To address the limitations of the linear model, many nonlinear models
have been proposed, including the autoregressive conditional heteroscedastic model [188],
the threshold autoregressive model [189], and bilinear model [190]. The nonlinear models
provided some improvement in the predicting the future values to a limited extent [191].
As the nonlinear models have been designed to satisfy some nonlinear patterns, these
models are unable to model some of non-linearity present in the time series. Recently, use
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of neural networks has been proposed in forecasting the time series. The major benefit of
the neural networks is in the flexibility and ability to model nonlinear scenarios.
The focus of the succeeding section is to understanding of the fundamentals of the
modeling using the Auto Regressive Integrated Moving Average model (ARIMA) model
in brief.
This model assumes the succeeding values to be in the linear mapping of many his-
torical recordings and random errors. It creates a time series as described below [192]:
yt = θ0 + ϕ1yt−1 + ϕ2yt−2 + ...+ ϕyt−p + t − θ1t−1 − θ2t−2 − ...θqt−q, (4.8)
Where, yt and ϕt are actual values and random error in the time period of t respectively
and are the parameters for the model. p and q are the integer variables called the orders
of the model.
The above-cited equation describes many cases of ARIMA models. By changing the
values of p and q variable, different forms of ARIMA model can be realized. For example,
q = 0 leads to the generation of the AR model having an order of p. Whereas, p = 0
converts the ARIMA model to an equivalent MA model having an order of q. The major
problem in developing an ARIMA model involves finding the suitable values for both of p
and q variables.
Box and Jenkins [193] designed an empirical method to build the ARIMA model on
the basis of the study performed by Yule [194] and Wold [195]. It has a major effect on
the analysis of time series based predicting applications. This method involves iterative
steps as described below:
1. Identification of the model,
2. Estimation of the parameter,
3. Analysis of diagnostic.
The basic idea used in the first step is that ARIMA process based generated time
series supports theoretical auto correlation features. It is generally feasible to recognize a
set of promising models for a particular time series by comparing the experimental auto
correlation patterns and the theoretical patterns. The authors also suggested utilizing
the auto correlation mappings and the partial auto correlation mappings for the provided
data to determine the ordering of the ARIMA model.
Data transformation mandates time series to be stationary during the identification
step. The stationary condition allows auto correlation structure and mean to remains
invariant with time. Power shifting is generally employed for eliminating the trend and
smoothening the values of the variance prior to setting up the ARIMA model for a trend
and heteroscedasticity in the time series. Fitting the provisional model allows easy esti-
mation of model parameters. These arguments are approximated to reduce measurement
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errors. The similar result can be achieved using nonlinear optimization method. The final
stage in designing the model is the diagnostic analysis of its adequacy. It is used to test
whether the assumptions made led to errors within certain limits. Many statistics for
diagnostic have been used for examining the adequacy of a provisional model of the previ-
ously recorded data. If it is found that the model is not adequate, then a new provisional
model is identified, and the whole process is repeated.
The above-mentioned procedure for building the ARIMA model is repeated until an
acceptable model is settled. The model selected finally is further deployed in the prediction
purpose. In this research, we adopted the ARIMA model for the implementation of
prediction due to the suitability of the underlying workload in the model.
4.6 LIFE - For VM Placement Scheme
This section describes the proposed scheme, which uses the correlation coefficient and
predicted future requirements of computing resources. It computes the value of LIFE
(Lowest Interdependence Factor Exponent) for each physical machine, which relates to
the extent a VM can be assigned to the physical machine with the lowest value of LIFE.
The higher the value of LIFE, the greater would be the impact on the performance of
existing VMs when the selected VM is migrated to the physical machine. To minimize
performance degradation, the VM will be migrated to the physical machine with the lowest
value of LIFE.
Let us denote by Pcloud as the set of all physical machines in a data center. An
“optimal” physical machine, say Pi ∈ Pcloud, to be used to place a VM, say Vj , if it fulfills
the following conditions:
1. Vj ’s resource requirements are met by Pi.
2. LIFEPi ≤ LIFEPk , where Pk ∈ Pcloud.
Finally, a physical machine that meets the two conditions above will be chosen to
place the VM. The following steps are conducted to identify the optimal PM:
Step 1: initializes the set of candidate physical machines satisfying the conditions
1) and 2) above. Let’s denote this set as PCandidates = {P1, P2, ..., Pn} this set, where
PCandidates ⊆ Pcloud.
Step 2: Computes the historical values of CPU utilization for each physical machine
in PCandidates. Assuming there exists m VMs on each Pr ∈ PCandidates, the following
matrix is computed for t time slots.
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CPUHist Util[m][t] =

cu11 cu12 . . cu1t
. . . . .
. . . cuik .
. . . . .
cum1 cum2 · · cumt

where cuik represents the CPU utilization of VMi on host Pr during time slice k.
Step 3: To denote utilization of CPU host Pr within a time slice denoted by k, we
compose the following to arrive at the result of the array Utilr[k]:
Utilr[k] =
m∑
j=1
Utilr[j][k] (4.9)
Step 4: Predict future CPU requirements utilization using ARIMA prediction model
for each physical machine Pr ∈ PCandidates on the basis of historical CPU utilization values
at time slice k.
FUtilr[k] = ARIMA(Utilr[k]) (4.10)
Step 5: Compute the values of LIFE variable between migrating virtual machine
and each physical machine Pr ∈ PCandidates.
LIFEr =
E[(u− 1t
∑t
k=1 fuk)(U − 1t
∑t
k=1 FUtilr[k])]√
V ar(u)
√
V ar(U)
(4.11)
where u represents the ongoing rate of CPU utilization of the VM that is to be
migrated; the current CPU utilization of host Pr is represented by U ;
1
t
∑t
k=1 fuk and
1
t
∑t
k=1 FUtilr[k] refer to the average of CPU utilization of the VM that is being migrated
and the corresponding physical machine, respectively, over time slots t in future. The
denominator factor of equation (9) refers to the variance of VM and physical machine
respectively and is computed as per equation below.
V ar(u) = E[(u− 1
t
t∑
k=1
fuk)
2] (4.12)
V ar(U) = E[(U − 1
t
t∑
k=1
FUtilr[k])] (4.13)
Step 6: After computing the LIFE values of all the elements of PCandidates, the
minimum value of LIFE is selected. The corresponding physical machine is chosen as an
optimal one for placing the migrating VM.
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LIFE uses a correlation coefficient and predicted future requirements of computing
resources to accurately compute the values of the variable and suggest power efficient
placement of VMs. The variable shows the extent to which a VM can be associated with
a target physical machine. A higher value of LIFE will correspondingly result in a larger
impact factor influencing the performance of existing VMs, whenever a VM is selected for
migration to a target machine. To minimize performance degradation, migration of a VM
to a target machine will only take place if it is found to correspond with a value of LIFE
that is found to be the lowest.
4.7 LIFE Evaluation
This section describes the evaluation settings for the proposed LIFE scheme. It also
describes the performance metrics, experiments conducted, and experimental results.
4.7.1 Experimental setup
CloudSim [143, 196] simulation tool was used for conducting a performance evaluation
of LIFE. This tool has several advantages over other cloud simulation packages such as
GangSim, Sim- Grid, etc. It offers the modeling of the environment, enables dynamic pro-
vision of resources and addresses their management issues. In our experiments, we created
a simulation environment of a data center consisting of about 800 physical machines and
5 different types of VMs. These machines are designed in equal numbers to simulate HP
ProLiant ML110 G4 server and HP ProLiant ML110 G5 server. The VMs represent the
same behavior as that of Amazon EC2 instances containing high-CPU medium instance
(2500 MIPS, 0.85 GB), extra-large instance (2000 MIPS, 3.75 GB), small instance (1000
MIPS, 1.7 GB) and the micro instance (500 MIPS, 613 MB). To provide VM dynamic
consolidation, different VMs are made using a different amount of computing resources
and later modified as per VMs workloads.
We also used a workload trace obtained from a real cloud system, namely PlanetLab
(see http://comon.cs.princeton.edu). The dataset of PlanetLab contains values for CPU
utilization for thousands of servers distributed at 500+ locations around the world. The
data collection is made after an interval of 5 minutes for a period of 10 days, i.e. from
10th to 19th of May 2010.
4.7.2 Performance metrics
In our experiments we have used the following metrics to evaluate the proposed LIFE
scheme:
• Power consumption: it is defined as the total amount of power consumed by
the physical machines of a data center. We assume the maximum value of power
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consumed by a fully utilized physical machine to be 250W [30].
• Service Level Agreement (SLA) violations: it is measured as a value of the
cumulative time during which SLA has been violated relative to the total running
time.
• Performance degradation: it is computed as the overall degradation of perfor-
mance of the physical machine due to the migration of the virtual machine.
• A number of virtual machine migrations: it gives the count for migration of
virtual machines from one physical machine to another in a cloud-based data center.
• ESV: A combined metric of energy and SLA violation as a comprehensive evalua-
tion index about the ideal balancing between energy consumption and guaranteeing
QoS [31]. It is computed as follow.
ESV = Energy × SLAV (4.14)
We compared LIFE with the most popular VM placement methods, namely Power
Aware Best Fit Decreasing (PABFD) [30] and Minimum Correlation Coefficient (MCC) [175]
in terms of power consumption, Service Level Agreement (SLA) violations and a number
of virtual machine migrations.
4.7.3 Experimental results
Several host overloading detection schemes (i.e. Median Absolute Deviation (MAD), In-
terquartile Range (IQR), Local Regression (LR), and Local Robust Regression (LRR) [30])
and VM selection schemes (i.e. Minimum Migration Time (MMT), Random Selection
(RS), and Maximum Correlation (MC) [30]) are used in combination with LIFE. The aim
was to find the suitable ones that can work efficiently with LIFE. All possible combination
that was used in the experiments is depicted in Table 4.1. The results were recorded using
10 days workload. For running the experiments, the initialization of parameters has been
done as per the study presented by [166]. The values of these parameters are initialized for
overload detection scheme as LR=1.2, LRR = 1.2, MAD=2.5 and IQR=1.5 respectively.
Fig. 4.1. depicts the power consumption of the data center using different schemes
under the same workloads. Fig. 4.2 presents the number of migrations of VMs during
the simulated experiments by the different schemes under similar conditions. Fig. 4.3
highlights SLA violations with the usage of the proposed scheme LIFE, PABFD, and
MCC. The comparative summary of experimental results can also be depicted in Table 4.2.
The results depicted in Fig. 4.1 clearly demonstrate that the LIFE scheme leads to a
minimum consumption of power in comparison to PABFD and MCC. There is, however,
no significant difference between the power consumption of PABFD and MCC.
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Table 4.1: Different combination of the proposed scheme.
From Fig. 4.2, it can also be noticed that the proposed LIFE scheme results in fewer
VM migrations in comparison to the other placement schemes. Thus, it reduces the
chances of downtime of a physical machine during VM migration. This result also indicates
that LIFE is a robust scheme to handle changing workloads in the data center as well as
capable enough to optimize a group of VMs hosted on a physical server.
The results shown in Fig. 4.3 represent the SLA violations of the proposed LIFE
scheme with that of the other schemes. It can be observed that LIFE shows the less
number of SLA violation incidents when employed in association with the MMT scheme
for VM selection. As LIFE results in lowering the number of VM migrations required,
analysis conducted reveals that it is at an advantage to handle changing workloads and
avoid overloaded physical machines. The results show that LIFE is a better performing
scheme than the others in terms of SLA violations.
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Figure 4.1: Power Consumption Metric
It can be noticed from the comparative summary of the experimental results pre-
sented in Table 4.2 that the LIFE in combination with MAD as overloading detection
scheme and MMT as virtual machine selection scheme leads to the lowest value of 90.32
kWh for power consumption. Whereas, PABFD scheme in combination with IQR scheme
and MMT result in poor performance with power consumption of 176.44 kWh. It can also
be observed that LIFE in combination with IQR scheme and MC scheme resulted in the
lowest number of migration of virtual machines during the simulation period in our ex-
periments. Whereas, the PABFD scheme used along with IQR scheme and MMT scheme
has the highest migrations. The proposed scheme LIFE also exhibited better performance
in combination with LRR scheme and MMT scheme in terms of a number of SLA viola-
tions. In contrast, the PABFD scheme in combination with MAD scheme and MC scheme
reported poor performance for a number of SLA violations. MCC scheme has reported an
average performance with a combination of all overloading detection schemes in terms of
power consumption. For a number of migrations of virtual machines and SLA violations,
its performance is slightly higher in comparison to the performance of the LIFE.
The PABFD scheme reported better results in combination with LR-MMT-1.2 and
IQR-MMT-1.2 schemes leading to ESV metric of around 1.349. Whereas, the MCC scheme
exhibited a better combination with LR-MMT-1.2 and LRR-MMT-1.2 schemes leading to
ESV metric of around 0.438.
It can also be observed that the value of ESV metric was also lowest for all combina-
tions of schemes under different conditions for LIFE in comparison to that of MCC and
PABFD. This proves that LIFE provides a lesser number of SLA violations and low power
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Figure 4.2: #VM Migrations Metric
consumption than other placement schemes under similar conditions. The combination of
the LR-MMT-1.2 scheme with the LIFE is an optimal combination leading to the lowest
value of ESV metric at 0.204. The optimized values of the proposed scheme LIFE have
been highlighted in bold in Table 4.2.
The comparative results prove that the proposed scheme outperforms existing virtual
machine placement schemes, namely, Power-Aware Best Fit Decreasing (PABFD) scheme
and Minimum Correlation Coefficient (MCC) schemes in terms of performance metrics of
Power consumption by 44.08% and 27.52%, SLA violation by 50.90% and 19.53% and the
number of virtual machine migrations by 52.91% and 9.66%, and a combined metric of
ESV by 70% and 32% respectively.
The experimental results and their analysis shows that the use of the proposed scheme
for placement of virtual machine reduces the number of virtual machines migrations and
the number of SLA violation. This helps to reduce the power of consumption of a data
center in the cloud environment and hence reduces the operational cost of the data center.
4.8 Conclusion
Efficiently running a data center requires minimization of the system power consumption
which constitutes around half of running cost. This can be done by optimizing the num-
ber of the machine in operation at a given point by distributing the VMs among them
optimally as well as reducing the migration of VMs to take care of SLAs and down time.
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Figure 4.3: SLA Violation Metric
Thus VM consolidation on a limited number of physical machines plays an integral role
in lowering power consumption and hence the operational cost of a data center. The
study showed that various methodologies and models have been proposed by researchers
to optimize placement of VMs and reduce the number of the machine in use. The research
showed that dynamic VM consolidation is required to efficiently minimize the power con-
sumption. The metrics required for implementing the system were studied along with
various methodologies for selection of VM.s and prediction model for future requirements
of computing resources.
This chapter proposes a new scheme called LIFE (Lowest Interdependence Factor Ex-
ponent) to efficiently place VMs on appropriate physical machines using correlation coeffi-
cient and predicted values of the future VM CPU requirements using the ARIMA model.
The comparative results indicate that LIFE outperforms existing placement schemes,
namely Power Aware Best Fit Decreasing (PABFD) and Minimum Correlation Coefficient
(MCC), in terms of performance metrics of power consumption by 44.08% and 27.52%,
SLA violation by 50.90% and 19.53% and the number of virtual machine migrations by
52.91% and 9.66%, and a combined metric of ESV by 70% and 32% respectively.
The proposed scheme considers changing CPU requirements for placing VMs on phys-
ical machines. However, CPU utilization is one factor out of the utilization of HDD,
network bandwidth etc. affecting power consumption. The optimization of these factors,
along with CPU utilization for conserving the power and hence reducing the operational
cost of the data center forms the basis for our future work in the field
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Table 4.2: Comparative summary of the experimental results.
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LIFE-MP: Online Virtual Machine
Consolidation with Multiple Resource
Usages in Cloud Environments
Efficient management of computing resources in cloud data centers is critical for minimizing the
power consumption and subsequent operating costs of the data centers. However, most of the
existing approaches have several limitations during VM consolidation, including a limited number
of computing resources, a higher number of VM migrations, service-level agreement (SLA) viola-
tions, and performance degradation. Previously, Chapter 4 addressed the problem of performance
degradation that may happen after migration a virtual machine due to inefficient VM Placement
by taking into consideration only one resource. In contrast, this chapter deals with the multiple
resources by proposing a Multiple Resource-based VM Selection (MRVMS) approach, and the
Lowest Interdependence Factor Exponent-Multiple Resources Predictive (LIFE-MP) approach for
VM placement on the basis of the simultaneous use of multiple computing resources. The MRVMS
approach selects a VM with high CPU requirements and optimal memory requirement for reducing
the workload of overloaded PMs with a minimal migration cost. The LIFE-MP approach selects a
PM at which to place the migrating VM, based on the PM with the lowest correlation coefficient
value among the already-running VMs and the migrating VM to reduce performance degradation
due to the VM migration. Comparative results show that the proposed approaches offer better
performance with respect to a power-aware best-fit decreasing (PABFD) scheme, including reduc-
ing power consumption by 29.02%, SLA violations by 32.68%, and the number of VM migrations
by 66.09%.
This chapter is partially derived from: Deafallah Alsadie, Zahir Tari, Eidah J. Alzahrani, Ahmed
Alshammari, “LIFE-MP: Online virtual machine consolidation with multiple resource usages in cloud
environments”, In 19th International on Web Information Systems Engineering. Springer, (WISE 2018),
Pages: 167-177, Dubai, UAE, 2018
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5.1 Background
Efficient management of computing resources in cloud data centers is critical to minimize
the power consumption and subsequent operating costs of the data centers. However, this
remains a challenge because of these centers wide variety of resources and unpredictable
workloads. Recently, online virtual machine (VM) consolidation solutions [25, 33, 197]
have proven fruitful for efficient use of computing resources, and can help reduce the overall
power consumption of physical machines (PMs). This involves balancing the workload to
a minimum number of PMs by shifting VMs, as well as enabling unnecessary PMs to be
changed to a lower power consumption mode. However, most of the existing approaches
have several limitations during VM consolidation, including a limited number of computing
resources, a higher number of VM migrations, service-level agreement (SLA) violations,
and performance degradation.
Many research efforts have been undertaken to minimize the overall costs of cloud-
based data centers, including infrastructure costs, power consumption costs, and operating
costs. Virtualization technology has proven the most fruitful in meeting the objectives of
sharing the computing resources of physical machines (PMs), and thereby reducing the
infrastructure costs of data centers [198]. This technology helps PMs use a shared set
of computing resources, and offers end users at least the minimum level of the agreed
quality of service (QoS) in the service-level agreement (SLA). The workload of end users
is allocated different computing resources through virtual machines (VMs) running on
PMs; however, the resources (e.g., central processing unit [CPU], memory, and network
bandwidth) availed by the cloud service providers vary with time because of the changing
users workloads [199]. The changes in workloads lead to overloading/underuse of PMs,
which results in unnecessary under-burdened active PMs and increased power consump-
tion. However, overburdened PMs may be unable to offer services to the end users as
per the SLA. Thus, changing workloads require resizing, which consists of an addition,
termination, or migration of VMs from one PM to another to provide the QoS to the end
users, as per the SLA [200].
It has been observed that the major part of operating costs encompasses the cost of
power consumption [166]. Experimentally, it has been shown that the cost of the con-
sumed power by computing resources is about half of the total operating costs of a cloud
data center [95]. Moreover, in the recent past, the total power consumption has more than
doubled [95]. Therefore, it has become critical for cloud service providers to reduce the
operating costs of data centers for their survival under strong market competition [134].
The operating costs incurred because of excess power consumption of cloud data centers
can be minimized through the VM consolidation process [29]. This process involves op-
timization of the use of computing resources, as per the current workload of the cloud
data center, while still offering QoS to the end users, as per the SLA. It optimizes the
use of computing resources by migrating VMs between PMs, and turning underused PMs
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to an idle state, thereby enabling the reduction of power consumption. This process also
involves the identification of overloaded PMs, selecting appropriate VMs for migration,
and placing migrating VMs from overloaded to underused PMs. However, unreliable iden-
tification of overloaded PMs, unreliable VM selection, or identification of underused PMs
can lead to increased numbers of VM migrations, as well increased numbers of SLA vio-
lations, and subsequently an increase in power consumption [164]. Thus, this process can
affect the performance of applications running on different PMs through VMs, and end
users may not be offered QoS as per the SLA.
VM migration from one PM to another involves extra computational and manage-
ment overheads to fix VM configuration and create or remove VMs. It requires more
computing resources and subsequently involves higher power consumption [29]. Thus, en-
suring a minimum number of VM migrations to maintain QoS as per the SLA can help
minimize the count of active PMs in a cloud data center, and subsequently reduce the
power consumption [30, 31]. While making the decision to place a migrating VM in a PM,
the performance of the already-running applications acts as a major factor, as allocation
of a large number of VMs may affect the QoS of already-running applications, and hence
lead to SLA violations. Therefore, thresholds must be defined for deciding whether a PM
should be marked as overused or underused.
Recently, several research efforts have been made to develop power-saving and efficient
resource management approaches in a cloud environment. The dynamic VM consolidation
is one of the approaches receiving the most attention for optimizing power consumption. It
operates on the idea of using as few PMs as possible to secure simultaneous optimization
of various targets, such as increasing PM use, while lowering energy consumption and
maintaining QoS as per the SLA [29]. A large number of approaches have been suggested
for implementing dynamic VM consolidation by considering different factors [164] (e.g.,
number of migrations, abjection of performance, and number of SLA violations). Most
recently, the suggested approaches have suffered from the common problems of an excessive
number of migrations and SLA violations; hence, they are unable to reduce the excess
power consumption. Therefore, it remains a significant challenge to design an efficient
VM dynamic consolidation that detects overloaded PMs, selects appropriate VMs for
migration, and places the VMs in appropriate PMs to minimize the number of migrations
and number of SLA violations.
This chapter proposes new approaches for dynamic VM consolidation by selecting
appropriate VMs from overloaded PMs and placing them into appropriate PMs. These
approaches consider the current use of multiple computing resources (e.g., CPU, memory,
and bandwidth) and tasks predicted future requirements for selecting VM for migration,
as well as placing VMs in PMs with minimal effect on the already-running applications.
The major contributions of the current research work are as follows.
• Proposal of a Multiple Resource-based VM Selection (MRVMS) approach for se-
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lecting VMs to migrate them from overloaded PMs to maintain QoS as per the
SLA, while simultaneously considering multiple computing resources, such as CPU,
memory, and network bandwidth. The main idea behind the proposed MRVMS ap-
proach is to select a VM with high CPU use and optimized memory use, so that the
workload of overloaded PMs can be reduced by migrating the VM using optimized
network bandwidth, thereby minimizing the migration cost of VMs.
• Proposal of a VM placement approach, called the Lowest Interdependence Factor
Exponent—Multiple Resources Predictive (LIFE-MP) approach, to find an appropri-
ate under-loaded PM, while maintaining QoS as per the SLA, as well as minimizing
the number of VM migrations and thereby optimizing the power consumption of the
data center. The main concept behind the VM placement proposal is to select the
PM with the lowest correlation coefficient of multiple resources (e.g., CPU, memory,
and bandwidth) of the migrating VM with already-running VMs. The lowest value
of the correlation coefficient of multiple resources leads to minimizing the influence
of the migrating VM. It will have the minimum effect on the QoS of already-running
applications on the selected PM.
This chapter proposes the Multiple Resource-based VM Selection (MRVMS) approach
for VM selection, and the Lowest Interdependence Factor Exponent Multiple Resources
Predictive (LIFE-MP) approach for VM placement, by considering multiple computing
resources being used simultaneously. The MRVMS approach selects a VM with high
CPU requirements and optimal memory requirement for reducing the workload of over-
loaded PMs with minimum migration cost. The LIFE-MP approach selects a PM at
which to place the migrating VM, based on the PM with the lowest correlation coefficient
value among the already-running VMs and the migrating VM to reduce performance
degradation because of the VM migration. Comparative results show that the proposed
approaches offer better performance with respect to a power-aware best-fit decreasing
(PABFD) scheme, including reducing power consumption by 29.02%, SLA violations by
32.68%, and the number of VM migrations by 66.09%.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Following this introduction, Sec-
tion 6.2 highlights the state-of-the-art approaches in the field of cloud computing for
optimizing power consumption using load balancing and VM consolidation approaches.
Section 5.3 provides a detailed description of the proposed MRVMS and LIFE-MP ap-
proaches, considering multiple resources simultaneously. Section 5.6 presents details of
the performance evaluation, consisting of the experimental setup, benchmark dataset, and
performance metrics. Section 5.7 highlights the experimental results. Finally, Section 5.8
provides the conclusions and future scope of the current research work.
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5.2 Related Work
In the recent past, many research efforts have been devoted to developing approaches to
optimize cloud data center power. VM consolidation remains a prime focus and emerging
approach for optimizing the power of cloud data centers by moving VMs from overloaded
PMs, and placing them into underused PMs. This enables minimization of the active num-
ber of PMs by turning excess PMs to low power states. The concept of VM consolidation
involves dynamic migrations among PMs, and the process is repeated continuously [201].
Thus, the VM consolidation process involves identification of overloaded PMs, selection of
appropriate VMs for migration to other PMs, identification of underused PMs, and place-
ment of selected VMs in identified underused PMs [25]. Many researchers have examined
these phases separately and proposed efficient approaches for saving power.
The authors of one study [202] designed a system called SANDPIPER for identifying
overused PMs. Upon identification of any overloaded PM, this system enables the creation
of a new correspondence between VMs and the computing resources of PMs. The newly
formed correspondence helps balance the workload among the PMs. To identify overloaded
PMs, the SANDPIPER system regularly records the usage statistics of VMs and PMs. It
creates workload profiles in terms of computing resource use. Based on workload profiles,
it applies different prediction techniques and balances the workload among the PMs.
Bobroff et al. [24] proposed algorithms for online migration and consolidation of server
machines using time series forecasting techniques. They employed a bin-packing heuristic
to fulfil the requirements of a given workload by the minimum number of PMs. However,
they did not consider the VM migrations count for placing each VM with another PM.
The authors of another study [203] reviewed various greedy strategies to address the one-
dimensional bin-packing problem. They found that the first fit (FF) heuristic strategy
is the most common strategy, which involves fitting an item into the first bin in which
the item can fit. The next most common heuristic strategy is the best fit (BF) strategy,
which involves fitting an item into a filled bin into which the item can fit. The FF and BF
strategies can be further improved by maintaining the items in a particular order. The
major limitation is in applying bin-packing strategies directly to solve the problem of VM
consolidation. However, their modified version can be used to solve the problem of VM
consolidation.
Heuristic-based resource allocation strategies enable the assignment of computing
resources of PMs in a manner that ensures a target processing time [204, 205]. As a
result, the CPU resource is mainly considered for completing the task. However, these
strategies focus on only one resource at a time and ignore the other computing resources,
such as memory and network bandwidth, which have a major effect on the processing time
of the tasks. These computing resources must be considered during the process of VM
consolidation.
Some researchers in the field have proposed solving the problem of VM consolidation
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by considering multiple resources using multi-objective techniques. The authors of one
study [125] developed a system called SERCON for VM consolidation using an iterative
heuristic strategy. The SERCON system performs VM consolidation by arranging lists of
PMs and VMs in the order of their current CPU and memory load. It then attempts to
move all VMs from the least loaded PM to the most loaded PM from the sorted list. If
the attempt is not completed successfully, it considers the next PM from the sorted list
for migration of VMs. This system operates on the concept of migrating all VMs or none
in a successful attempt of migration of VMs. Thus, it ensures the least number of VM
migrations.
Marzolla et al. [206] suggested a decentralized and online VM consolidation method
called V-MAN. The proposed method allows the PMs to communicate through a gossip-
based message-passing approach. It enables the migration of VMs from less burdened
PMs to heavy loaded PMs. Here, it records a list of PMs and their neighbors, in addition
to current VM allocation messages, which are sent among the members of a neighborhood.
For each successful allocation, each PM attempts to send or receive some VMs to or from
other neighbor PMs. However, it operates on the assumption that all VMs have only
one computing resource of equal amount, which may not represent the real-world VMs
running in cloud data centers. Further, it only considers two PMs during the migration
of VMs.
Similar approaches have been proposed by many other researchers [125, 201, 207, 208].
A major limitation in the case of multi-objective techniques in solving VM consolidation
is that each VM migration is treated as equal. However, each VM migration has a dif-
ferent cost associated with it. It has been observed that, during migration of VMs, the
performance of the migrating VM deteriorates during the time of migration. In addition,
each VM migration involves the use of computing resources and causes extra consumption
of power. It also results in an increase in operating costs.
The authors of another study [209] suggested an approach for selecting a VM with a
maximum positive correlation with the use of other VMs on PMs. The suggested approach
selects the VM for migration, but negatively affects the other VM that has maximum
correlation with the migrating VM.
Beloglazov et al. [25] proposed the PABFD approach for placing VM in the identified
PM. They empirically compared and demonstrated the superiority of the PABFD approach
over the representative approaches in the field. The authors considered a number of VM
migrations and a number of SLA violations during the placement of VMs. However, they
did not consider the performance deterioration of the VMs during their migration.
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5.3 Overview
As per the Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) delivery model of cloud computing systems,
it is assumed that a data center can provide the required computing resources to cloud
customers. Such computing resources are provided as VMs running on PMs. To meet the
changing demands of cloud customers and provide the service at an economical cost, data
centers must offer sufficient computing resources, as per the SLA, in the form of VMs,
and simultaneously minimize the operating costs of the data center. It has been observed
that the major operating cost component is the huge amount of power consumed by PMs.
This power consumption can be reduced by optimizing resource use through balancing
the workload among the minimum number of PMs. The idle machines can be powered
off, thereby optimizing power consumption. Optimized use of computing resources can
be achieved through a VM consolidation process consisting of migrating VMs from the
overloaded PMs to appropriate under-loaded PMs, while maintaining QoS as per the SLA.
In this research, we specifically consider the VM consolidation problem of a cloud-
based data center, divided into the following phases:
• Detection of the overloaded host
• Detection of the under-loaded host
• Selection of VMs for migrating from an overloaded host
• Placement of selected VMs in an appropriate under-loaded host, while maintaining
QoS as per the SLA, and minimizing the number of VM migrations.
This chapter proposes two new approaches to address the issue-related phases listed
above. The first approach, the MRVMS approach, selects VMs to migrate from overloaded
PMs. The second approach, the LIFE-MP approach, implements VM placement while
maintaining QoS as per the SLA, as well as minimizing the number of VM migration.
It has been observed that the VM memory size is a large contributor to VM migration
costs [100]. Thus, MRVMS selects the VM for migration that has the highest CPU use
and optimized memory use, so that the workload of the overloaded PM can be reduced,
thereby minimizing the VM migration costs. For the placement of a migrating VM,
LIFE-MP selects a PM that has the lowest correlation coefficient of multiple resources
(e.g., CPU, memory, and bandwidth) of the migrating VM with already-running VMs on
the candidate PM. The variable shows the extent to which a VM can be associated with a
target physical machine. A higher value of LIFE-MP will correspondingly result in a larger
impact factor influencing the performance of existing VMs, whenever a VM is selected for
migration to a target machine. To minimize performance degradation, migration of a
VM to a target machine will only take place if it is found to correspond with a value of
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LIFE-MP that is found to be the lowest. The lowest value of the correlation coefficient
enables minimization of the influence of migrating the VMs.
The proposed MRVMS and LIFE-MP approaches consider multiple resources (e.g.,
CPU, memory, and bandwidth) for efficient VM selection and placement. The LIFE-
MP approach uses correlation coefficient and predicted future requirements of multiple
computing resources to accurately compute the value of respective LIFE variables. The
value of a LIFE variable shows the extent to which a VM can be associated with a target
PM—a higher LIFE value for different computing resources results in a large effect on the
performance of existing VMs. To minimize the performance degradation, a VM that has
the smallest LIFE value for its computing resources is selected for migration to balance
the PM workload.
Using the proposed online VM consolidation based on multiple resource uses, active
VMs from an overloaded PM are selected in such a way that their migration leads to
workload balancing of the overloaded PM, as well as reducing the migration costs by con-
sidering their highest CPU use and optimal memory use. The selected VMs for migration
are placed in an under-loaded PM, considering both their future requirements for com-
puting resources and their effect on already-running VMs. In this manner, all the VMs
from the underused PMs are migrated, leading to shifting them to a low power state or
shutting them down, and subsequently optimizing the power consumption.
Let us consider the example in Figure 5.1 to illustrate the proposed approach. In this
example, there are VMs running in five PMs. PM1 has a usage greater than the threshold
value, and is identified as an overloaded PM. Thus, one of its VMs will be selected for
migration to other PMs in the data center. Using the proposed MRVMS approach, vm21
of PM1 will be selected for migration because it has a high value of CPU usage, as well as
an appropriate value for memory usage. This will reduce the PM1 workload and reduce
the migration costs. The reduced migration cost further enables reduction of resource use
and subsequent power consumption. VM migration requires the computation of the LIFE
values for both CPU and memory (see Figure 5.1). The placement of vm21 from PM1 to
another PM will lead to balancing its workload with a lower migration cost. This process
is repeated to identify underused PMs, migrate all the running VMs, and place the VMs
in a low power state for the purpose of power optimization. In short, the proposed work
contributes to the design of MRVMS and LIFE-MP approaches to identify VMs (from
overloaded PMs) and to migrate them to under-loaded PMs to ensure QoS as per the
SLA, as well as minimizing the number of VM migrations, thereby considering the usages
of multiple computing resources, such as CPU, memory, and bandwidth. This work also
considers the influence of migrating VMs to already-running VMs on the PM, which is
mostly ignored by the representative research in the field.
The notation in Table 5.1 will be used in the rest of this chapter. Let N denote
the total count of heterogeneous PMs in a data center—that is, P={p1, p2, ..., pN}. The
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Figure 5.1: An instance of VM selection and placement in a data center.
VMs in the system are referred as VM = {vm1, vm2, ..., vmM}, where M indicates the
total number of VMs of the data center. Each PM is uniquely identified in the form
of < pi, vm
j , Rk >, where d ∈ {1, ..., D}, denotes the existence of D types of multiple
resources; pi denotes a unique identifier of a PM; vm is a set of VMs that are assigned
to PM pi; and R
d = {R1, R2, ..., RD} describes the types of computing resources, where
each dimension corresponds to the type of physical resource (e.g., CPU, memory, storage,
and network bandwidth). Thus, a VM can be assumed to be similar to the resource
dimensions of a PM. In the present work, a VM is represented as < vmj , Rk > for its
unique identification.
5.4 MRVMS For VM Selection Approach
After detecting an overloaded physical machine, its VMs will be migrated to other phys-
ical machines with minimal performance degradation and avoiding SLA violation. The
physical machine is analyzed again for its current workload. If its workload is still above
the threshold, the scheme for identification VMs to be migrated is used. This is repeated
until the physical machine is not overloaded. Several schemes have been proposed for VM
selection [30]:
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Table 5.1: Description of symbols used
Notation Description
P PMs available in the data center
Ei(t) Energy consumed by a PMi at time t
vmji VMj running on PMi
N Total count of PMs in the data center
M Total count of VMs
UCPUi (t) CPU use of PMi at time t
UMemi (t) Memory use of PMi at time t
UCPU
vmji
(t) CPU use of VMj on PMi at time t
UMem
vmji
(t) Memory use of VMj on PMi at time t
mvm Selected VM for migration from the overloaded PM
Pcands
Candidate PMs list with minimum LIFECPU and
LIFEMem with less AvgLIFEMem(Pcands)
LIFECPU
Value of correlation coefficient of computing
resource CPU between the migrating VM (mvm)
and other VMs running on PMs in CPList
LIFEMem
Value of correlation coefficient of computing
resource memory between the migrating VM (mvm)
and other VMs running on PMs in CPList
AvgLIFECPU
Average of LIFECPU for all the PMs
in (Pcands)
AvgLIFEMem
The average of LIFEMem for all the PMs
in(Pcands)
POPT
Optimal PM to place the migrating
VM mvm
1. The Minimum Migration Time (MMT) scheme allows VM migration on the basis of
the time required for migration. It migrates the VM that requires lowest migration
time as compared to the rest of VMs in the same physical machine. The time required
for VM migration is computed in terms of memory usage and excess bandwidth
available for the physical machine.
2. The Random scheme is the simplest scheme and randomly selects VM for migrating
as per a uniformly distributed discrete random variable. The process is iterated, if
the physical machine is still overloaded.
3. The basic concept for the Maximum Correlation (MC) based scheme is to find the
correlation coefficient with maximum value among the computing resources used by
the different processes being executed on an overloaded physical machine. The VM
with the highest value of the correlation coefficient among the processor usage and
already executing VMs is selected for migration. Multiple correlation coefficients
are used to compute the estimated values of the correlation among processor usage.
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Multiple Resource-based VM Selection (MRVMS) approach selects a VM with high
CPU requirements and optimal memory requirement for reducing the workload of over-
loaded PMs with minimum migration cost. The main idea behind the proposed MRVMS
approach is to select a VM with high CPU use and optimized memory use, so that the
workload of overloaded PMs can be reduced by migrating the VM using optimized network
bandwidth, thereby minimizing the migration cost of VMs.
• Step 1: Initialize the PMs (Physical Machines) list as P = {p1, p2, ..., pN}, with
VMs running on each machine described as VM = {vm1, vm2, ..., vmM}. Then, the
CPU usage of each PM is computed at time t as Udi (t), using Equation 1:
Udi (t) =
αdi +
∑M
j=1 U
d
vmji
(t)
Rdi
(5.1)
where d = CPU and αdi is the workload of the resource d of the PMi in the beginning,∑M
j=1 U
d
vmji
(t) is the CPU usage of all VMs allocated to PMi at time slot t, and R
d
i
is the total resource capacity of pi.
• Step 2: Traverse P list by observing their UCPUi (t) to find an overloaded PM at
time t.
if (UCPUi (t) > THR
UP ) then
Go to Step 3
else
Go to Step 7
end if
• Step 3: Arrange the VMs running on the overloaded machine pi in reverse or-
der of CPU usage as VM = {vm1i , vm2i , ..., vmMi }. The CPU utilization of VM
is
∑M
j=1 U
d
vmji
(t). Then compute the difference of CPU usage and upper limit of
threshold value for each PM using Equation 2:
Diffi(t) = U
CPU
i − THRUP (5.2)
where Diffi(t) is the excess use of CPU over its upper threshold value for PM pi
• Step 4: Select the VM from the list of VMs at the overloaded PM pi by computing
the following Steps (a) to (c):
(a) Compute the resource utility (RU) of each VM at time t for various resource
types (e.g., CPU and memory) as per Equation 3:
RU
vmji
(t) = Ud
vmji
− Diffi(t), d = CPU (5.3)
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where RU
vmji
(t) returns the RU of the VMj of PMi at time t.
(b) Compute RU of PM pi at time t as per Equation 4:
RUi(t) =
M∑
j=1
RUvmji (t) (5.4)
where RUi(t) returns the RU of PMi at time t.
(c) Compute memory use of PM pi at time t as per Equation 5:
UMemi (t) =
αdi +
∑M
j=1 U
d
vmji
(t)
Rdi
, for d = Memory (5.5)
where αdi is the initial load of resource d (=memory here) of PMi,
∑M
j=1 U
d
vmji
(t) is
the memory utilization of all VMs allocated to PM pi at time t.
• Step 5: Create a list X of VMs that satisfies the condition mentioned in Equation 6:
RU
vmji
(t)
UMem
vmji
(t)
≥ RUi(t)
UMemi (t)
(5.6)
where UMem
vmji
(t) represents the amount of memory currently used by the VMj of
PMi.
• Step 6: Append the selected VM to the queue ToMigrateList for further processing
of migration.
if (list X is Empty) then
Select VM having max
{
RU
vm
j
i
(t)
UMem
vm
j
i
(t)
}
else
Select VM from List X having max
{
RU
vm
j
i
(t)
UMem
vm
j
i
(t)
}
end if
• Step 7: If a PM pi is under utilized (its current use is less than the lower limit of
threshold value—i.e., UCPUi (t) ≤ THRLW ), then all the VMs running at pi will
be considered for migration to another under-loaded PM. These VMs are queued
ToMigrateList and pi will be turned off to optimize the power consumption.
MRVMS approach considers multiple resources (e.g., CPU, memory, and bandwidth)
for efficient VM selection to migrate them from overloaded PMs to maintain QoS as per
the SLA. The main idea behind the proposed MRVMS approach is to select a VM with
high CPU use and optimized memory use, so that the workload of overloaded PMs can be
reduced by migrating the VM using optimized network bandwidth, thereby minimizing
the migration cost of VMs.
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5.5 LIFE-MP - For VM Placement approach
After selecting a VM that needs migration from an overloaded/underused PM, as per the
proposed VM selection approach described above, there is a need to find an appropriate
PM to place the migrating VM to minimize both the effect of VM migration and the
number of VM migrations. The number of migrations can be reduced by considering the
future requirements of computing resources. The proposed LIFE-MP approach addresses
this problem by considering the correlation coefficient and the predicted values of the
future requirements of computing resources to find an appropriate PM for the VM to
be migrated. LIFE-MP is a VM placement approach that employs the concept of LIFE
to determine the extent to which a PM can be considered to place the migrating VM,
considering the multiple computing resources, such as CPU, memory, and bandwidth.
The value of a LIFE-MP variable shows the extent to which a VM can be associated
with a target PM—a higher LIFE-MP value for different computing resources results
in a large effect on the performance of existing VMs. To minimize the performance
degradation, a VM that has the smallest LIFE-MP value for its computing resources
is selected for migration to balance the PM workload. Therefore, we propose selecting
the PM with the smallest value of LIFE to minimize its performance degradation after
migration of the selected VM. To compute future VM requirements in terms of resources,
several approaches have been used time series model, including statistical modeling like
moving average and exponential smoothing.
Several techniques [210, 211] have been proposed to predict the future requirements
of computing resources. However, recently, the autoregressive integrated moving average
(ARIMA) model has been advocated as useful because it is linear in predicting future
values based on historical observations. Linear models are known to provide simplicity
in predicting CPU use, and this is the reason we used such a model. For the purpose
of formally formulating the problem of VM placement, we assumed the existence of P =
{p1, p2, , pN} as a set of all PMs in a data center. We focused on finding an optimal PM,
say pi ∈ P for placement of the migrating VM vmj that satisfied the following conditions:
1. PMi satisfied the requirements of computing resources for VM vm
j ’s.
2. POPT = {pi} | ∀ pi ∈ CP, min(i) having
LIFEMem(pi) < AvgLIFE
Mem(p)
The steps of the proposed approach to find an optimal PM for placement of a mi-
grating VM are listed below.
• Step 1: Initialize Pcands ⊆ P = {p1, p2, , pN} as a set of candidate PMs for placement
of migrating VM, satisfying Conditions 1 and 2 above.
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• Step 2: Compute the historical CPU values and memory use for each PM in Pcands
for a slot time t, as per the matrix below.
UCPUi [M ][t] =

UCPU11 U
CPU
12 . . U
CPU
1t
. . . . .
. . . UCPUjk .
. . . . .
UCPUM1 U
CPU
M2 · · UCPUMt

UMemi [M ][t] =

UMem11 U
Mem
12 . . U
Mem
1t
. . . . .
. . . UMemjk .
. . . . .
UMemM1 U
Mem
M2 · · UMemMt

where M is the number of VMs on each Pi ∈ Pcands, UCPUjk and UMemjk represent the
CPU use and memory use of vmj on PM pi at time k, respectively.
• Step 3: Compute usage of CPU and memory for PM pi within a time slot k, as per
Equations 7 and 8, respectively.
UCPUi [k] =
M∑
j=1
UCPUi [j][k] (5.7)
UMemi [k] =
M∑
j=1
UMemi [j][k] (5.8)
• Step 4: Predict the future CPU requirements and memory usage using the ARIMA
prediction model for each PM Pi ∈ Pcands on the basis of historical CPU usage
values at time slot k, as per Equations 9 and 10:
FUCPUi [k] = ARIMA(U
CPU
i [k]) (5.9)
FUMemi [k] = ARIMA(U
Mem
i [k]) (5.10)
• Step 5: Compute the values of LIFECPU and LIFEMem variables between mi-
grating virtual machine mvm and each PM Pi ∈ Pcands as per Equations 11 and 12,
respectively.
LIFECPUi =
E[(Udmvm − 1t
∑t
k=1 FU
CPU
mvm )(U
CPU
i − 1t
∑t
k=1 FU
CPU
i [k])]√
V ar(UCPUmvm )
√
V ar(UUCPUi )
(5.11)
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LIFEMemi =
E[(UMemmvm − 1t
∑t
k=1 FU
Mem
mvm )(U
Mem
i − 1t
∑t
k=1 FU
Mem
i [k])]√
V ar(UMemmvm )
√
V ar(UUMemi )
(5.12)
where UCPUmvm and U
Mem
mvm represent the ongoing rate of CPU and memory usage, re-
spectively, of the VM to be migrated; the current CPU and memory usage of PM pi
is represented by UCPUi and U
Mem
i , respectively;
1
t
∑t
k=1 FU
CPU
mvm ,
1
t
∑t
k=1 FU
Mem
mvm ,
1
t
∑t
k=1 FU
CPU
i [k] and
1
t
∑t
k=1 FU
Mem
i [k] refer to the average of CPU and memory
usage of the VM that is being migrated mvm and the corresponding PM, respec-
tively, over time slots t in future. The denominator factors of Equations 11 and 12
refer to variance of VM and PM, respectively, and are computed as per Equations 13
and 14:
V ar(Udmvm) = E[(U
d
mvm −
1
t
t∑
k=1
FUdmvm)
2] (5.13)
V ar(Udi ) = E[(U
d
i −
1
t
t∑
k=1
FUdi )
2] (5.14)
where, d is a resource type, d = {CPU,memory}.
• Step 6: Compute the average of LIFECPU (Pcands) and LIFEMem(Pcands), as per
Equations 15 and 16:
AvgLIFECPU (Pcands) =
1
N
N∑
i=1
LIFECPUi (5.15)
AvgLIFEMem(Pcands) =
1
N
N∑
i=1
LIFEMemi (5.16)
where, N is the number of candidate PMs.
• Step 7: Find a sorted list all PMs CPList on the basis of LIFECPU first, and then
LIFEMem as described in Equation 17:
CPList = SortLIFECPU,Mem{pi} |∀pihavingLIFECPUi
< AvgLIFECPU (Pcands) (5.17)
• Step 8: Select the first occurrence of PM as an optimal machine POPT from the
CPList that satisfies the condition LIFECPU < AvgLIFEMem(Pcands), as de-
scribed by Equation 18:
POPT = {pi} | ∀ pi ∈ CP,min(i)having
LIFEMem(pi) < AvgLIFE
Mem(p) (5.18)
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The proposed MRVMS and LIFE-MP approaches consider multiple resources (e.g.,
CPU, memory, and bandwidth) for efficient VM selection and placement. The
MRVMS approach selects a VM with high CPU requirements and optimal memory
requirement for reducing the workload of overloaded PMs with minimum migra-
tion cost. The LIFE-MP approach uses correlation coefficient and predicted future
requirements of multiple computing resources to accurately compute the value of
respective LIFE-MP variables. The value of a LIFE-MP variable shows the extent
to which a VM can be associated with a target PM—a higher LIFE-MP value for
different computing resources results in a large effect on the performance of exist-
ing VMs. To minimize the performance degradation, a VM that has the smallest
LIFE-MP value for its computing resources is selected for migration to balance the
PM workload.
5.6 Performance Evaluation
This section describes the methodology adopted to evaluate and compare the performance
of the proposed MRVMS approach for VM selection and LIFE-MP approach for VM
placement. It describes the most commonly used performance metrics, followed by the
empirical results of the proposed approaches in terms of the identified performance metrics.
The following subsection provides a brief description of the experimental setup for
our simulations, consisting of setting simulation tools and using Google cloud data as
benchmark data. We provide the results and discuss the proposed MRVMS approach
for VM selection and LIFE-MP approach for placement of VM in appropriate PMs in
terms of energy consumption, number of migrations, number of SLA violations, and a
comprehensive and combined metric for comparing them with the results of the other
representative VM selection and VM placement approaches in the field.
5.6.1 Experimental setup
This section is dedicated to describing the experimental environment setup for performing
conductive experiments of the proposed approach. It describes the setting of simulator
CloudSim and the benchmark workload of the cloud used during our simulative experi-
ments.
5.6.2 CloudSim - Simulation tool
In IaaS model-based cloud services, it is assumed that there are infinite computing re-
sources available for end users. The cloud provides sufficient computing resources to
meet the SLA between cloud service providers and end users. Thus, the newly proposed
approaches for the cloud-based environment must be evaluated on the large-scale infras-
tructure of the cloud service provider in the real world. However, it is not an easy task to
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repeatedly perform large-scale experiments in the real world to evaluate newly proposed
approaches. Thus, to conduct a comprehensive set of large-scale experiments in an envi-
ronment similar to the real world, we adopted the method of simulative experiments using
a cloud simulator.
In the current set of experiments, we chose CloudSim [143, 196] as a simulation toolkit
because it is the latest platform to simulate cloud-based approaches to represent the cloud
environment. It provides a platform to model the virtual environment and support for
requirement-based provisioning and managing computing resources. It also provides an
extended functionality for conducting energy-aware simulation experiments. It enables
the environment to run simulation-based service applications with changing cloud-based
workloads.
5.6.3 Benchmark cloud data
In this set of experiments, we developed a simulation environment similar to a real en-
vironment by using a total of 800 heterogeneous PMs as servers, of HP ProLiant ML110
G4 and HP ProLiant ML110 G5 make. Each server was equipped with two cores, 4 GB
memory, and 1 GB/s bandwidth for network communication. The CPU frequency of
the servers was mapped onto MIPS ratings of 1,860 MIPS each core of the HP ProLiant
ML110 G5 server, and 2,660 MIPS each core of the HP ProLiant ML110 G5 server. Each
server was modeled to have 1 GB/s bandwidth. The CPU MIPS rating and memory
amount represented four VM instances used in CloudSim. They corresponded to Amazon
EC2 1—that is, high CPU medium instance (2,500 MIPS, 0.87 GB), extra large instance
(2,000 MIPS, 1.74 GB), small instance (1,000 MIPS, 1.74 GB), and micro instance (500
MIPS, 613 MB). In our simulation-based experiments, we initially allocated the VMs as
per the requirements of computing resources as fixed for types of VMs. With the passage
of time, VMs consume computing resources as per the actual cloud workload. Thus, this
provides the scope to perform the dynamic consolidation of VMs. Therefore, we followed
the approach of allocating a different set of resources to VMs, and then consolidating the
computing resources dynamically as per the actual requirements of the VM workload.
We used Google cloud traces data as benchmark data traces to evaluate the proposed
approach. The Google cloud traces data consist of the real data of a Google cluster over
about a one-month period in May 2011, and are known as the second version of Google
cloud traces. The cloud data contain various data tables. These tables consist of the
details of machines for executing jobs and tasks in a cloud environment. Generally, a
job in a cloud trace consists of multiple tasks with particular conditions. The cloud data
involve over 650,000 jobs across over 12,000 heterogeneous PMs. Each job with one or
more tasks contains the normalized value of the average number of CPU cores and memory
used. We recorded the use of different types of computing resources at an interval of five
minutes.
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We extracted the duration of the cloud tasks based on their run time in addition to
use of CPU and memory by the cloud tasks over the first 10 days. Each extracted job
was uniquely identified by an identifier denoted as jobID. The extracted parameter for the
jobs consisted of the CPU rate and canonical memory usage. The CPU rate determined
the average use of CPU for a sample period of five minutes, while the canonical memory
use provided the average consumption of memory for the specified sampling period.
5.6.4 Performance metrics
Various types of metrics have been proposed in the state-of-the-art approaches in the field
to measure the performance of VM selection and VM placement approaches and satisfy
their objectives. We proposed our approaches with the following objectives in mind:
• minimize the number of SLA violations
• minimize the energy consumption
• minimize the number of migrations.
Therefore, we evaluated our proposed MRVMS approach for VM selection and LIFE-
MP approach for VM placement in terms of performance metrics of the number of SLA
violations, energy consumed, number of migrations, and a combined metric of energy
consumed and SLA violations to fulfill the objectives of the proposed approaches. The
details of the identified performance metrics are described in the following subsection.
• Energy consumption: As per the state-of-the-art approaches in the field, the
power consumed by a PM is directly proportional to CPU usage [30]. The higher
the CPU usage, the more power is consumed. However, it has also been observed
that PMs in an idle state consume three-quarters of the power consumption of a
completely loaded PM [29]. The power consumption of PMs at a given time slot can
be computed from CPU usage as per the equation below:
Ei = k · Emax + (1− k) · Emax · UCPUi (5.19)
where Emax gives the total power consumption by a PM pi during peak load and
UCPUi represents the use of CPU by PM pi. Power consumption depends on the
current workload of the PM and varies with the passage of time. Thus, the total
power consumption by a PM pi for a given period of t slots can be computed as per
the equation below:
Ei(t) =
∫ t1
t0
E(UCPUi (t))dt. (5.20)
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Since power consumption is dependent on CPU usage, it can be concluded that CPU
usage plays an important role in selecting VMs from an overloaded PM to migrate
to another PM, and allocating the migrating VM to an appropriate PM.
• SLA violations: The findings of previous research [30] suggested a metric (SLAV)
to measure the count of SLA violations because of overuse (SLAO) and migration
(SLAM). The SLAV metric is independent of the workload of the IaaS-based cloud.
The SLAO and SLAM independently determine the count for SLA violations by the
IaaS-based cloud infrastructure [30]. The SLAV metric represents the proportion of
time during which active PMs have identified the full usage of CPU or memory. It
can be computed as per the equation below:
SLAV = SLAV O × SLAVM (5.21)
The count for SLA violations because of overuse can be computed as per the equation
below:
SLAV O =
1
N
N∑
i=1
TSLAi
Tactivei
(5.22)
where P is the total count of PMs; TSLAi is the total time that the PM pi has found
full use of CPU or memory resulting in SLA violation; and Tactivei is the total of
the PM pi being the active state. The value of SLAVM indicating the degradation
in performance by VMs because of migration can be computed as per the equation
below:
SLAVM =
1
M
M∑
j=1
Cdj
Crj
(5.23)
where M defines the total count of VMs; Cdj is the j approximate of the performance
degradation of the VMj resulting from the migrations; and Crj is the CPU resources
requested by the VMj during its lifetime.
• Number of VM migrations: Migration of a VM to an appropriate PM costs CPU
processing time at the source PM, consumption of bandwidth of the link between the
source and destination machine, and the addition of migrating VM at the destination
machine [29]. In addition to this cost, the migrating machine remains down while
migrating from the source machine to destination machine. It has been observed that
migration of all VMs requires 10% of the CPU use involved in SLA violations [30].
Thus, a greater number of migrations leads to higher energy consumption. As such,
it is necessary to minimize the number of migrations and subsequently minimize the
energy consumption.
• Energy consumption and SLA violation combined (ESV): To conduct a
comprehensive evaluation of the proposed approach, we measured its performance
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in terms of a combined metric of SLA violation and energy (ESV). The ESV is a
comprehensive evaluation index of the ideal balance between energy consumption
and ensuring QoS [31]. The ESV is computed as per the equation below:
ESV = Energy × SLAV (5.24)
[26]
[26]
[26]
[26]
Table 5.2: Possible Combinations of Different Approaches
In our set of experimental simulations, we measured the performance of the proposed
approaches—MRVMS for selection of VM and LIFE-MP for placement of migrating VM
in an appropriate PM, and other representative techniques. The reporting results of the
MRVMS approach were analyzed to compare the results of the proposed approaches with
the results of representative techniques—namely, RS, MU, MMT, and MC [30]—in terms
of the energy consumed, count of SLA violations, count of VM migrations, and a combined
metric of SLA violation and energy.
The reporting results of the LIFE-MP approach were compared with that of the
most representative VM placement method—namely, PABFD [30]—in terms of the energy
consumed, count of SLA violations, count of VM migrations, and a combined metric of
SLA violation and energy.
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5.7 Results and Discussion
In the recent past, many researchers have proposed numerous approaches for detecting
overloaded PMs and selecting VM for migration to alternate PMs. The most representative
approaches for detecting overloaded PMs include IQR, LR, MAD, and LRR [30]. The
approaches for selecting VMs for migration to another PM include MMT, RS, MC, and
MU [30].
In this set of experiments, we measured the performance of the proposed LIFE-MP
and MRVMS approaches in combination with the above cited techniques to compare their
results. The comparison of results was undertaken with the objective of determining
the optimal combination of different approaches with LIFE-MP and MRVMS in terms of
the identified metrics of energy consumption, count of SLA violations, and count of VM
migrations. To conduct a comprehensive comparative analysis of the results, we evaluated
32 combinations of approaches, as indicated in Table 5.2. The results were recorded
using a 10-day workload, with particular initialization parameters of overload detection
approaches as LR = 1.2, LRR = 1.2, MAD = 2.5, and IQR = 1.5.
We ran 32 combinations of different approaches with the proposed approach of MRVMS
and LIFE-MP in the CloudSim environment, and recorded their results. The recorded
results of the proposed approaches were compared with the baseline approaches to indi-
cate the effectiveness of the proposed approaches. The current set of experiments can be
broadly divided into four subsets of experiments for the sake of comprehensive analysis
and discussion.
Experiment #1
The first subset of experiments involved the use of representative approaches for VM
selection in addition to the proposed MRVMS approach, in combination with PABFD as
the allocation approach. The reported results are depicted in Figure 5.3 (a)-(c).
The comparative results depicted in Figure 5.3(a)-(c) highlight that the proposed
MRVMS approach was a better option than the other VM selection approaches in terms
of the identified metrics of energy consumption, count of SLA violations, and count of VM
migrations. The following observations can be made from the reporting results depicted
in Figure 5.3:
• The reported results for the IQR and MAD algorithms indicated that they behaved
similarly in their performance. The similar behavior of local regression algorithms—
namely, LRR and LR—was also observed. However, local regression-based algo-
rithms exhibited lower consumption of energy, VM migrations count, and SLA vio-
lations count in comparison with the IQR and MAD approaches.
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Figure 5.2: Comparative results of the proposed LIFE-MP in combination with MRVMS
approach and other VM selection policies in terms of (a) energy consumed, (b) count of
VM migrations, and (c) count of SLA violations.
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Figure 5.3: Comparative results of the proposed MRVMS approach and other VM selection
policies in combination with PABFD allocation approach in terms of (a) energy consumed,
(b) count of VM migrations, and (c) count of SLA violations.
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• The results of the proposed MRVMS approach indicated that it leads to low energy
consumption and a lower count of VM migrations in comparison with the other VM
selection approaches, irrespective of the use of any approach for detecting overloaded
PM.
• It can be observed that the combination of the proposed MRVMS approach led to
a higher number of SLA violations in combination with IQR and MAD approaches,
in comparison with the combination with LR and LRR approaches.
Experiment #2
The second subset of experiments involved evaluation of the proposed LIFE-MP approach
for placement of VM in an appropriate PM. The results were recorded in terms of the
identified metrics of energy consumption, number of SLA violations, and number of migra-
tions. The recorded results are depicted in Figure 3 (a) to (c). The following observations
can be made from the results depicted in Figure 5.2:
• The proposed MRVMS led to minimized energy consumption.
• Use of the MRVMS approach led to a reduction in the number of migrations by
approximately 50%, thereby demonstrating its effectiveness over the other VM se-
lection approaches.
• The proposed MRVMS approach ensured the minimum number of SLA violations,
in comparison with the other VM selection approaches.
Experiment subset #3
This subset of experiments involved evaluation of the proposed LIFE-MP approach and
PABFD approach as VM allocation approaches. The following observations can be made
from the reporting results depicted in Figure 5.4:
• The proposed LIFE-MP approach performed more successfully than the PABFD
approach in terms of energy consumption, irrespective of the combination approaches
for detecting overloaded PM and selecting VM.
• The LIFE-MP approach led to a reduction in the count of VM migrations by half,
in comparison with the PABFD approach.
• The LIFE-MP approach provided better results than the PABFD approach in all
combinations, except IQR-MU, in terms of the number of SLA violations.
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Figure 5.4: Comparative results of the proposed LIFE-MP approach in comparison with
the PABFD approach for VM allocation in terms of (a) energy consumed, (b) count of
VM migrations, and (c) count of SLA violations.
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Experiment subset #4
During the final subset of experiments, we identified from the reporting results that the
value of different performance metrics varied by changing the values of the parameters. It
can be observed that the LR-MRVMS combination of approaches led to minimized values
of the identified performance metrics. Further, it can be observed that the LR-MRVMS
combination of the proposed approach provided the best results in terms of the ESV
performance metric. The performance results of the LR-MRVMS combination approach
are depicted in Table 5.3.
Consequently, it can be concluded from the reported results of experiment Subsets 1
to 4 and their comparisons that the proposed approach MRVMS for the selection of VM
and LIFE-MP for the placement of VM led to a reduced number of migrations of VM and
reduced the number of SLA violation incidents. These approaches enabled a balanced
workload in the cloud environment and turned off the power of unnecessarily active PMs.
This helped minimize the power consumption of the data center in the cloud environment,
and subsequently reduced the operational cost of the data center.
Safety parameter 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4
Energy consumption(kWh) 86.95 86.70 83.22 66.90 61.10 60.58 63.20 64.90
Number of migration (x103) 1.566 1.590 1.510 1.379 1.291 1.256 1.266 1.291
SLAV (x10−5) 2.302 2.310 2.318 2.426 2.4064 1.622 1.642 1.751
ESV (x10−3) 2.001 2.002 1.929 1.622 1.470 0.982 1.037 1.136
Table 5.3: Safety Parameter for LR-MRVMS
5.8 Conclusion
The VM consolidation process plays an important role in efficient management of comput-
ing resources, leading to optimization of power consumption and subsequently reducing
the operating cost of the cloud data centers. Despite numerous research efforts, it remains
a challenge for the research community to optimize this power consumption because of
the wide variety of resources and unpredictable workloads of cloud data centers. In this
chapter, we addressed the limitations of the existing approaches for VM consolidation
by proposing new approaches—MRVMS for selection of migrating VM and LIFE-MP for
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placing the migrating VM on an optimal PM by considering the multiple computing re-
sources being used and the correlation between the migrating VM and already-running
VMs on the PM—with the objective of minimizing the number of migrations, number of
SLA violations, and power consumption of PMs. The proposed approaches were imple-
mented as part of the VM consolidation process and evaluated using real-world Google
cloud traces. The comparative results and analysis revealed the superiority of the pro-
posed approaches for selection and placement of VMs to enable efficient reduction of power
consumption, thereby minimizing the operating cost.
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CHAPTER 6
DTFA: A Dynamic Threshold-based
Fuzzy Approach for Power-efficient VM
Consolidation
Dynamic virtual machine (VM) consolidation is considered to be an effective approach for improv-
ing power consumption and computing resource utilization in cloud-based data centers. However,
the ever-changing workload in a data center makes it difficult for VM consolidation to prevent ser-
vice level agreement (SLA) violations and optimize power consumption. A consolidation process
can be further be divided into sub-problems, namely, (1) Placement of virtual machines; and (2)
Selection of a virtual machine for migration; and (3) Detection of overutilized and underutilized
physical machines. The previous chapters introduced a distributed approaches for energy-efficient
dynamic VM consolidation while tackling only the first two sub-problems of the consolidation
problem. This chapter deals with the third sub-problem of the dynamic VM consolidation, such
that detection of overutilized and underutilized physical machines (PMs). This plays a significant
role in effective VM consolidation, immediately improving resource utilization, SLA violations, and
power consumption. This chapter presents a new proposal for the dynamic adjustment of thresh-
old values that aims to minimize the number of migrations in varying workload environments.
This proposed approach, named the dynamic threshold-based fuzzy approach (DTFA), is a fuzzy
threshold-based approach used for adjusting the threshold values of PMs in a cloud environment.
The proposed approach allows the number of migrations caused by overloading to be reduced and
SLAs to be met. Three sets of experiments with different workloads were conducted to validate
the proposed approach. The results demonstrate that DTFA outperforms existing solutions by
an average of 22.52%, 45.63% and 56.68% in power consumption, VM migration count and SLA
violations respectively.
This chapter is partially derived from: Deafallah Alsadie, Zahir Tari, Eidah J. Alzahrani, Albert
Y. Zomaya, “DTFS: A dynamic threshold-based fuzzy approach for power efficient vm consolidation”, In
17th IEEE International Symposium on Network Computing and Applications, (NCA 2018), Pages: 1-9,
Cambridge, USA, 2018.
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6.1 Background
Power consumption of physical machines (PMs) in a cloud data center remains a critical
and unaddressed issue for the research community. Here, customers are allowed to ac-
cess the shared resources on demand basis. This helps the customers to readily use the
available infrastructure without worrying about maintenance and hardware and software
upgrades while paying only for the resources used via the pay-on-usage model. It has been
observed that PMs of these data centers consume a large amount of power, leading to an
increase in operating expenses. An approximation from 2014 found that infrastructure
and power costs are responsible for 75% and Information Technology (IT) for 25% of the
total operating expenses of a data center in a cloud environment [212]. Recently, most
of data centers have reported consumption of a huge amount of power. The main cause
behind excessive power consumption is the presence of a large number of power-intensive
computing resources as well as inefficient consumption of power by the concerned hardware
resources. It has been observed in an analysis of about 5000 servers in cloud production
centers for a period of six months that these servers are not idle and not fully utilized up
to 100% of their capacity [213]. Majority of times, the servers reported utilization in the
range of 10 - 50% than their capacity [15]. This underutilization of resources results in
additional costs for over provisioning the resources. In addition to this, management and
maintenance of extra provisioned computing resources also contributes to the increase in
total operating expenses.
There exists one major issue, dealing with the small dynamic power range of com-
puting servers as these servers eat about 3/4th of power in the idle state than their fully
utilized state. So, the presence of underutilized computing resources is the major cause
of inefficient power consumption. Assuncao et al. [214] performed a comprehensive anal-
ysis on supervising the power consumption of the Grid5000 hardware infrastructure. The
authors proved that excessive power consumption could be optimized by using various
approaches that switch computing servers on or off (to sleep mode) based upon certain
conditions. There also exist some other issues that affect the power consumption of com-
puting infrastructure and hardware. As these computing resources produce heat during
their operations, they require a cooling system to maintain a suitable temperature. For
this purpose, additional power is consumed. For every 1W of power consumed, 0.5-1 W
of power is required for maintaining their suitable temperature. However, excessive power
consumption also generates a substantial amount of carbon dioxide (CO2). Emission of
CO2 leads to an adverse impact on the greenhouse effect [215].
The virtualization technology offers one possible solution. Such technology allows
multiple virtual machines (VMs) to be generated on a single running PM, and attempts
to balance the workload among the VMs [53, 102, 172, 216]. While this technology helps
to improve power-consumption efficiency of PMs in a data center, it has the disadvantage
of requiring the appropriate consolidation of VMs. Another disadvantage is that in data
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centers there is stochastic variation of workload, which results in VM consolidation having
a negative effect on the reservation of resources in PMs. Thus, it increases SLA viola-
tions. Moreover, during the consolidation process, VMs are migrated from overloaded
PMs to underloaded PMs to balance the workload and are moved to sleep mode. It
increases the number of migrations and each migration requires additional computation
costs, and therefore leads to greater power consumption. Thus, the issue of optimizing
power consumption and resource utilization while meeting the SLA agreement requires
the immediate attention of the research community.
VM consolidation offers several advantages by enabling efficient usage of computing
resources in the cloud data centers. It can work statically as well as dynamically. In the
static Virtual Machine consolidation process, the load is allocated on the basis of the max-
imum load of the virtual machines. However, this leads to wastage of computing resources
as most of the time there is no maximum utilization of computing resources. Whereas, in
the case of the dynamic virtual consolidation process, Virtual Machines capacity is man-
aged according to the current workload. It helps in achieving efficient use of computing
resources of the data center. Here, VMs are migrated online on the basis of the current
workload of the PM to minimize the number of active PMs to handle the workload of
the data center. The idle PMs are switched to sleep mode for minimizing their power
consumption. The PMs are again activated to meet computing resources requirement and
avoiding SLA violations. This method tries to optimize power consumption as well as
minimize the SLA violations.
Recent studies [33, 217–219] have suggested the use of VM consolidation for improving
power consumption by dividing this process into four parts. Dividing the problem of
excessive power consumption into small parts has advantages in terms of simplification of
problem and performance enhancement of individual approaches used for handing each
part of the problem. The second advantage is the option to enable distributed execution
of the algorithms for determining overloaded as well as underutilized PMs.
• Determining overloaded PM for migrating a set of VMs to suitable PMs meeting
the SLA requirements.
• Determining under- loaded PM for migrating already running VMs to a suitable PM
and switching the PM to sleep mode for minimum power consumption.
• Finding suitable VMs for migrating a set of VMs from an overloaded PM.
• Assigning a set of VMs found for migration to other suitable PMs.
The first part of the VM consolidation process involves detection of overloaded PMs
in a data center. The fact that overloaded PMs result from a shortage of resources affects
performance degradation, thus leading to low-quality service being offered to customers.
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Thus, to improve the quality of service in overloaded PMs, some VMs must be mi-
grated to appropriate PMs [73]. Several methods have been suggested for determining
the over- loaded PMs. One of the important methods is to fix lower and upper threshold
for utilization of PM. It ensures the total utilization of the processor of all running VMs
to be in the range from lower threshold to upper threshold. In case, the CPU utilization
is less than the lower value of the threshold, all its virtual machines are migrated to a
suitable PM for minimizing the power consumption. In case, the utilization of the PM is
more than the upper threshold, then some of the virtual machines are moved from this
PM to another PM for avoiding SLA violations. It has been observed that the static value
of thresholds does not suit the environment with changing workload. It is desirable that
the system should make changes as per the current workload of the data center. Such
techniques that adjust the values of thresholds dynamically can lead to efficient power
consumption.
The second part of the VM consolidation process is to identify underloaded PMs and
shift their workload to other PMs to move them to sleep mode. This can help to save
unnecessary power consumption in idle PMs. However, this process requires the migration
of all VMs from the underloaded PM to the proper PM.
Several methods [25, 29, 73, 143] have been proposed to determine the underutilized
PM. The significant methods include Inter Quartile Range (IQR), Median Absolute De-
viation (MAD), and Local Robust Regression (LRR) [25]. The IQR method takes the
decision of over- loaded/underloaded PM using inter quartile range. The MAD method
employs median absolute deviation and THR gives a threshold for a PM to be considered
as overloaded or underloaded. The LR and LRR offer the prediction of utilization of
computing resources of the PM.
The third part of the VM consolidation process is to find a suitable PM to which
the VMs from overloaded or underloaded PMs can be migrated. Several methods have
been proposed for selecting a suitable VM [25, 73, 220]. The significant methods are
proposed on the basis of Minimum Migration Time (MMT), Random Selection (RS) and
Maximum Correlation (MC) [30]. The MC-based methods enable the selection of VMs
migrating that is maximally correlated among all the VMs of a PM. The MMT based
method selects the VM for migration having minimum memory. The minimum memory
of VM leads to its faster migration. The RS method randomly selects the VM from a PM.
The researchers reported different results using the above-cited methods. Most of them
claimed that MC-based methods achieve power saving but lead to more SLA violations.
The MMT based method exhibits better performance KPI but consumes more power. It
has been noticed that in the real world, the workload of the data center is not certain.
So, dynamic computation of threshold values is required.
The fourth part of the VM consolidation process relates to selecting the best candidate
VM for migration from the overloaded PM. Dynamic VM consolidation [30] has been
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found to be an effective method for improving power consumption. However, this type
of VM consolidation results in degraded performance due to variation in the workload of
data centers.
Most existing approaches detect overloaded PMs by analyzing previous workloads
statistically. These approaches propose fixed-value thresholds for resource utilization.
Fixing the threshold values is not suitable for an environment that has unpredictable
workloads. Ideally, there must be an automatic adjustment of thresholds based on current
workloads. Thus, fixed-threshold approaches do not suit the unpredictable environments
because these approaches increases the migration count, violate the SLA, and hence in-
crease power consumption.
To address the limitations of the existing solutions, this chapter proposes a new ap-
proach that dynamically adjusts threshold values. The proposed approach, named the
dynamic threshold-based fuzzy approach (DTFA), dynamically adjusts the threshold val-
ues of the PM in a cloud environment to minimize the migration count in an environment of
varying workload. DTFA is a fuzzy threshold-based approach for adjusting the threshold
values of the PM in a cloud environment. This approach enables the number of migrations
due to overloading to be reduced and allows the SLA to be met. DTFA deals with PMs,
and adjusts their upper and lower threshold values based on current utilization, predicted
utilization, and current threshold values of the central processing unit (CPU). To achieve
these adjustments, DTFA computes the remaining capacity and temperature of the PM,
indicating the difference between predicted and current utilization. The computed values
of the remaining capacity and the PM temperature are further used to adjust the values
of the upper and lower threshold values dynamically. The fuzzy values of the remaining
capacity and PM temperature are used to compute the change in threshold values. The
change in a threshold value can be either positive, indicating an increase in the previous
threshold value, or negative, indicating a decrease in the previous threshold value. The
amount of increase or decrease in the threshold values is decided dynamically on the basis
of the fuzzy values for the remaining capacity and the PM temperature. Thus, DTFA
results in dynamically changing the values of the threshold for minimizing the number
of migrations due to over-loading and underloading of the underlying PM. Hence, DTFA
leads to a reduction in power consumption due to the unnecessary migration of VMs in
cloud-based data centers with varying workloads.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2 provides an updated
review of the related research, and highlights the research gaps. Section 6.4 presents the
new DTFA and its describes its functioning in addressing the limitations of current fixed-
threshold techniques. Section 6.5 evaluates the new approach by providing the details of
the experimental-environment setup, the evaluation metrics for measuring performance of
the proposed approach, the results of the experiments, and the discussion. Section 6.6
concludes the chapter and presents the scope for future research.
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The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2 provides an updated
review of the related research, and highlights the research gaps. Section 6.4 presents the
new DTFA and describes its functioning in addressing the limitations of current fixed-
threshold techniques. Section 6.4 evaluates the new approach by providing the details of
the experimental-environment setup, the evaluation metrics for measuring performance of
the proposed approach, the results of the experiments, and the discussion. Section 6.6
concludes the chapter and presents the scope for future research.
6.2 Related Work
Recently, several studies have proposed approaches for optimizing the power consumption
of data centers in the cloud environment. The research has focused on VM-consolidation
approaches as an emerging solution to minimizing power consumption [201, 221, 222].
These approaches involve online migration of VMs to the appropriate PM to balance
the workload of an overloaded PM or migrate all VMs to move the underloaded PM to
sleep mode to minimize power consumption. Some researchers have aimed to achieve
VM consolidation using threshold-based approaches [33, 73, 223]. These studies have
proposed static as well as dynamic setting of threshold values to determine overloaded
and underloaded PMs. While static threshold-based approaches help to find overloaded
PMs, dynamic threshold-based approaches enable the analysis of previous-workload data
to adjust the new threshold values.
In threshold-based approaches, if CPU utilization of a PM exceeds the upper thresh-
old, then that PM is considered an overloaded PM. If current CPU utilization is less than
the lower threshold of the PM, then it is considered as an underloaded PM. This concept
has been followed by many researchers [30, 100, 200] who proposed static threshold values
for lower and upper thresholds. These researchers have attempted to maintain the cur-
rent (CPU) utilization of a PM between the lower threshold value and the upper threshold
value. However, fixing the values for a hot and cold threshold is a challenging task, and
furthermore, setting static thresholds and using current utilization is not an effective mea-
sure for environments with dynamic workloads wherein the utilization of VMs running on
a server continuously changes.
The researchers in [30] suggest using linear regression for predicting CPU, and ac-
cordingly, making a decision for migrating VMs to another PM. Future CPU utilization is
predicted on the basis of previous utilization trends. They believe that the migrations of
the VM in early stages will help to avoid SLA violations. However, it leads to an increase
in the number of unnecessary migrations, thus leading to additional computational costs,
which is not desirable in cloud systems.
Sercon [73] proposes using a threshold value to avoid 100% utilization of the CPU,
which may result in performance degradation. Thus, the proposed method ensures utiliza-
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tion remains less than the upper threshold value. However, fixing an appropriate threshold
value remains an issue for changing workloads in a cloud environment. Thus, it can be
concluded that static threshold-based approaches are not power efficient for a data center
in a cloud environment characterized by changing workloads.
The authors in [30] analyze the different approaches proposed for detecting overloaded
PMs while satisfying the power performance trade-off in a cloud environment. These re-
searchers propose different approaches using adaptive utilization threshold-based methods,
namely, median absolute deviation (MAD) and interquartile range (IQR). These methods
enable the automatic adjustment of threshold values on the basis of forecasted utilization
using previous values. The researchers focus on adjusting upper threshold values on the
basis of the strength of the deviation of CPU utilization. However, MAD suffers from the
limitation that the magnitude of the distances of a small number of outliers is not suitable.
The researchers also use regression-based approaches, namely, local regression (LR) and
local robust regression (LRR) for detecting overloaded and underutilized PMs. However,
these approaches also depend on the prediction of CPU utilization. These approaches lead
to better results, but have the limitation of being highly complex.
The authors of [224] use a fuzzy q-learning-based method for detecting overloaded
PMs. The proposed method is a fuzzy clustering-based method that estimates Gaussian
membership functions. This method suffers from the limitation of the time required for
learning before convergence.
The authors in [30] analyze the different approaches proposed for detecting overloaded
PMs while satisfying the powerperformance trade-off in a cloud environment. These re-
searchers propose different approaches using adaptive utilization threshold-based methods,
namely, median absolute deviation (MAD) and interquartile range (IQR). These methods
enable the automatic adjustment of threshold values on the basis of forecasted utilization
using previous values. The researchers focus on adjusting upper threshold values on the
basis of the strength of the deviation of CPU utilization. However, MAD suffers from the
limitation that the magnitude of the distances of a small number of outliers is not suitable.
The researchers also use regression-based approaches, namely, local regression (LR) and
local robust regression (LRR) for detecting overloaded and underutilized PMs. However,
these approaches also depend on the prediction of CPU utilization. These approaches lead
to better results, but have the limitation of being highly complex.
The authors of [224] use a fuzzy q-learning-based method for detecting overloaded
PMs. The proposed method is a fuzzy clustering-based method that estimates Gaussian
membership functions. This method suffers from the limitation of the time required for
learning before convergence.
The authors suggested an approach based on linear regression for predicting the future
CPU utilization of the PM called LIRCUP [225]. This approach focuses on the previous
data to determine a function that suits the best. This function is further used to predict
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the next utilization of CPU of a PM. It is not always feasible to find a fitness function due
to the dynamic nature of the CPU requirements. So, it may result in weak predictions of
CPU utilization in the cloud data center.
Maurya and Shina [223] suggested a dynamic threshold based approach. They used
the current utilization instead of previous utilization to change the upper thresholds as
well as lower threshold values dynamically. They implemented their approach considering
three different aspects like CPU, RAM and bandwidth. The author used the values for
current utilization. So, SLA violations may happen. In case, there are some unpredictable
short spikes, the solution marks the server as an overloaded server.
Here, in the study of [226], Salimian et al. suggested an approach that dynamically
changes the upper and lower threshold values. They used current as well as forecast CPU
utilization values in their approach. After gathering the information regarding upper and
lower bounds of the PM, the information is passed to the fuzzy inference system. The
fuzzy inference system supports sugeno fuzzy rules for computing the change in threshold
values. The workload of PMs in the cloud data centers is measured regularly for lower as
well as upper bounds.
Horri et al. [227] suggested a virtual machine count based approach for dynamically
deciding the threshold values. Their approach has been employed to detect the overloaded
and under loaded PM by considering the virtual machine count as well as utilization of
CPU of the PM in the cloud data center. The authors proposed to use the current
utilization values instead of using the previous threshold data values. The major limitation
of this approach is that it is non-adaptive for the environment with changing workloads.
Hsu et al. [200] suggested a power-aware consolidation approach for minimizing the
power consumption of the PMs in a data center. The authors proposed to minimize the
power consumption by putting a restriction on the CPU utilization below a maximum
value of the threshold as well as migrating and consolidating tasks among different virtual
clusters and virtual machines. Their approach takes into consideration the network latency
while migrating the VMs. However, keeping CPU utilization in the range of two static
threshold values do not suit the environment with changing workloads.
In their approach, Xiao et al. [100] suggested dynamic allocation of the computing
resources in a data center based upon the requirements of different running applications.
The authors used exponential moving average method for predicting the future utilization
of CPU of the PM. They proposed to decide the hot locations by setting a different
threshold for different computing resources in the cloud environment
Islam et al. [186] suggested two different learning approaches for forecasting the future
requirements of computing resources. The authors purposed to use linear regression and
neural networks in their approach for predicting the future requirements. They conducted
two different sets of experiments using the neural network and linear regression methods
for prediction purposes. The experimental results indicate that neural network based
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prediction values are more accurate in comparison to linear regression model. But, in the
case of neural network model, training time depends upon the size of the training data
as well as the frequency of the prediction. In addition, the time series of workload is also
changing in the environment and is not dependent upon historical patterns.
Fahimeh at al. [228] suggested dynamic Virtual Machine consolidation upload using K
nearest neighbor regression method. The proposed approach has been used to predict the
computing resource utilization for each PM in the cloud data center. The k nearest neigh-
bor method uses previous values of CPU utilization for predicting the future requirement.
The author employed this predicted value to determine the status of the PM as overloaded
or under loaded. In this way, the authors claimed to minimize the power consumption and
SLA violations more effectively in comparison to other dynamic consolidation approaches.
Similarly, Zhang et al. [229] also proposed an approach known as Statistics based Load
Balancer. The proposed approach is used to make an online decision regarding computing
resource allocation in the data center. The authors proposed to use the previous data
values of CPU utilization for predicting the future requirements of the virtual machines.
They used a simple average of previous CPU utilization of the PM in the datacenter
instead of using any machine learning or regression based approach for predicting the
future value.
Bleaglazov and Buyya [93] proposed a method for settings the values of threshold
statically in the cloud data center. The authors proposed the use of lower and upper
values of the threshold of CPU utilization. In case the CPU utilization exceeds the upper
limit, that PM is considered as an overloaded PM. So, some of VMs are migrated online
to other machines. In case the value of the threshold goes below the lower threshold
value of the PM, then that machine is considered as under loaded machine. So, all its
running virtual machines are migrated to some other machines and PM is moved to the
sleep mode with minimum power consumption. This method ensures that a minimum
number of PMs are active in the data center. The proposed method used a simple aspect
of lower and upper threshold values without considering any additional processes. The
major limitation of this method is that it is not suitable for the environment where the
workload is dynamically changing.
Hlavacs and Treutner [227] demonstrated the problem of Virtual Machine consolida-
tion dynamically as a problem of Bin packing. They employed the genetic algorithm for
predicting the future workload on the basis of previous data to optimize the power con-
sumption of the PM in a data center. This study did not apply any overloading detection
method. They only focused on the VM placement problem of the data center. However
the training method of this approach is a time consuming process for the application of
genetic algorithm in forecasting the future workload.
Table 6.1 presents the summary of the related works cited above in terms of input
parameters and performance parameters.
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Approach
Input parameters Performance parameters
VM
count
Previous
usage
Current
usage
Fixed
thresh
old
Dynamic
Thresh
old
Future
thresh
old
Power
consu
mption
SLA
violat
ion
Migra
tion
count
[229] Y Y Y Y Y Y
[224] Y Y Y Y Y Y
[228] Y Y Y Y Y Y
[186] Y Y Y Y Y Y
[227] Y Y Y Y Y Y
IQR [25] Y Y Y Y Y
MAD [25] Y Y Y Y Y
LR [25] Y Y Y Y Y
RLR [25] Y Y Y Y Y
[225] Y Y Y Y Y
[223] Y Y Y Y Y
[224] Y Y Y Y Y Y
[226] Y Y Y Y Y
[200] Y Y Y Y Y Y
[100] Y Y Y Y Y Y
[93] Y Y Y Y Y
[72] Y Y Y Y Y
Table 6.1: Comparison of PM overload detection algorithm
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To address the limitations of the existing static and adaptive approaches, this chapter
introduces fuzzy thresholds using predicted workload from previous-workload trends. The
proposed DTFA approach deals with PMs, and adjusts its upper threshold value and
lower threshold value of PMs based on current utilization, predicted utilization and the
current threshold values of CPU. To achieve this, it computes the remaining capacity that
can be utilized to serve the VMs and the temperature of the PM, thus identifying the
difference between predicted and current utilization. The computed values of remaining
capacity and PM temperature are further used to adjust the values of the upper and lower
threshold values dynamically. The fuzzy values of the remaining capacity and the PM
temperature are used to compute the change of thresholds. The change in the threshold
value can be either positive, indicating an increase in the previous threshold value, or
negative, indicating a decrease in the previous threshold value. The amount of increase
or decrease in the threshold values is decided dynamically on the basis of fuzzy values for
the remaining capacity and the PM temperature. Thus, the proposed approach results in
dynamically changing the values of the thresholds to minimize the number of migrations
due to overloading and underloading of the underlying PM.
6.3 Existing work load evaluation methods
Several studies [30, 100, 200] divided the problem of VM consolidation into four sub
problems as follows.
• Determining overloaded PM for migrating a set of VMs to suitable PMs meeting
the SLA requirements.
• Determining under- loaded PM for migrating already running VMs to a suitable PM
and switching the PM to sleep mode for minimum power consumption.
• Finding suitable VMs for migrating a set of VMs from an overloaded PM.
• Assigning a set of VMs found for migration to other suitable PMs.
This section describes the significant studies for suggested for effective VM consolidation
process.
6.3.1 Determining overloaded PM
Determining an overloaded PM directly affects the quality of the service in a Cloud data
center [33]. Because for an overloaded PM, its computing resources are completely ex-
hausted, and applications are likely to experience a shortage of computing resources. As
a result, their performance degrades. It requires migration of some virtual machines to
other suitable PMs. This problem becomes more complex with the need of optimizing
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time based behaviour of the system in the presence of dynamic workload on a single PM.
To address the problem, several methods have been proposed to detect to determine the
overloaded PM [30, 100, 200]. Most of these methods are developed based upon the CPU
utilization. It is assumed that if the current CPU utilization exceeds a certain threshold
level, then the PM is considered as the overloaded PM. These methods can be divided
into three categories as follows
Heuristic-based approaches
These methods [33, 73, 223] are very simple and are proposed on the basis of CPU uti-
lization threshold values. Threshold values enable the determination of the state of the
PM as overloaded or non overloaded. These methods involve the comparison of current
CPU utilization against the threshold values. If current utilization exceeds the threshold
values, then the PM is considered as overloaded PM. Beloglazov and R. Buyya [30] sug-
gested a static CPU utilization based method. The proposed method computes the mean
of last static values of CPU utilization and compares with with specific threshold value.
It determines the situation as overloaded if the mean of last n utilization values of CPU is
more than a given threshold value. However, this method deals with a static threshold and
is not suitable to the environment, having a dynamic and uncertain workload. In order
to handle the unpredictable workload of the data center, the system must be capable of
changing that threshold values for CPU utilization automatically on the basis of workload
behaviour of the running applications.
Adaptive utilization threshold based methods
These methods [25, 33] involve adjusting the values of CPU utilization thresholds auto-
matically on the basis of statistics of previous data for CPU utilization of virtual machines
in a cloud data center. The basic concept used to change the value of upper and lower
thresholds is the amount of change in CPU utilization. More the change in CPU uti-
lization, indicates lower the value of upper utilization threshold. If the change in CPU
utilization is higher, then there may be a possibility that CPU utilization reaches to its
full capacity. It may cause SLA violations.
Several methods have been proposed in this category. The most significant method
of Median Absolute Deviation (MAD) and Inter Quartile Range (IQR) [25]. MAD is a
metric of statistical dispersion that behaves well with distributions without considering
the values for variance or mean. It is a robust method of scale as compared to simple
standard deviation or variance methods. In this method, for computing the set of denoted
as X1, X2, ..., Xn assume their absolute values, and arrange them in an increasing order
to get the set X1, X2, ..., Xn, then computes mid point as shown in (6.1) [25, 33].
MAD = median(X1, X2, ..., Xn) (6.1)
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Then, it computes the upper bound threshold Tu as:
Tu = 1− s×MAD (6.2)
here s ∈ R+, which is a dynamic variable factor. It is known as a dynamic variable
factor. It is helps to tradeoff power and performance. It is observed that for low value
of Tu, the power is low and high value for SLAV. Exceeding the utilization of CPU than
threshold Tu is considered as overloaded.
Quartile Range method is an alternative method for measuring the physical disper-
sion. It is also known as the midspead method as it equals the difference between 3rd
and 1st quartile in descriptive statistics. This method is considered as a robust method in
comparison to the range with a breakdown of 25%. This method is preferred to the total
range. This has the advantage of the quartile for ordered sets as:
IRQ = Q3−Q1 (6.3)
Here, Q1 is the quartile value of order sets, Q3 is three-quarters of its value. The threshold
Tu is computed as:
Tu = 1− s× IRQ (6.4)
here, s is the same as that of the median absolute deviation method. Similarly, if CPU
utilization exceeds the threshold Tu, this will be considered as overloaded.
Adaptive threshold utilization based methods provide better results than correspond-
ing static CPU utilization threshold based methods for the environment with changing
and uncertain workloads. However, these methods are unable to provide a prediction of
PM overloading in the cloud data center.
Regression based methods
These methods [230, 231] are proposed on the basis of approximation of future utilization
of CPU in the data center minimize. These methods offer a prediction of PM overloading
by predicting future workload of the PM. These methods are complex in comparison to
the other categories of methods like static threshold and adaptive threshold methods.
In this category, local regression method and local regression robust method which is
an enhancement of the local regression method to the outlier, are the most significant
methods.
Local Regression method (LR) [230] is a linear regression method. This method
involves fitting the distribution of utilization of CPU usingcurve fitting approaches. After
fitting thecurve, it attempts to get the shortest distance line. The fitting line is further
used to predict the future utilization of CPU of the PM. If the CPU utilization is more
than a specific value of threshold then the PM is considered as an overloaded PM.
Tu = s× f(x+ 1) (6.5)
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The Local Regression Robust (LRR) [231] method is an advanced linear regression method.
It is similar to the local regression method, but with additional parameters of the weights
of the deviation values. These weight values are adjusted in order to reduce the influence
of outliers on the fitted curve.
6.3.2 Selecting suitable VMs for migration
After determining the PM to be overloaded, the next phase is to find suitable VMs for
migrating from overloaded PM to another PM. Several approaches have been proposed
for this purpose [25, 73, 220]. These approaches can be classified into two categories. The
first category for selecting the virtual machine for migration uses fixed criteria, whereas
the second category uses the multiple criteria for selecting virtual machines to migrate to
another PM.
The significant methods are proposed on the basis of Minimum Migration Time
(MMT), Random Selection (RS) and Maximum Correlation (MC) [30]. The MC-based
methods enable the selection of VMs migrating that is maximumly correlated among all
the VMs of a PM. The MMT based method selects the VM for migration having minimum
memory.
Fixed criteria based methods
These methods [25, 73, 220] apply fixed criteria for taking the decision of selecting the
virtual machine to migrate to another PM. So, these methods are unsuitable for the envi-
ronment with dynamic and changing workload. The important methods in this category
are dynamic management method, the Minimum Migration Time (MMT), Random Se-
lection (RS) and Maximum Correlation (MC) [30]. The dynamic management method
selects VMs for migration based upon CPU utilization of the virtual machines. The VMs
having lowest CPU utilization are selected for migration to another PM. This method is
proposed on the concept that minimum CPU utilization can lead to minimal migration
cost. The Minimum Migration Time method allows the selection of virtual machine for
migration that needs minimum time to complete migration in comparison to other virtual
machines running on that PM. The time required for migration is calculated as the amount
of memory utilized by the virtual machine divided by the additional bandwidth available
for the PM. The Random Selection method allows the selection of virtual machine to be
migrated to another PM as per uniform distribution of random variable whose values are
used as an index of a virtual machine running on the PM. The Maximum Correlation
method is defined on the basis of the concept that more correlation between the com-
puting resources used by the running application, more the chances of the server being
overloaded. As per this concept, that VM needs to be migrated that have the highest cor-
relation of utilization of CPU. In order to approximate the value of correlation between
CPU utilization of virtual machines, several correlation coefficients have been applied.
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Multiple criteria based methods
Select a VM for migrating from an overloaded PM to another PM is a dynamic decision
making process. Some of the researcher used for the Fuzzy Q learning method for selecting
the virtual machine [104]. Fuzzy Q learning methods can help in making a dynamic
decision regarding Virtual Machine selection during its migration from an overloaded PM
to another PM. It has been observed that fuzzy Q learning method proved better results
in comparison to fix criteria methods.
6.4 The Dynamic Threshold-based Fuzzy Approach (DTFA)
As stated, DTFA enables the number of migrations due to overloading to be reduced and
the SLA to be met. DTFA deals with VMs running on a PM, adjusting its upper and
lower threshold values based on current utilization, predicted utilization and the current
threshold values of CPU. To achieve this, DTFA computes the remaining capacity that
can be utilized to serve the VMs and the temperature of the PM, thus identifying the
difference between the predicted and current utilization. The computed values of the
remaining capacity and the PM temperature are further used to adjust the values of the
upper and lower threshold values dynamically. The fuzzy values of the remaining capacity
and the PM temperature are used to compute the change of thresholds. The change in
threshold value can be either positive, indicating an increase in the previous threshold
value, or negative, indicating a decrease in the previous threshold value. The amount of
increase or decrease in the threshold values is decided dynamically on the basis of the fuzzy
values for the remaining capacity and the PM temperature. Thus, the proposed approach
results in dynamically changing the values of the threshold to minimize the number of
migrations due to overloading and underloading of the underlying PM.
Section 6.4.1 describes the design of the fuzzy threshold-based approach, and Sec-
tion 6.4.5 presents how this approach functions to adjust threshold values dynamically on
the basis of remaining capacity and PM temperature.
6.4.1 System design
The design of the proposed DTFA comprises multiple components (see Fig. 6.1) . The
proposed approach assumes running multiple VMs on a PM. Each VM is assumed to be
running a tier of multitier applications. The DTFA comprises the three components listed
below:
• Virtual central processing unit (VCPU) utilization collector component.
• VCPU predicted utilization component.
• Fuzzy controller component.
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Figure 6.1: Design of DTFA Approach
In brief, DTFA computes remaining capacity (in terms of the number of free MIPS)
and PM temperature in terms of the current utilization and predicted utilization of the
processor. The historical values of processor utilization are further used to predict the
future utilization of the processor. Finally, PM temperature is computed as the difference
between current utilization and predicted utilization. The fuzzy component of the DTFA
takes the input of PM temperature and remaining capacity. The input values are fuzzified
by the subcomponent named the fuzzifer to trigger the corresponding rule from the rule
base by the subcomponent named the inference system. The rule base returns the fuzzy
value for the change in threshold on the basis of the fuzzy input values. The fuzzy values of
change in threshold are defuzzified by the subcomponent, named the defuzzifier to obtain
a linguistic value for obtaining new thresholds. The details of the individual components
are explained in following subsections.
6.4.2 VCPU utilization collector component
This component is responsible for measuring the current utilization of computing resources
such as the processor. To formulate the problem of computing the current utilization of
the PM formally, we assume the following notations. Let P= {p1, p2, ..., pN} denotes a
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set of all PMs in a data center. Then, current utilization of computing resources such as
CPU for PM pi is computed as per matrix below.
UCPUi [M ][t] =

UCPU11 U
CPU
12 . . U
CPU
1t
. . . . .
. . . UCPUjk .
. . . . .
UCPUM1 U
CPU
M2 · · UCPUMt

where, UCPUi denotes the current CPU utilization of pi PM at time t on the basis of
M number of VMs running on the PM Pi. UCPUjk represents the CPU utilization of VMj
on PM at time k, respectively.
Thus, in general, the expression for computing CPU utilization for PM within time
slot k can be expressed as:
UCPUi [k] =
M∑
j=1
UCPUi [j][k] (6.6)
6.4.3 VCPU prediction Utilization component
The VCPU predicted utilization component is responsible for predicting the future re-
quirements of the processor. It computes the predicted values for computing resources on
the basis of the respective historical values. Many researchers [210, 211] have employed
various methods from different domains to forecast the future needs of the CPU by the VM
in cloud environments. Recently, many researchers have suggested using the autoregres-
sive integrated moving average (ARIMA) method for forecasting values based on previous
values. These methods were the main target because they are simple to use for forecasting
utilization of CPU in a cloud environment. Considering the popularity and simplicity of
the ARIMA model, we adopted it for computing the future requirements of VMs based on
previous values of computing resource requirements. The ARIMA method is considered
a general method of an autoregressive moving average method. These methods are best
suited for use with time-series data to either better understand the data or to forecast the
values of the series. ARIMA methods are used for particular cases that indicate evidence
of a non-stationary. Here, an initial separate step may be employed multiple times to
remove the non-stationary.
To formulate the problem of computing predicted utilization on the basis of current
utilization formally, we assume the following notation. Let denotes a set of all PMs in a
data center. Then, the predicted utilization for the CPU resource for PM Pi is computed
as follow:
PUCPUi [k] = ARIMA(U
CPU
i [k]) (6.7)
where, PUCPUi denotes the predicted CPU utilization of Pi PM, and U
CPU
i is the current
CPU utilization of Pi PM.
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Figure 6.2: Design of Fuzzy Controller Component
6.4.4 Fuzzy controller component
The fuzzy controller component is proposed as a feedback controller on the basis of fuzzy
logic. The overall design of the fuzzy controller component is depicted in Fig. 6.2 It
consists of the following four subcomponents: 1) fuzzifer ; 2) inference system; 3) rule base;
4) defuzzifier. The detailed functions of these subcomponents are described as below.
The proposed fuzzy controller component receives two inputs: the PM temperature
Ptemp and the remaining capacity Crem of the PM. The values of Ptemp and Crem are
computed from the current utilization of computing resource, the predicted utilization of
computing resource, and the free MIPS, respectively, as depicted in Figure. 6.1. These
values are computed for CPU at time k as per Eq. (6.8) and Eq. (6.9).
Ptemp[k] = PU
CPU
i [k]− UCPUi [k] (6.8)
Crem[k] = U
CPU
Allocated − UCPUi [k] =
1− UtilizedMIPS
TotalMIPS
(6.9)
Crem represents the remaining capacity as the difference between the actual available CPU
capacity and the observed VCPU utilization. Here, UtilizedMIPS and TotalMIPS denote
the used MIPS and total allocated MIPS to the PM. The inference system in the proposed
fuzzy controller component receives input as the fuzzified values of PM temperature and
remaining capacity. The fuzzy values of PM temperature and remaining capacity are
computed using a fuzzy triangular membership function as presented in Figure. 6.3(a)
and (b), respectively.
Figure. 6.3(a) and (b) shows that Crem can take three fuzzy values: low, medium,
high, and Ptemp can take three possible fuzzy values: cold, normal, hot. The degree of
association is computed using a triangular membership function as per the values shown
in Fig. 6.3(a) and (b). The inference system triggers the rule base on the basis of the
fuzzy values of the input parameters, and produces a fuzzy output value as a change in
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Figure 6.3: Membership Functions for Input and Output Values
threshold value. The fuzzy output value is defuzzified by the output membership function,
as presented in Fig. 6.3(c).
Fig. 6.3(c) shows that the output of the fuzzy controller can take five fuzzy values—
high decrease (HD), small decrease (SD), no change (NC), small increase (SI), high increase
(HI)—as a change in threshold. The values are defuzzified by the subcomponent named
the defuzzifier to obtain the linguistic value as per the range of the values shown in
Fig. 6.3(c).
The defuzzifier subcomponent aggregates the rules, triggers by the inference system
using the center of gravity (COG) scheme and computes the control action. The fuzzy
rules selected by the inference system can create more than one fuzzy result. Thus, using
the COG scheme, the numeric value of the control action is computed as follows:
µCrisp =
µ1a11 + µ2a21.....+ µnan1
µ1 + µ2 + .....+ µn
(6.10)
where, µ represents ith degree of membership function and aij denotes the corresponding
cell values in the rule table, as summarized in Table 6.2.
The rule base consists of a set of fuzzy rules that allows making decisions on the basis
of fuzzy input parameters. These rules are stored in the form of ”If-Then” statements.
They enable the transformation of knowledge for control into a shape for further usage by
the inference system component.
Specifically, the rule in the rule base defines the conditions under which it can be
employed, and the output controlling its application. In our proposed model, if part is
applied under conditions of the fuzzy input parameters of PM temperature and remaining
capacity and fuzzy output is generated as a change in threshold values. The rule base
used in the proposed approach is summarized in Table 6.2.
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Table 6.2: DTFA—The Rule Base
aaaaaaaaaaa
”Ptemp”
”Crem”
High Medium Low
Hot HI SI SI
Normal SI NC NC
Cold HD SD SD
Table 6.2 shows that each cell of the table represents a specific rule of rule base
corresponding to a row and a column. For example, the cell (e.g., Hot, Low) corresponds
to the following rule: if Ptemp is hot and CRem is low, then output as a change in threshold
is SI (small increase). It defines the addition of a small value to the existing threshold
values for obtaining the new threshold.
6.4.5 An illustrative Example
In this section, we describe the functioning of the proposed approach to adjusting threshold
values dynamically for a PM in a cloud environment. As presented in Fig. 6.1, the VCPU
utilization collector component collects the statistics for CPU utilization of the PM pi.
The VCPU predicted utilization component computes the predicted future utilization on
the basis of historical utilization values. Let us assume the computed value of a particular
instance as current CPU utilization (UCPUi ) = 79%, the current value threshold (C Thi)
= 90%.
We computed the predicted value of utilization using the ARIMA model (PUCPUi ) =
77%. Thus, the values of the input parameters as per Eq. (6.11) and Eq. (6.12) for CPU
as a computing resource.
Ptemp = PU
CPU
i − UCPUi = 77− 79 = −2 (6.11)
Crem = 100− UCPUi [k] = 100− 79 = 21 (6.12)
The values of the input parameters are fuzzified by the fuzzifier component using a trian-
gular membership function as presented in Fig. 6.3(a) and (b). As described, it leads to
multiple values in the rule table, the final output is an aggregate of multiple values and is
computed using the COG scheme as presented in Fig. 6.4. We used the minimum values
of membership functions for each cell value under consideration, as presented in Fig. 6.4.
The final output of the COG scheme is computed as follows:
µCrisp =
0.6× (−5) + 0.4× (−5) + 0.3× (5) + 0.3 ∗ 0
0.6 + 0.4 + 0.3 + 0.3
=
−2.19 ∼= −2%
(6.13)
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Figure 6.4: An Illustration DTFA
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Data #VMs Mean(%) St.dev(%) Quartile 1
(%)
Median
(%)
Quartile 3
(%)
Workload 1 1049 12.1 16.1 2 6 16
Workload 2 1495 8.95 11.98 2 5 11
Workload 3 1065 10.45 13.8 2 6 13
Table 6.3: Characteristics of Workload Data
The computed control action for change in thresholds is computed as -2. Thus, new
threshold values will be computed as follows:
New Thi = C Thi + controlAction = 90− 2 = 88% (6.14)
The adjustment to the thresholds is made periodically to meet the changing workload on
a PM in a data center in a cloud environment. In this work, if the current utilization is
below 30%, the PM is treated as an underloaded PM. In this case, all VMs running on
the PM are migrated to another PM.
6.5 Performance Evaluation
This section describes our experimental results for the DTFA. Following the description
of our experiment in Section 6.5.1, we highlight three types of workloads and metrics for
measuring the performance of the DTFA in Section 6.5.2. In Section 6.5.3, we report
the results and compare these with the existing approaches in relation to the identified
metrics.
6.5.1 Experimental setup
To evaluate the DTFA empirically, we simulated the data center of a cloud environment
using the CloudSim toolkit. The simulated environment consists of N number of heteroge-
neous PMs. The count for PMs varies with the workload of the data center as summarized
in Table 6.3. Table 6.3 shows the number of PMs along with the statistics of the mean,
standard deviation, Quartile 1, median and Quartile3.
We used an open source library for Java known as jFuzzyLogic [232], to employ fuzzy
logic in the proposed work. The jFuzzyLogic library provides the complete implementation
details of a fuzzy inference system (FIS) and an application programming interface for
integration with the CloudSim simulation environment.
The design of the experimental environment for dealing with VMs running on a PM,
and for adjusting its upper and lower threshold values is based on current utilization,
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predicted utilization and current threshold values. The dynamic adjustment of values can
lead to minimize count for migration due to overloading and underloading of PMs.
For this set of experiments, we utilized the real-world workloads obtained from the
CoMon project and supervised resources for PlanetLab [162]. The final system is an
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) environment presented by a large-scale data center that
consists of the number of PMs, as presented in Table 1. Each PM is assumed to possess
a dual-core processor.
The frequency of the PMs CPUs is represented by MIPS ratings. PMs are HP Pro-
Liant ML110 G4 with 1160 MIPS for each core, and HP ProLiant ML110 G5 server
PM with 2660 MIPS for each core. Each server PM is provided with 1GB/s network
bandwidth. We assume the characteristics of the VM types are the same as those of
Amazon EC2 instance types including high-CPU medium instance (2500 MIPS, 0.15GB);
extra-large instance (2000 MIPS, 3.75GB); small instance (1000 MIPS, 1.7GB); and micro
instance (500 MIPS, 613MB). In this set of experiments, we scheduled the measurement of
the utilization as 300 seconds. The characteristic values corresponding to each workload
are summarized in Table 6.3. We evaluated the proposed approach using workload data
collected for three different days, and allocated randomly to each VM.
DTFA comprises three types of operations for computing changes in threshold values,
namely, computing CPU utilization, forecasting CPU utilization, and FIS for computing
change in threshold values on the basis of fuzzy inputs of PM temperature and PM re-
maining capacity. The output of the DTFA helps to adjust the upper and lower threshold
values for reducing the number of migrations.
6.5.2 Performance metrics
The aim of DTFA is to adjust the threshold values based on input parameters of PM
temperature and PM remaining capacity to minimize the migration count due to overuti-
lization and underutilization of PMs, while continuing to meet the SLA. The performance
of the DTFA is measured in terms of migration count, SLA violations, and power con-
sumption. The details of the performance metrics used for evaluating DTFA in this set of
experiments are described below:
Power consumption
To measure the power consumption of the PMs, we employed a linear power model [16, 73].
The linear power model for each PM is computed as follows:
P (cu) = k · Pmax + (1− k) · Pmax · cu, (6.15)
Here, Pmax is the peak power of CPU at its full utilization that is set to 250W. k is
the static power coefficient that is equal to the amount of power consumption of a free
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processor. According to [16], an idle CPU eats 70% of the power consumed by 100%
utilization. Thus, here, we set the value of k to 70%.
VM Migration count
Online migration of VM is a costly operation causing additional costs of CPU processing
and bandwidth for migration from one PM to another. While migrating, the VM does not
remain available. The unavailability of VMs during the migration process leads to SLA
violations. It has been found that migration of all VMs needs approximately 10% of CPU
utilization [30]. Therefore, a large number of migration results in a high amount of power
consumption. Thus, the purpose of this work is to reduce the migration count and hence,
minimize the power consumption.
SLA violation metrics
To measure the performance of the DTFA, we proposed to access in two aspects, namely,
SLA violation time per active PM (SLATAH), and performance degradation due to mi-
grations (PDM) [25]. The definition of these performance metrics is provided on the basis
of assumptions of delivering SLAs for 100% performance that are asked of applications of
VMs and are offered at any instance limited by the parameters of the VM.
SLATAH is defined as the percentage of time for which active PMs observe 100%
CPU utilization as follows:
SLATAH =
1
N
N∑
i=1
Tsi
Tai
(6.16)
PDM is defined as the degradation in performance of VMs on the whole because of online
migration and can be computed as follows:
PDM =
1
M
M∑
j=1
Cdj
Crj
(6.17)
where, N gives the count for active PMs; Tsi gives the total time for 100% CPU
utilization of PMi; Tai gives the total time during which PMi in the service VMs; M
denotes the number of VMs; Cdj is an approximation of degradation of performance in
VMj due to migration (10% in our experiments); Crj is the total CPU capacity requested
by VMj during its lifetime. Thus, the metric for SLA violation can be defined using
SLATAH and PDM as:
SLAV = SLATAH × PDM (6.18)
To measure combined performance of the proposed approach in terms of SLA violation
and energy (ESV), we use a combined metric called ESV [25] computed as follows:
ESV = Energy × SLAV (6.19)
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Figure 6.5: Comparison of the PMs overloading detection algorithms in terms of: (a)
Energy consumption, (b) VM migration count, (c) SLAV metric, (d) SLATAH metric, (e)
PDM metric, and (f) ESV metric
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6.5.3 Experimental results
To prove and validate the applicability of the proposed DTFA, we conducted three sets
of experiments and compared the performance of DTFA with existing approaches in the
field. The DTFA was implemented as described in Section 6.5.1, and its performance was
measured in terms of the identified metrics described in Section 6.5.2. We compared the
performance of the DTFA with that of other approaches, namely IQR, MAD, LRR, and
LR [30], and summarized the results in tabular and graphical form for better understanding
and analysis of results. We measured performance using the following metrics: SLA
violations, migration count, power consumption, and the value of ESV representing a
trade-off between power consumption and SLA violations. It can be observed from the
experimental results presented in Fig. 6.5 that the proposed DTFA performs better than
the existing approaches we used for comparison (i.e., IQR, MAD, LRR and LR) in all
levels of workload. In Experiment 1, we found that DTFA reduces power consumption
up to 25.12%, reduces SLA violations (including the SLAV metric) up to 49.09%, and
reduces the migration count and ESV value up to 52.69 and 50.11%, respectively. In
Experiment 2, we found that DTFA reduces power consumption up to 20.33%, reduces
SLA violations (including the SLAV metric) up to 60.59%, and reduces the migration
count and ESV value up to 37.39 and 44.19%, respectively. In Experiment 3, we found
that DTFA reduces power consumption by 22.55%, recues SLA violation (including the
SLAV metric) up to 59.14%, and reduces the migration count and ESV value up to 41.51
and 49.45%, respectively. It is observed that MAD and IQR suffer from the limitation
that when a PM observes the same CPU utilization as that of the previous utilization, the
value of the threshold is fixed around 100%. In such cases, MAD and IQR result in more
SLA violations. LR is also influenced by the outliers, and does not represent bulk data
behavior. Our proposed DTFA exhibits better and accurate fuzzy decisions for adjusting
the upper and lower threshold dynamically compared with the IQR, MAD, LRR and LR
approaches. Moreover, DTFA is not influenced by outliers and previous data with low
dispersion.
The DTFA employs a fuzzy inference approach that uses current and previous data,
and attempts to calculate the change in threshold values to make adjustments for new
upper and lower threshold values to reduce the migration count and hence, power con-
sumption.
The DTFA reduces the migration count, as depicted in Fig. 6.5(b), which immediately
influences the values of PDM. As a result, the DTFA reduces SLAV as a combined metric,
as depicted in Fig. 6.5(c). Given that the proposed DTFA computes the value for lower
thresholds using predicted workload values based on historical values, it results in reducing
the power consumption caused by the migration of all the VMs from the underloaded PMs.
Fig. 6.5 compares the performance of DTFA to existing approaches (i.e., IQR, MAD,
LRR, and LR) [30] in terms of the identified metrics. Comparative analysis of the results
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indicates that DTFA is superior to the existing approaches. Compared with the existing
approaches, DTFA also provides the benefit of decreasing the count for overloaded and
underloaded PMs, which helps to reduce power consumption and SLA violations.
6.6 Conclusion
The power consumption of PMs in a data center in a cloud environment remains a crit-
ical issue and remains unaddressed the research community. Several researchers have
suggested the use of VM consolidation to improve power consumption and resource uti-
lization. However, the ever-changing workload in data centers makes it difficult for VM
consolidation to prevent SLA violations and to optimize power consumption. For effec-
tive VM consolidation, detection of overutilized and underutilized PMs plays a significant
role and immediately affects resource utilization and SLA violations, as well as power
consumption.
This chapter presented a new proposal for the dynamic adjustment of threshold values
to minimize the number of migrations in a varying workload environment. The proposed
approach (DTFA) is a fuzzy threshold-based approach for adjusting the threshold values
of the PM in a cloud environment. The DTFA enables the reduction in number of migra-
tions due to overloading and allows the SLA to be met. Three sets of experiments with
different workloads were conducted to validate the proposed approach. The results of the
experiments demonstrated that the DTFA performs significantly better than the existing
approaches. The DTFA resulted in an average reduction of 22.52, 45.63, and 56.68% in
power consumption, VM migration count, and SLAV, respectively. In our experiments, we
considered CPU utilization a main factor in deciding threshold values. In future research,
we intend to consider multiple resources such as memory and bandwidth for setting upper
and lower threshold values dynamically.
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Conclusion
This chapter provides a summary of the research work presented in this thesis on power-
efficient resource management in cloud data centers and highlights the key contributions.
It also presents open research issues in the field and delineates some future research ex-
tension of this work.
7.1 Discussion
This thesis focused on the problem of large power consumption of cloud data centers by
minimizing the power wastage. It meets the objective of optimizing the power consump-
tion of cloud data centers in two different ways, namely, sizing of virtual machines and
consolidation of virtual machines.
In the first aspect, It proposes an efficient technique for allocating an appropriately-
sized virtual machine to the cloud workload to minimize power consumption. Excessive
consumption can be caused by the improper allocation of computing resources in the cloud.
To meet its objectives, it employs the concept of mapping appropriately-sized VMs to a
group of tasks in a data center. This involves the clustering of tasks on the basis of their
computing requirements and finding a suitably-sized VM with the required computing
resources. The efficient use of computing resources on the basis of their actual needs for
a group of tasks helps to save a substantial amount of power.
Secondly, this thesis presents a new proposal for active and dynamic consolidation of
virtual machines in order to ensure effective utilization of computing resources and mini-
mizing the power consumption while adhering to the service level agreement for providing
services to cloud customers. The proposed approach to the dynamic consolidation of the
virtual machine helps to resolve the issues of runtime wastage of computing resources of
cloud servers as well as non-proportional power consumption by making an improvement
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in utilization of computing resources. It is based upon the virtualization technique where
physical cloud server runs multiple virtual machines for running multiple applications.
By providing the solution to handle the identified research gaps, we attained the ob-
jectives outlined in Chapter 1 of this study has been achieved successfully. Specifically,
Chapter 2 literature of related fields have been reviewed and the various aspects, systems,
and techniques concerned with this research field have been studied. The key studies in-
clude a survey of the virtual machine sizing, virtual machine placement, virtual machine
selection, virtual machine migration, and existing approaches to the consolidation of vir-
tual machines in the context of the cloud data centers. In addition, it highlights the issue
related to the inefficiency of power consumption in cloud computing and its root causes.
A comprehensive literature review helped to identify research gaps, open challenges, and
precisely determine the research direction undertaken in the thesis.
In Chapter 3, the investigation into the effect of the efficiency due to the inappropriate
allocation of virtual machines to take care of data center workload has been carried out.
The chapter goes on to propose a practical approach for virtual machine sizing and task
clusters allocation of the data center workload in order to improve utilization of computing
resources. The efficient use of computing resources based on actual requirements for a
group of tasks helps to save a substantial amount of power in a cloud data center.
To address the next objective, Chapter 4 proposed an approach for the dynamic con-
solidation of virtual machines while tackling the three sub-problems, namely: (1) Detection
of overloaded and underloaded physical machines; (2) Placement of virtual machines; and
(3) Selection of a virtual machine for migration. This chapter focuses on the placement
of virtual machines. It investigates several schemes for associating a virtual machine to
a physical machine during the migration process in order to reduce the number of SLA
violations and identifies their limitations. A new approach is proposed for efficient place-
ment of migrating VMs so as to reduce overloading of physical machines, and to avoid
SLA violations to meet QoS norms. The proposed virtual machine placement approach
uses a correlation coefficient and predicts the future requirements of computing resources
to compute the value/s of the variable accurately, and has been termed LIFE - Lowest
Interdependence Factor Exponent. This variable shows the level to which a VM can be
associated with a target physical machine. A higher value of LIFE will correspondingly
result in a more significant impact factor influencing the performance of existing VMs
whenever a VM is selected for migration to a target machine. In order to minimize per-
formance degradation, the migration of a VM to a target machine will only take place
when the value of LIFE is the lowest. The proposed approach is capable of minimizing
performance degradation during the migration of a VM to a target machine. This enables
the minimization of the migration cost, hence power consumption of cloud data centers.
Chapter 5 proposed enhancement of the virtual machine placement approach and
the virtual machine selection approach by considering multiple approaches. The recom-
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mended Multiple Resource-based VM Selection (MRVMS) approach selects a VM with
high CPU requirements and optimal memory requirement for reducing the workload of
overloaded PMs with minimum migration cost. The proposed Lowest Interdependence
Factor Exponent Multiple Resources Predictive (LIFE-MP) approach for VM placement
selects a PM to place the migrating VM, based on the PM with the lowest correlation
coefficient value among the already- running VMs and the migrating VM to reduce the
performance degradation.
Chapter 6 contributed to determining the appropriate number of physical server ma-
chines required for supporting the current workload of the cloud data centers. The aims
of this are to minimize the number of migrations for reducing power wastage. It presented
a new proposal for the dynamic adjustment of threshold values that seeks to decrease
the number of migrations in varying workload environments. The proposed approach,
named the dynamic threshold-based fuzzy approach (DTFA), is a fuzzy threshold-based
approach used for adjusting the threshold values of PMs in a cloud environment. The pro-
posed method allows the number of migrations caused by overloading to be reduced and
SLAs to be met. The proposed approaches for virtual machine sizing and consolidation
of virtual machines have been implemented to be utilized as a tool in further research in
the field.
7.2 Future Research Directions
Despite providing a significant contribution to the study of power efficient and environ-
mentally friendly computing resource management in geographically distributed cloud
data centers, there are a number of open research issue that requires the attention of the
research community and needs further investigations for advancements in this field.
Dynamic Virtual Machine Sizing
Virtualization technology allows the running of multiple applications on a single physical
machine and this improves the management of computing resources in a cloud data center.
As highlighted in Chapters 3, the size of the virtual machine has a considerable effect on
the total power consumption of the cloud data center. In this thesis, we addressed this
issue by allocating appropriate sized virtual machines to the task clusters of the workload
of cloud data centers. Thereafter, one virtual machine size is chosen for each task cluster.
However, the computing resource needed for supporting virtual machines are difficult to
determine due to continuous provisioning and vice versa of virtual machines in a physical
machine. This leads to wastage of computing resources for task clustering. This requires
study for dynamic sizing of virtual machines to changes the VM configurations dynamically
as per the requirements.
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Communication-aware VM consolidation
Allocating and placing virtual machines plays an essential part in managing computing
resource and taking optimized decisions in cloud data centers. However, most of the
cloud-based application consists of the interaction with more than one computing and
memory modules. This interaction requires correlated communication. The correlated
communication of different modules in a cloud environment can be used as metrics for
taking decisions for placing a virtual machine in the physical machine and this can be
taken an essential research area in the cloud computing field.
Traffic-aware VM consolidation
The study indicates that the amount of traffic for effective consolidation of virtual ma-
chines is still not much-explored research area. Most researchers have ignored the impact
of traffic on the number of SLA violations. However, some researchers have attempted
optimization of the placement of virtual machines on the basis of the cost involved in mi-
gration and traffic workload [233]. They proved that a congested connection of the network
and migration of virtual machines alleviates the congestion of these network connections.
The authors of the study [234] suggested a two-tier approximation method for providing
a solution to the problem of traffic aware placement of virtual machines. They conducted
an analysis of the effect of traffic behavior patterns as well as the network design of cloud
data center on the scalability gains using network-aware placement of virtual machines.
Therefore, incorporating traffic aware techniques into our proposed approach for consol-
idating the virtual machine techniques can lead to more realistic and useful decisions by
considering resource utilization requirements and traffic load.
Thermal-aware VM consolidation
The study also shows that the most of the power consumed by the computing resources
in a cloud data center gets converted into heat [34]. This produces excessive heat caus-
ing the reduction in availability as well as the reliability of computing resources leading
to a reduced lifetime of machines. A future extension of our proposed approach in this
thesis for maintaining a safe operating range of temperature for the machines and other
equipment can enhance their lifetime. Recently, several researchers put up proposals for
efficient thermal management of cloud data centers [235]. However, most of them have
focused on balancing the consolidation of the virtual machine as per the workload of
cloud data center to prevent excessive heating of computing devices. The authors of the
study [236] suggested a thermal-aware approach for consolidation of virtual machines to
optimize the usage of computing resources and hence the power consumption of comput-
ing devices. Moore et al. [237] suggested an approach for inferring a thermal behavior
model of the cloud data center on the basis of machine learning techniques. Further, the
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authors reset the thermal load management systems for enhancing efficiency and power
consumption of the cooling system automatically. Effective design of a thermal-aware
consolidation process for virtual machines face challenges of determining appropriate re-
allocation of a virtual machine for maintaining a safe operating range of temperature for
the computing resources without degrading performance and increase cost for migration
of virtual machines.
Network and storage
Most of the researchers in the field focused on scheduling the computing resources in Cloud
data centers but ignored the schedule of network and storage. However, the network link
of Cloud data centers plays an essential role in considering the schedule of computing
resources in geography spread Cloud data centers. Therefore, more research efforts should
be made to enhance our proposed work for considering network and storage schedules.
OpenStack Integration
An important research direction of our proposed approach is to integrate it with Open-
Stack. The missing scheduling methods need to be identified and implemented for en-
hancing power efficiency to cloud data centers.
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